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7the Baworowscy library in lviv was one of the major privately funded libraries in the period of the par-titions of poland. its was found-ed by a  count wiktor Baworowski 
(1826–1894), prus ii wilczekosy coat of arms; 
a  translator of western-european literature into 
polish, and a  bibliophile1, renowned for his ec-
centric behavior. his collection has its onset in 
Myszkowice estate near tarnopol. since 1857, tak-
ing Józef ossoliński as an example, Baworowski 
aspired to open an entail2. in 1861 Baworowski 
placed his book collection in an inherited build-
ing of the former sieniawski arsenal in lviv, 
where he established a  sort of library – museum 
which, apart from precious polish material, held 
also the slavic one, as well as a  print collection, 
sculptures, paintings, and other relics of the 
former culture of the republic of poland. owing 
to the assistance offered by a well-known collec-
tor aleksander Batawski, Baworowski obtained 
whole book collections or most valuable frag-
ments, particularly those concerning the history 
of poland, among others, collections of alekas-
ander and stanisław stadnicki of Żmigród, ewar-
yst and Józef kuropatnicki, ambroży Grabowski, 
alojzy osiński, kazimierz stronczyński, leon 
dembowski of klimontowice, dionizy zubrzycki, 
and Jan wincenty Bandtkie-stężyński. in 1856 
the library had six thousand polish works, three 
thousand foreign ones, as well as five hundred 
manuscripts.3 henryk schmitt, who began work-
ing on a  catalogue of engravings and the regula-
tions of the book collection, took care of them. 
schmitt’s work was continued by other librarians, 
wojciech kętrzyński among others, who regis-
tered historiographic works in the collection, as 
well as works by stanisław orzechowski, szymon 
starowolski, sermons and funeral speeches, and 
ad lectorem
also works on grammar and lexicology, literature, 
theology, and herbaria.
in 1894, after the death of the founder, the col-
lection held 15,571 old prints, and over one thou-
sand manuscripts, particularly in belles-lettres, 
politics, law, liturgy, theology, and mathematics 
and natural sciences, which – aside from other 
sources – came from private collections. in his 
will from 1881 Baworowski bequeathed the li-
brary to “the property of the land of Galicia and 
lodomeria,” while the established library of the 
count wiktor Baworowski Foundation in lviv be-
came administrated by the national department 
(a unit of the diet of the kingdom of Galicia).
in 1914, a  collection of count zygmunt czar-
necki4, the grandson of the library’s founder 
(1905), an incisor Regni antoni czarnecki, was 
purchased (for 180 thousand marks, with a provi-
sion of indivisibility), holding 6,435 works com-
ing from various collections, for example, from 
castellan Bieliński or aleksy prusinowski. this 
collection consisted in thirty-eight incunabula, 
one thousand and a half of old prints, numerous 
manuscripts on the polish law, history, books 
on mathematics and astronomy, religious prints 
(a  collection of the oldest missals of the cracow 
and poznań dioceses, as well as copies of the 
holy Bible, acts of synods). among them, there 
were valuable and unique prints, which concerned 
religious matters in poland and abroad, especially 
polemic and dissident literature.
in the year 1900, the library count wiktor 
Baworowski Foundation, after having been made 
accessible to the public, became a  significant re-
search center (since 1901 it functioned under 
rudolf kotula management5).
Under occupation, the library collections dis-
seminated – they were included into the lviv 
Branch of the library of the academy of sci-
8ences in Usrr collection. afterwards, the col-
lections were made part of the ii Branch of 
staatsbibliothek lemberg, which already included 
the ossolineum library. part of the documents 
was handed over to cracow6, and then to lower 
silesia; however, these days, part of the collection 
is, among other places, in the national library in 
warsaw. nonetheless, since 1945 the foundations 
of the collection (with valuable collections from 
the 16th century7) have been stored in the lviv 
national wasyl stefaniuk scientific library of 
Ukraine (lnsl).
in the 16th century, in the reign of the Jag-iellonian dynasty, the republic of poland enjoyed a  period of prosperity in many areas of economic and social life, whereas an active participation in the public and 
cultural spheres was possible due to education, 
which was implemented with due respect to the 
humanistic ideals. the most prominent academic 
center at that time was cracow, referred to by enea 
silvio as the polish athens8. among the alumni of 
the cracow academy, there were a great number 
of eminent politicians, writers, and columnists. 
the intellectual elite of the country focused on the 
wawel court, while bishops’ and magnates’ courts 
were significant centers of humanistic culture. an 
expression of the intellectual atmosphere of the 
“golden era” of the republic of poland was, for ex-
ample, a cultural patronage, which, among othe rs, 
took care of the editorial initiatives and also of 
the editing processes of particular texts9 that often 
promoted works in the mother tongue10. con-
tacts with the european centers ware maintained 
by cooperation between polish humanists and 
a  number of the european authors, translators, 
philologists, or publishers11. they were also proved 
by publication of the renaissance printers12. not 
only were the cracow printers well-informed in 
the then contemporary european book market, 
but they adjusted their publishing program to 
the needs of the readership of both scholastic as 
well as humanistic writings13. Furthermore, they 
participated in the formation of the editorial ele-
ments of the book that reveal relations between 
writers and readers14.
the formation of the unique res publica lit­
terarum15 is depicted by the prints from the first 
half of the 16th century, recorded in the catalogue, 
belonging both to the literature of the seven lib-
eral arts that prepared to studies in the fields of 
philosophy and theology, and to the then shaping 
humanistic writing.
the renaissance idea of man, particularly 
the search for answers to existential questions 
led the then contemporary writers to draw form 
the spiritual legacy of antique, as well as to the 
Judeo-christian culture. what was published at 
that time were the texts in Greek-roman tradi-
tion, and cicero, demosthenes, homer, ovid, 
plutarch, plato, seneca, euripides, titus Flavius 
Josephus, persius Flaccus, and other propagators, 
for example, Jan of oświęcim – one of the first 
proponents of humanism in the cracow academy. 
the developing biblical studies and patristics were 
signs of the rejuvenation of christian life and 
the church, as well as they contributed to the 
emergence of the positive theology that served 
to defend faith16. pope leo X’s bulla treated about 
this „matter,” as well as a postulate of erasmus of 
rotterdam (1465–1526) illustrates its definition: 
purificatio Ecclesiae et cordis17, being a  vision of 
the evangelical christian faith, whose realization 
was dictated in the new editions of scriptures of 
the church Fathers. it was also in accordance 
with the views represented by lawrence valla 
(ca  1407–1457), a  propagator of classical latin 
and author of Elegantiarum libri omnes, among 
other oeuvres. aside form works by erasmus of 
rotterdam, among writings penned by eminent 
philologists, there were also texts by rudolphus 
agricola (huysman), conversant in Greek and 
hebrew, an ardent advocate of classical stud-
ies, which he formulated in his oeuvre, entitled 
De inventione dialectica. particularly popular in 
antiquity were grammar books by aelius donat, 
and by Jan of stobnica, theobald Billican, or 
Michael Falkner. Jan of Głogów was the author 
9of the 16th century grammar book Minoris Donati 
de octo partibus orationis compendiosa interpreta­
tion; while laurentius corvinus was renowned 
for his coursebook to classical style, which at the 
same time was the “hymn” in favor of cracow. 
studies devoted to rhetoric paved the way for 
a participation in many important forms of public 
life. Moreover, it started to be regarded as a vital 
element of humanistic education: orator est vir 
bonus, dicendi peritus (cato Major). a  treaty by 
Jan szklarek (of dobczyce), theologian, conver-
sant in canonical law, and a preacher, who edited 
a  coursebook that was a  companion to studies 
adjusted to the polish recipient18.
publications of the church Fathers belonged 
to classic works, for example, Philosophiae natu­
ralis Isagoge, published by Jan haller, as well as 
texts by albertus Magnus, a  dominican known 
as doctor universalis, who in aristotle’s oeuvres 
perceived a  possibility of reconciliation of scien-
tific knowledge and faith. this group of writings 
can also have Orationes by Basil of caesarea and 
De communione Eucharistiae penned by ioannes 
chrysostomus (“golden-mouthed”). these two 
writers, along with Gregory of nazianzuz, were 
regarded as most eminent Fathers of the church. 
saint Bonaventure (Giovanni Fidanza), a  theolo-
gian, philosopher scholastic, the eighth general 
of the Franciscans was aolso referred to as doctor 
seraphicus. Bonaventure edited the acts of his 
own order and was the author of two biografies 
of saint Francisci (Legenda maior s. Francisci and 
Legenda minor s. Francisci). also, Breviloquium 
Banaventurae edited by rudolphus agricola was 
very well-known at that time. however, pseudo-
Bonaventure is considered to have worked on 
the popular Meditationes Vitae Christi. polish 
editions were edited by Baltazar opeć (Balthazar 
de cracovia) and published in 1552 in Jan haller’s 
printing house, bearing the title Żywot pana Jesu 
Krista (a life of Jesu krist), with a preface by Jan 
sandecki, as well as Żywot wssechmocnogo syna 
bożego pana Jesu Krista (a  life of the almighty 
son of God Jesu krist) by hieronim wietor.
hermeneutic (exegetic) literature, which aimed 
at understanding the sense of the Bible in the 
west, began to develop in the 4th century. it was 
the time, when more eminent commentators of 
the Bible stared to emerge, whereas exegetic writ-
ings were penned by most outstanding writers of 
the patrological period; their form was diversified 
to a great extent, that is, it ranged from typical sci-
entific treaties to accessible homilies. within this 
group, there are texts of theoretical and doctrinal 
nature (speculative theology), as well as of practi-
cal and moral one (practical and moral theology).
apart from the above-mentioned editions, pos-
tillas also gained popularity, which commented on 
particular books of the old and new testaments, 
for instance, psalms (Jan van campen, andrzej 
krzycki), epistles (Michael Falkener, stanisław 
leopolita). a  bishop andreas de escobar (1348–
1448), a  doctor of theology and a  papal confes-
sor, was known for his bucolic writings, such as 
Confessio minor, De decimis, Canones penitentiales. 
in 1535, his popular coursebook Contenta hoc 
libello modus confitendi, with exegesis, examples 
and canons for confessors, was published by 
Maciej szarffenberg. numerous marginalia prove 
its readership reception. similar works, directed 
to preachers and confessors, were published by 
Jakub of tuchów, Mikołaj of Błonie (nicolaus var-
saviensis), Jan of oświęcim, walentyn of poznań, 
while Mateusz of kościan published Cohortiacio 
Samaticarum Ecclesiarum ad antiquae et avitae 
religionis observationem.
in speculative theology, writings by repre-
sentatives of early scholasticism and late medieval 
authors were collected. the most renowned and 
thus mot popular scholastic oeuvre, which laid the 
foundations for lectures in theology in the Middle 
ages, were Sententiae penned by peter lombard, 
which were commented on in the renaissance as 
well, for example by Michael Falkener. among 
philosophical texts, numerous editions of aris-
totle’s works, along with commentaries, should 
be mentioned at the beginning. From the 16th 
century cracow editions of aristotle’s works, the 
following have been found in the book collection, 
Trium librorum de anima Aristotelis familiaris 
exposition, edited by Florian Ungler, Logica vetus 
and Textus elenchorum, as well as monographs by 
pietro roselli, Jacob Fabri or Michael Falkener. 
Moreover, texts by duns scotus and albertus 
Magnus had their commentaries written.
a considerable collection was also that of con-
troversial literature, both by the proponents of the 
catholic wing and other faiths, such as stanisław 
Byliński, Jan cochlaeus, John eck, andrzej kry-
cki, or thomas de vio. Filippo archinto (1500–
1558), the archbishop of Milan, a theologian, law-
yer, and papal diplomat, was also the author of 
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several critical treaties. his Christianium de fide et 
sacramentis dictum was regarded as best lecture in 
faith as well as best polemical work by befriended 
Johannes dantiscus. thus, stanislaus hosius was 
delegated to prepare a polish edition, which would 
be published in 1545; however, under a  slightly 
changed title that would emphasize the role of 
the publication christiana de FIDE et sacramentis 
contra haereticorum id temporis errores explanatio. 
this coursebook was supposed to serve as a  cat-
echism in the diocese subordinate to dantiscus.
new religious ideas generated lively interest 
in the cracow center. andrzej Frycz Modrze-
wski made references to disputes that he was 
engaged in with friends in 154619. aside from 
texts by Modrzewski (and his adversaries), the 
volume also comprises writings by the initiators 
of the protestant camp led by Martin luther 
(and his opponent Johann cochlaeus, and in 
poland – Marcin kromer). worth seeing is the 
first lutheran text, published for the purpose of 
people dwelling in the dutchy of prussia. albrecht 
hohenzollern (1490–1568), the last grand master 
of the teutonic knights, and the first duke of 
prussia, become known as an advocate and a pro-
tector of lutheranism, which he became interested 
in 1521, whereas in 1525 he definitely broke with 
catholicism. For the purpose of the new religion, 
albrecht formed an administrational, political, 
and religious organization (Landeskirchentum), 
which is depicted in the 1544 edition of the act 
on the supreme power of the glory of God (Us­
tawa o  zwierzchniei chwale Bozei). in the first 
decree on page one, albrecht emphasizes that 
after the inspection of “all [prussian] states and 
districts,” he sees a need for settling church mat-
ters, “[…] so as all matter […] is kindly and justly 
handled, and the servants of our lord Jesus christ 
and his holy word, just and necessary food were 
given […] for the spreading of his glory and true 
teachings.” owing to the collaboration between 
bishops, theologians, and preachers, standariza-
tion act was prepared, with regard to acts on the 
land assembly from the year 1525, and then under 
penalty for not abiding, forwarded to the follow-
ers to their “unvarying and uniform behavior.” 
the text was not only published for the purpose 
of the “education of the common man,” but also 
read four weeks before “the town of catechism” 
was introduced. its significance was strengthened 
by a letter from their superiors, which concerned 
the range of being effective and the nature of the 
proposed ceremonies as well. they referred to the 
patterns of behavior during mass, absolution, and 
teachings on murderers, funeral, and also com-
mon prayers. an expression of particular care of 
the correctness of the edition is the errata, placed 
at the end, along with the explanation of mistakes, 
“the printer would not know a word in polish.” in 
królewiec albrecht initiated publication of first 
reformation works in polish (in 1535–1567 eighty-
one titles were released), books in latin and 
German were offered to sigismund augustus as 
well20. the university in królewiec, established in 
1544, favored the dissemination of the protestant 
faith. tolerance towards other faiths was charac-
teristic of polish christianity in the renaissance21. 
however, books published at that time were very 
useful to all christians. they were directed to 
the followers of Judaism, who “regard themselves 
a  liberated nation, curse christians, speak foul of 
them, think them rejected by God, not knowing 
their own condemnation”22.
asceticism, mystics, hagiography were rep-
resented by works written by eminent masters 
and theoreticions of the spiritual life, such as, for 
example, Bernard of clairvaux. polish saints were 
in focus, which proved the publication of the life 
of saint stanislaus (Vita s. Stanislai) edited by 
Jan długosz, and also the life of saint casimir. 
close to this vein was also secular historiography 
with a  leading figure of Maciej of Miechów, the 
author of Chronica Polonoru[m] and Tractatus 
de duabus Sarmatiis Asiana et Europiana et de 
contentis in eis.
Filippo Buonaccorsi (Philippus Callimachus 
Experiens, Bonacursius), an italian humanist, was 
the author of The life of Władysław of Varna, 
while sigismund von herberstein, an envoy to 
poland and the Grand dutchy of Moscow, com-
mited his russian experiences on pages of Co­
mentari della Moscovia et parimente della Russia. 
From antique history leonardo Bruni (aretino) 
translated Xenophon’s Historia rerum gestarum in 
Graecia and the austrian diplomat and historian 
edited the history of roman emperors.
the 16th century was the time of the increase 
in legislative activity of the polish church, which 
resulted in reforms brought about on provincial 
synods (from 1510 to 1577) as well as diocesan 
ones. archbishop Jan Łaski called fifteen synods 
whose purpose was, among other things, to pro-
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tect the “purity of faith”23; however, a  sign of his 
legislative activity and his connections with the 
court are, for example, Co[m]mune incliti Polonie 
Regni privilegium co[n]stitution [et] indultu[m] 
publicitus decretorum approbatoru[m]q[ue], as 
well as a  speech delievered by pope leo X. the 
teaching and exegesis of the creed, which was em-
phasized during the council of trent, were based 
on catechisms24, whereas copies of Mass books, 
breviaries, directoria, and psalters were prepared 
for liturgical needs. the missals of the poznań and 
Gniezno diocese belong to most interesting ones, 
as they are printed on parchment, ornamented 
with initials and fleurons. psalters are unique as 
well, for example those edited by walenty wróbel, 
printed by Florian Ungler, hieronim wietor and 
Maciej scharffenberg, with a  preface by andrzej 
Glaber of kobylin, professor of the cracow acad-
emy.
Moreover, translation of books on hause-
hold management and agriculture of pietro de 
crescenzi (1230–1320/21)25 – an italian agrono-
mist and physician who described his experience 
in this matter26 – were attributed to this author. it 
is worth paying attention to polish vocabulary27 
used in the translation, most probably by andrzej 
trzecieski. among popular prints, there were also: 
herbaria by odo Magdunensis, for example, Arti­
um et medicinae doctora, which was provided with 
names and interpretations derived from the polish 
herbarium; the first herbarium in the polish lan-
guage by Falimir, as well as a coursebook (a collec-
tion of medical advice) Regimen sanitatis medico­
rum Parisiensium by Franciscus Mymerus; works 
in medicine, for example by henricus cornelius 
agrippa ab netteshym (1486–1535). this doctor 
of law, historian, alchemist also studied theology, 
medicine, literature (he was conversant in eight 
languages); however, agrippa was particularly in-
terested in astrology (published calendars), esoter-
ic, and occultism. since 1522, agrippa was practic-
ing as a physician, and also as a “tsarist physician.” 
in 1528, he fought the plague in antwerp. his ex-
periences were made part of his work, which was 
published by Maciej scharffenberg in 1543 – Krót­
ka nauka rządzenia ku ustrzeżeniu od zarażenia 
powietrza (a  short history of rule to warn 
against the contamination of the air). a  fear of 
epidemic, common at that time in europe, also 
reached poland. hence there occurred the need of 
this edition, which was published in hope to “rule 
and behave in a due way, or in contaminating to 
safe life with God’s help.” aside from the descrip-
tions of meals and drinks, accompanied with the 
necessary annotation “the almighty made medi-
cine from the earth, and a wise man shall not re-
strain from hay,” the author illustrates “a  custom 
of letting blood in such an adventure,” in this way 
stressing that “much depends on that.” this pro-
cedure referred to then contemporary concept of 
the reasons for falling ill. the renaissance natural 
history gradually liberated from metaphysics and 
poesy at that time. however, it was not until at the 
close of the 16th century that more systematic and 
uniform research was conducted in this matter. 
nonetheless, it was andreas vesalius who made 
careful, anatomical observations, independently 
of Galen. his works proposed entirely new per-
spective on anatomy and rectified former views.
in the analyzed collection, several well-known 
editions of mathematical and astronomical works 
were found, for example, by petrus de alliaco, 
Baltazar licht’s algoritmus linealis, or Theoriae 
novae planetarum by Jerzy peuerbach (purbach); 
works by Jan Blanchin, Mikołaj prugner, sebas-
tian Münster’s Horologiographia, or works by Jan 
of stobnica. „disciplina numerorum arithmetica 
est” – these words begin the treaty Algorithmus, 
which makes references to aristotelian teachings, 
written probably in 1491, for the year was regarded 
in the text as annus currens. Under the influ-
ence of the european humanists, theological and 
philosophical thought28, as well as works in math-
ematics, astronomy, law, and historiography were 
developing in poland. among the polish authors, 
well-known in the collection, were Mikołaj of 
Błonie, Maciej Miechowita (Maciej of Miechów), 
stanislaus hosius, Jan Baliński, Johannes dan-
tiscus, Jan of Głogów, Grzegorz of szamotuły, Jan 
of tuchola, Jan of stobnica, Mikołaj Jaskier, and 
andrzej krzycki.
a  characteristic feature of the renaissance 
theologians and thinkers was their involvement in 
the public sphere, which was reflected in numer-
ous texts of occasional literature that often treated 
about then contemporary polish and european 
social and political sphere. a  significant number 
of those works is devoted to the events at the royal 
court, and thus they are dedicated to the king, as 
well as to secular and clerical dignitaries. Moreo-
ver, speeches and orations, which were delivered 
on ceremonial occasions in the local and euro-
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pean environment, were published at that time 
as well. Furthermore, epithalamiums and funeral 
speeches were created; coronations and battle 
victories were celebrated; threats like a  war with 
turkey or religious themes were taken up. paweł 
of krosno wrote an epithalamium in honor of Jan 
lubrański, a  bishop of poznań, and extolled the 
marriage ceremony of sigismund i  the old with 
Barbara zápolya. Moreover, he eulogized the vic-
tory of sigismund i the old in the battle of orsza 
and the victory over Moscow. in 1515 paweł of 
krosno had a poem “carmina” published, which 
was created on the occasion of the First congress 
of vienna. piotr rozjusz, for example, eulogized 
the marriage between sigismund ii augustus and 
elisabeth of austria. other themes concerned the 
death of sigismund i  the old. 
on January 1, 1530, romolo Quirino amaseo 
(1489–1552), an alumnus of the University of 
Mantova, in his oration De pace delievered in 
Bolonia to the pope and the emperor, summoned 
to peace that would favor combined operations 
agains turks, especially after they instigated to 
fight against the house of habsburg in 1529. 
turks conquered Belgrade, rhodes, and finally 
hungary, which made turkish invasion a  real 
threat to europe divided by the French versus 
empire conflict. imperial hegemony led to aliance 
between France, venice, duchy of Milan, and the 
pope, which aimed to resist imperial rule in italy.
in terms of language, the analyzed col-lection is predominantly written in latin (257 titles), 12 titles are rendered in polish, whereas three in German, which proves the increasing influence exterted by the 
humanistic ideas, along with the emphasis on 
literature rendered in national languages”29. hi-
eronim wetor said: “thus i  ventured so the 
polish writing spread due to my own work and 
a  considerable effort to the honor and fame of 
in 1527 its army conquered and plundered 
rome, and pope clement vii was imprisoned 
in the castle of the holy angel. in 1529 a  treaty 
of cambrai was signed, whose benefits fell to 
charles v. characteristically, charles v gener-
ously rewarded an italian humanist for his speech 
with 300 ducats, among others, which supported 
charles’s interests. on February 24, 1529 the pope 
crowned charles v a caesar, on which occasion 
amaseo delievered two more orations. another 
author, a  Greek poet andronicus tranquilius 
parthenius, retreated from constantinopole to 
italy in 1453. afterwards he departed for Brazil 
where he taught Greek, and after that to paris. 
andronicus tranquilius parthenius first arrived in 
poland in 1512 in the retinue of primate Jan Łaski. 
Moreover, he maintained contacts with bishops 
stanislaus hosius and samuel Maciejowski, as 
well as with seweryn Boner. in 1544 he abided 
at the court of castellan andrzej Górka, who was 
the addresser of a  letter published in 1545. in his 
laudation, there is also the name of Jan tarnowski, 
at whose place the poet resided afterwards. the 
other letter is addressed “ad optimates polonos 
admonition.” an interesting document depicting 
passages to Moscow as part of diplomatic mission 
was penned by siegmund Freiherr von herber-
stain. these texts constitute a unique and remark-
ably compelling panorama of the contemporary 
world, both because of the authors and recipients.
the rules of editing
the renowned polish crown”30. this regularity 
is also visible on prints that derive from polish 
or european printing houses. cracow prevailed 
(216 titles), while other printing houses were 
from württemberg, vienna, venice, leipzig, and 
nuremberg. Few prints came from königsberg, 
augsburg, Basel, strasbourg, Mainz, and köln. 
a multitude of these printing houses proves the 
reception and access in the republic of poland of 
literature published abroad, as well as emphasizes 
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a prominent role the center in cracow performed 
in the golden age of printing. in general, the 
present catalogue contains records of 275 prints 
from the 1st half of the 16th century, stored in 
the vasyl stefanyk national scientific library of 
Ukraine. subsequent volumes are being prepared, 
that is, a catalogue of prints from the second half 
of the 16th century, as well as content and formal 
description of the collection from the 16th cen-
tury31, illustrated against the history of the library 
and cultural trends of the renaissance, as well as 
the 19th century. the idea to conduct the research 
and publish the catalogue was undertaken by 
Jolanta Gwioździk.
the basis for the research was the recon-
struction of a  historical part of the collection, 
along with its diagnosis, documentation, descrip-
tion, and an in-depth, multifaceted analysis. the 
methodology consisted in separating the 16th-
century prints, based on the extant catalogues32 
and bookplates, which was hindered by defective 
bookplates as well as the physical condition of 
the collection (damaged copies, with no title 
pages or first or final pages, with indecipherable 
notes on their provenience). the research was 
conducted in the special collections department 
of the lviv national vasyl stefanyk scientific li-
brary of Ukraine and supervised by olha kolos-
owska. next, a  catalogue of prints was compiled 
(by Jolanta Gwioździk and iwona pietrzkiewicz), 
which was done in accordance with the norm 
pn-n-01152-8 Bibiographic description. Old prints. 
entries form was standardized by renata Frączek, 
according to thesaurus heritage of the printed 
Book database (hpB). a picture of the title page 
was added to description (phot. tadeusz Maciąg). 
the information on the analyzed old prints was 
checked with regard to its occurrence in basic 
polish and world sources of information (91 
searched traditional and electronic sources) by 
renata Frączek and tadeusz Maciąg. the main 
electronic source of information used in biblio-
graphic citations were the following: the heritage 
of the printed Book database (hpB), karlsruher 
virtuelle katalog (kvk), Bielefeld academic 
search engine (Base), central catalogue: na-
tional, academic & specialist library catalogue 
(copac), and Gateway to library catalogues, 
whose software enables the sequential search 
through over 300 world catalogues and databases 
in the library of congres, as well as the euro-
pean library – whose web portal provides access 
to the national european libraries. indexing lists 
in bibliographic and catalogue sources point to 
their presence in the polish and european cultural 
heritage. the vast number of titles was recorded 
by traditional bibliographies and catalogues, pre-
dominantly, estricher’s bibliography (256 entries), 
Bibliographia polonica (203) and a  catalogue of 
old prints of the national ossoliński institute 
(170). the electronic catalogue of the national 
library (Bnpol) contains 127 records; hpB – 
72; copac – 56 were identified; GBv databases 
– 51 entries; BvB – 44 entries, worldcat – 53. 
among digital libraries the greatest number of 
entries were found in lower silesia digital library 
(dBc), then in wielkopolska digital library (14 
records), and silesian digital library (ŚBc) – 13.
an outline of the history of the collection, 
as well as its reception, is implicit in bookplates, 
especially when they illustrate some excerpts of 
collections, either secular or religious ones, whose 
record, along with the localization and an at-
tempt at dating, are included in the comments 
part of the catalogue, as well as very frequently 
elaborate marginalia. Most of the analyzed old 
prints come from wiktor Baworowski’s and zyg-
munt czarnecki of rusko’s collections, and are 
depicted in the form of stamps, ex libris, or 
supraexlibra. similarly applied was ex libris of 
the library of count wiktor Baworowski Foun-
dation, compiled and elaborated in a  form of 
an oval stamp by an engraver eugeniusz Unger 
from lviv. the engraving said: BiBlioth[eca] 
Bavoroviana leopolien[sis], z  herbem 
wilczekosy (BiBlioth[eca] Bavoroviana 
leopolien[sis] wilczekosy coat of arms)33. the 
last element of description is the cover. a  vast 
number of prints were bound at the turn of the 
19th and 20th centuries, which was most probably 
the result of splitting the original bookbinding 
blocks. old covers were partially damaged; oth-
ers were under conservation work. only 10% of 
covers come from the epoch. Boards, and light 
and dark brown leather prevailed. they were or-
namented with plaques and engravings, and traces 
of buckle fasteners.
along with the work on the preparation of the 
catalogue, works on microbiological and physico-
chemical analysis were carried on by tadeusz 
Maciąg, who claimed that the collection was not 
microbiologically threatened, the paper was in 
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good condition, and storage conditions require 
special care on the part of the librarians. The 
collection also shows traces of its history, which 
can be perceived in spillage blots, spots, partial 
burning, mechanical and microbiological damage 
to the pages and cover. The performed analysis 
places special focus upon about 20% of the col-
lection, which should be subject to conservation 
and binding works.
The elaboration of the 16th-century collection 
of prints certainly proves its unique value for 
the mental culture of the old, as well as today’s 
Lviv. At the same time, this collection testifies its 
meaning and the role of the Polish history and 
culture of the bygone ages, which now comprise 
an element of our common heritage. Therefore, 
we present the readers with this catalogue, en tibi 
candide Lector.
Jolanta Gwioździk
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the authors of the catalogue would like to give special thanks to all persons 
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kindness, patience, and professional collaboration.
Vale candido lector
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Scharffenberga, 1543. – [6] leaves ; 8°
References: E XII,78; IA 100.873; KP 3
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21899
2 AILLY Pierre de
Tractatus Petri de Eliaco… Sup[er] libros Metheoror[um]… – 
Impressus Cracovie : in domo Joannis Haller, 1506. – [1], 21 leaves ; 4°
References: E XII,118-119; Boh. 1854; IA 103.745 (=40); KP 609; 
Żebr. 205; PT IV,6; W 842; PTPN 380; BNPOL; KVK: GBV-GVK; 
BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB 
[stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21681
24 A
3 Tractatus Petri de Eliaco… super libros Metheororu[m]… – Cracoviae : in aedibus Hieronymi Vietoris impressum, 1524. – 19 
[1] leaves ; 4°
References: E XII,118-119; Boh. 1857; IA 103,750; KP 610; Żebr. 208; 
W 1011; BJP XVI,1883; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21680
4 ALBERTUS Magnus
[Philosophia pauperum]. Alberti magni philosophie Naturalis 
Isagoge : sive introductio[n]es… in libros… Phisicorum ; De celo 
et mundo ; De generatione ; Metheororum ; De anima Aristotelis… 
– In civitate Cracovien[si] : impressa impe[n]sis Joannis Haller, 
1516. – 69 [1] leaves ; 4°
References: E XII,98; Boh. 33; IA 102.534; KP 8; PK 10; PT IV.125; 
BPW 2; W 921; Żebr. 219; BJ 16-A-314; BJP XVI,27; BUW XVI,152; 
BNPOL; BASE: BC-DBSandomierz, WBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21551
5 ALBRECHT Herzog von Preussen
Ustawa o zwiechniei chwale Bożei, y o koscielnych Ceremonijach : 
na ten xtałt, yako się zachowawa w koscielech Xięstwa Pruskiego. – 
W Pruskim Krolewczu : w drukarni Jana Weynreicha, 1544. – [28] 
leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIII ad. 11, XXXII 87; Choj. 20; KP 10a; W 2227; 
BNPOL
Defect: leaves [9-16] are missing
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]




Algorithmus Novus de integris compendiose : sive figurarum (more 
Italoru[m]) deletione: compilatus, artem numerandi omne[m]q[u]e 
viam calculandi enu[n] cleatim brevissime edocens. – Impressum 
Cracovie : per Hieronymu[m] Vietorem, 1526. – [8] leaves ; 16°
References: E XII,116; IA 103.703; KP 14
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21900
7 AMASEO Romolo
Romuli Amasei De pace oratio… : habita Bononiae Calendis Ianuarii 
1530. – Apud regiam Cracoviam : Mathias Scharfenbergius excude-
bat, 1530. – [13] leaves ; 4°
References: E XII,131; IA 104.548; KP 16; PK 18; PT XII,62; W 1061; 
BJ 16-A-524 (var. A); BJP XVI,52; HPB; BNPOL (var. A); CBNPolona; 
OCLC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB 
[stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21603
8 AMBROSIUS Catharinus
Speculum haereticorum / … Ambrosii Catharini Politi… – 
Impressum Cracoviae : per Ioannem Haeliz, 1540. – [54] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXIV,451; Kot. 44; Boh. 1916; KP 632; PK 1133; W 109; 
BJP XVI,1945; HPB; KVK: BVB; Copac, EROMM Classic, GBV-
GVK, OPAC SBN, SBB; BASE: DBC; TEL: NLCR, BLC; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. Mon[aster]ij B[eatae] V[irginis] M[ariae] in Suleiow 
S[ancti] O[rdinis] Ciste[rciensis], title page, ink, 17th c. 2. ZCz 
[supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]




Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: see no. 195
CT II. 21916/4
9 AndROnICUS Tranquillus
Tranqulli Andronici Dalmatae ad optimates Polonos admonitio. – 
Cracovi[a]ę : apud Hier[onymum] Viet[orem], 1545. – [20] leaves ; 4°
References: E XII,149; Boh. 52; IA 105.590; KP 21; W 2228; BJP 
XVI,65
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21602
10 ARCHInTO Filippo
Christiana de fide et sacramentis contra haereticorum id temporis 
errores explanatio : accessit praetera Edictum Caroli V. Caesaris cum 
Articulis quibus docetur fidei et religionis Christianae vera obse-
rvantia / [Ed. Stanislaus Hosius]. – [Cracoviae] : apud Hyeronimum 
Vietorem, 1545. – [10], 159, [11] leaves ; 4°
References: E XII,202; Boh. 66; IA 106.879; KP 25; PK 33; W 1227; 
BJ 16-A-806; BJP XVI,82; BUW XVI,396; HPB; KVK: Libris, OCLC; 
TEL: BNPOL; CBNPolona
Incorrect pagination p. 145 and 146
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]




[Physica] Libri octo physico[rum] Aristotilis / per Joannem 
Argyropylu[m] e graeco in latinu[m] traducti ; Ioannis Camertis 
… translationem Epigramma… – Impressum Cracovi[a]ę : in 
[a]ędibus… Ioannis Haller, 1519. – [122] leaves ; 4°
References: E XII,213-214; Boh. 81; Cranz; IA 107.855; KP 32; PT 
IV,177; W 49; Żebr. 321; BUW 487; BJP XVI,99; BJ 16-A-1038; KVK: 
EROMM Web Search; TEL: BNPOL; CBNPolona
Provenance: 1. Inscript[us] Cat[halogum] Libror[orum] M[o]n[aste]ry 
Vangrovci[ensis] 1622 : Donat[us], title page, ink 2. ZCz [supralib.] 
3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21600
12 [Organon] Textus elenchorum / Aristotelis ; [ed] Christophorus Steynensis. – Impressum Cracoviae : [Kaspar Hochfeder], [1503].  – 
[36] leaves ; 4°
References: E XII,216; Boh. 74; Cranz; IA 107.712; PT I, 6; KP 37; 
BJ 16 A-1015 (var. A); BJP XVI,89; PK 36; Hor. 8; KVK: Copac, GBV-
GVK, SBB; BASE: WBC; TEL: BNPOL (var. A); OCLC; WordCat
Provenance: 1. Ex Catalogo librorum Martini Kowalew[sci] Petridae 
Artium At th[eo]logie Baccalaurei p[ro]tunc … gymnasia … Cra­
coviensis? Idem[q]e Iusup[er] m[anu] p[ro]p[ria], title page, ink, 
16th c. 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21714
13 [Logica vetus] Textus veteris artis scilicet Isagogaru[m] / Porphirii p[re]dicame[n]toru[m] Aristotelis sim[u]l cu[m] duobus libris pe-
rihermenias ; eiusde[m] eme[n]date impressum ad exemplar Jacobi 
Sthapulensis… – Impressus Cracovie : impe[n]sis Joannis Haller, 
1510. – [42] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,151; Boh. 76; Cranz; KP 33; PK 37; PT IV,69; W 14; 
BJ 16-A-999; BJP XVI,93; BUW 481; HPB; BASE: DBC, WBC; TEL: 
BNPOL; OCLC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, clasps no longer there
CT III. 21260/1-2
28 A
14 [Logica vetus] Textus veteris artis scilicet Isagogaru[m] / Porphirii predicamento[rum] Aristotelis : simul cum duobus libris periher-
menias ; eiusde[m] eme[n]date impressum ad exemplar Jacobi 
Stapulensis… – Nove translatio[n]is, nu[n]c denuo emendate. – 
Impressus Cracovie : [Florian Unglerius] : impensis Joa[n]nis Haller, 
1516. – [40] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,151; Cranz; Hor. 9; Boh. 77; PK 38; PT III,44 IV 26; 
KP 34; W 36; BJP XVI,94 (var. A); BJ 16-A-1000; BUW XVI,482; 
PTPN 11; HPB; KVK: Libris, KOBV-Portal; BASE: ARMARIUM, 
DBC; OCLC
Provenance: 1. Emptus 2 gr[ossis] Compa[ratus] sub in Thomae 
Paulinus To… Anno 1539 title page, ink 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB 
[stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21665
15 [Logica vetus] Textus veteris artis scilicet Isagogarum / Porphirii pre-dicamento[rum] Aristotelis simul cum duobus libris Perihermenias ; 
eiusdem emendate impressum ad exemplar Jacobi Stapule[n]sis… – 
Impressa Cracovie : per Hieronymu[m] Wietore[m] : sumpto … 
Marci Scharffenbergeri, 1522. – [42] leaves ; 4°
References: Boh. 78; E XVI,151; KP 35; (var. A); W 2101; BJP XVI,95; 
W 58; BJP XVI,94; BPW 6; BUW XVI,483; TEL: BNPOL (var. A); 
DBC (var. A)
Provenance: 1. PD [stamp] 2. Coat of Arms Leliwa signed S. T. 
16th–17th c. 3. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21722
Copy a
References: E XVI,151; Boh. 78; KP 35; W 58; BJ 16-A-1002 (var. B); 
BJP XVI,95; BPW 6; BUW XVI,483; DBC (var. B)
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21565
29A
16 [De anima] Triu[m] libroru[m] De Anima / Aristotelis familia-ris exposit[i]o cu[m] ordinatissima questionu[m]… in Gimnasio 
Cracoviensi congesta. – Impressum Cracovie : p[er] Florianu[m] 
Ungleriu[m], 1513. – 92 [i.e. 82], [16] leaves ; 4°
References: E XII,213; Cranz; IA 107.808; KP 29; Boh. 739; PK 427; 
PT III 25; W 884; BUWr 563; BJP XVI,755; BJ 16 E-678; HPB; KVK: 
BVB, RBN, ZVDD; TEL: BnF, BNPOL; PTPN 106 (var. A); WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21651
17 ARnOLdI Bartholomaeus
Interpretatio Donati Minoris Scholastice exponens diffinitiones 
octo partiu[m] oratio[n]is cu[m] accidentibus earundem in studio 
Erphurdensi / per… Bartholomeu[m] de Usingen collecta et revi-
sa… – Noviter impressus. – Impressum Cracoviae : per Florianu[m] 
Ungleriu[m] : in expensis Marcij Scharfenberger, 1525. – [19] leaves ; 
4°
References: E XXXII,80; Boh. 116; PT V 43; KP 52; W 2113
Provenance: 1. Stanislaus Machowic title page, red ink 2. 160 [defect] 
Hoc a [defect] hunc li [defect] dono… S M [defect] D[omino] Mstr 
[defect] roski title page, red ink, 17th c. 3. ZCz [supralib.] 4. WB 
[stamp] 5. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21613
18 Regule Congruitatis et figure constructionis : cum viciis gra[m]mati-calibus et figuris talia excusantibus / Per… Bartholomeum de Usingen 
… concinate. – Impressum Cracovie : per Florianum [Unglerium] : 
in expensis Marci [Scharfenbergeri], 1522. – [22] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXXII,80; KP 53; PT V 14; BJ 16-B-157; BJP XVI,139; 
Boh. 117; KVK: SBC, EROMM Web Search; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21611
30 A
19 Regule Congruitatis et figure constructio[n]is… : correcteq[uem] cum viciis grammaticalibus et figuris talia excusantibus / per… 
Bartholomeum de Usingen… concinnate. – Excussum Cra[covie] : 
per Mathiam Scharffenberger : impensis… Marci Scharffenberger, 
1527. – [22] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXXII,80; KP 54; PK 1512; PT XII 9; W 2122; BJ 16-
B-158; BJP XVI,140; Boh. 118; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21612
20 ASTESAnUS
Canones penitentionales : ex variis sanctorum pontificum decretis 
collecti… – Cracoviae : Hieronymus Vietor… impraesit, 1521. – [4] 
leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XII,255; Kot. 114; Boh. 91; IA 109.348; KP 41; W 972; 
BJ 16-A-1164 ; BJP XVI,113 (var. A); BPW 7; BUW XVI,539 (var. A); 
HPB; TEL: BNPOL (var. A); SLBN; CBNPolona; OCLC
Provenance: 1. Hic liber Anno 1682 die 13 Martij inscriptus i[n] 
Cathalogo lib[ro]ru[m] Convent[us] Cracoviensis Ord[ini]s S[ancti] 
Augu[stini] B[eatorum] M[artyrum] de Poenitentia ad S[anctum] 
Marcum, title page, ink 2. Con[ven]t[us] S[ancti] Marci title page, 
ink, 17th c. 3. The inscription is illegible 4. ZCz [stamp] 5.  WFB 
[stamp] 6. Z Duplikatów Biblioteki XX Czartoryskich [stamp] 
7. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21601
21 Canones penitentiales… / Astexani… collecti. – [Cracovi[a]e : ex officina Ungleriana], 1538. – [32] leaves ; 8°
References: E XII,256 (without var.); Boh. 94; IA 109.351; KP 41; 
W 1151; BJ 16-A-1169 (var. B); BJP XVI,116; BNPOL; DBC (var. B)
The colophon is without imprint
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21903
31B
22 BALIŃSKI Jan, BALIŃSKI Stanisław
Oratio dicta in encomion… Regis Poloniae Sigismundi eius no-
mini Primi Anno a redempto orbe M.D.XXX… ; Oratio dicta… 
Reginae Poloniae Bonae… ; Oratio gratulatoria in Coronationem… 
Principis Iunioris Poloniae Regis… ; Oratio Encomiastica ad sena-
tum Polemonici Imperii… ; Oratio dicta…in Encomium ac laudem 
Gymnasii Gracovien[sis]… ; Oratio Panegyrica… patribus Dominis, 
ac… Petro Tomitio… et Andreae Critio… – Cracoviae : ex aedibus 
Hie[ronymi] Vieto[ris] : Ioannes Ursus attulit, 1530. – [16] leaves ; 4°
References: E XII,345-346; KP 48; W 1070
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB 
[stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21618
23 BASILIUS Magnus
Orationes… Basilii Magni, et Chrysostomi De communione 
Eucharistiae / a Francisco Rholandello… translatae. – Cracoviae : 
ex officina Typographyca Ungleriana, 1540. – [32] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XII,401; Boh. 1750; IA 114.487; Jocher 2537a; KP 59; 
W 107; BJ 16-B-229; BJP XVI,148
Contains: ad lectorem libellus per Philippum Gundelium
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]




24 BEnEdYKT z Koźmina
Epithalamion… Ioachimi… Marchionis Brandenburgen[sis]… Sacri 
Romani Imperii Archicamerarii et Principis electoris, ac… Virginis 
Hedvigis… Poloniae Regis Sigismundi filiae / authore M. Benedicto 
Cosminensi. – Impressum Cracoviae : per Mathiam Scharffenberg, 
1535. – [8] leaves ; 4°
References: E XX,194; IA 145.721; KP 63; PK 765; W 1122; BJ 16-B-
398; BJP XVI,166; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21616
25 BIBLIA
Biblia cu[m] concordantiis veteris et novi testamenti… / per… 
fratre[m] Albertu[m] castellanu[m] venetu[m]… revisa correcta 
eme[n]data… comparata et collata. – Venetiis impressa : per… 
Lucamantonium de Giunta, 1511. – [22], 519 [i.e. 518], [30] leaves  : 
il. ; 4°
References: Adams B-987; BJ 16-B-562; KP 67; HPB; KVK: BVB, 
Copac, GBV-GVK, NEBIS, SWB, SWISSBIB; OCLC
Defect: the title page is missing, leaves 1-23 are damaged
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21585
26 Psalteriu[m] Davidicu[m] = Zoltarz Dawidow / przez… Walantego Wrobla… na rzecz polską wyłożony ; [ed.] Andreas Glaber z  Ko-
bylina. – Gracchoviae : in officina Matthie Scharffenberger, 1539.  – 
[336] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XV,68; FG 309; PK 1181; KP 84; W 105; BJP XVI,200; 
BJ 16-B-655; BUW 1158; BNPOL; HPB; KVK: Copac; WorldCat
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, on the front cover 




27 Zołtarz Dawidow / przez… Valanthego Wrobla… na rzecz polską wyłożony ; [ed.] Andreas Glaber z Kobylina. – Cracoviae : ex 
Offincia Ungleriana, 1539 . – [342] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XV,68; Boh. 1994; FG 308; KP 85; Boh. 1994; PK 1180; 
W 106; BJ 199; BUW XVI,1157; BPW 283; BPK 1918; BJP XVI,199; 
BJ 16-B-656; BUW 1157; PTPN 419; BNPOL; KVK: Copac; BASE: 
WBC, DBC
Provenance: 1. Convent[us] Opatoviensis title page, ink, 16th c. 2. ZCz 
[exl.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, leather, 18th c.
CT I. 21941
28 Zoltarz Dawidow / przez… Walantego Wrobla… polską mową wyłożony ; [ed.] Andreas Glaber z Kobylina. – Teraz z więtssą pil-
nością pismem lacińskiem y Polskiem wydrukowany… – Wybiyano 
Krakowie : przez Jeronima Wietora, 1540. – [6], 336 leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XV,68-69; KP 86; PK 201; W 110; BJP XVI,201; BJ 16-
B-658; BUW 1160; BNPOL; WorldCat
Defect: the title page is missing
Provenance: 1. Conventus Trzemes[e]n[sis] Canonic[orum] 
Regular[ium] title page, ink, 16th c. 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind and gold, on the front 
cover there is stamped: zoltarz dawidow, centrepiece signed Vxta 
Est Dominvs Hisqvis, clasps no longer there
CT I. 21976
29 Psalterium Davidis = Zołtarz Dawidow / przez… Walantego Wrobla… na rzecz polską wyłożny ; [ed.] Andreas Cobylinus. – 
Cracoviae : in officina Matthiae Scharffenberger, Opera et Impensis, 
1543. – [8] leaves, 339, [1] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XV,69; Boh. 1996; KP 88; W 121; BJP XVI,203; BJ 16-
B-659; BUW 1161; BASE: DBC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, on the front cover 




30 Septem canonice epistole beatorum ap[osto]lo[rum] Jacobi, Petri, Joannis et iude. – [Cracoviae : Joannes Haller, 1518-1519]. – [18] 
leaves ; 4°
References: EXVI,74; Boh. 393; PT IV,175; KP 683; PT175; BJP XVI,231; 
BJ 16-B-756; TEL: BNPOL
Defect: leaf D 6 are missing
According to E. print ca 1500
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, clasps no longer there
CT II. 21504
31 BLASIUS
Salutares pareneses de Epistolis et Evangeliis per annum occurren-
tibus. – Cracoviae : per Mathia[m] Scharffenberg, 1536. – [8], 88 
leaves ; 8°
References: EXIII,162; Kot. 81; IA 119.782; KP 98K; W93; BJP XVI,247; 
BJ 16-B-831; HPB; TEL: BLC, BNPOL; OCLC
Provenance: 1. Inscriptus Cat[halogo] lib[rorum] domus probatio­
nis Societ[atis] Jesu Crac[oviensis] ad S. Stephan[um] title page, 
ink, 17th  c. 2. ZCz [supralib.] 3.WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 
5. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21908
32 Salutares paraeneses de Epistolis et Evangeliis per annum occurren-tibus : studiose iterum a multis mendis purgati. – Cracoviae : per 
Mathiam Scharffenberg, 1542. – [8], 114 leaves ; 8°
References: E XIII,163; Kot. 142; Boh. 202; IA 119.783; KP 99; PK 
117; W 113; BJP XVI,248; BJ 16-B-832; BUW XVI,1342; BASE: WBC
Provenance: 1. Pro Con[ventu] Fr[atr]um. Min[orum] Refor[matorum] 
title page, ink, 16th–17th c. 2. Pro Conv[en]tu Posn[anien]si PP[atrum] 
Reformatorum. Reintroligatus 1779 A. 71 title page, ink 3. ZCz [exl.] 
4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia




Breviloquium / Bonaventurae. – [Cracoviae : Floriani Ungleri, 
1512]. – [4] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIII,249; PT III,13; KP 102; BJ 16-B-975; BJP XVI,253
Contains: epigramma Rudolphi Agricole
The imprint is according to BJ
Defect: wanting all after A4
Provenance: 1. WFB [exl.] 2 WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21720
34 BREITKOPF Gregor
Textus parvuli philosophie moralis… – [Cracoviae : Ioannes Haller, 
1517]. – [16] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIII,328; Boh. 1830; FG 266; IA 124,204; KP 723; 
PT  IV.140; W 927; BJ 16 B-1172; BJP XVI,299; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21717
35 BREVIARIUM
Breviariu[m] s[ecundu]m ritum Insignis Ecclesie Cracovien[sis].  – 
Noviter emendatum. – [Venetiis : Petri Liechtenstein : impensis 
Michaelis Wechter a Rymanow, Marci Scharffenberger, Joannis 
Püttener, 1538]. – [11], 495 leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XIII,337; Boh. 238; Bohat.; KP 111; W 2196; BJP 
XVI,305; BJ 16-B-1224; Hor. 25
On the title page is Coat of Arms Abdank (ep. Jan Chojeński)
The imprint is according to BJ 16
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. Eremitarū[m] Camaldu[lensium] M[ontis] Argen[teis] 
ex Legato P[e]r[i]ll[u]s[tri]s et Admodum R[everendi] D[omini] 
Joannis Chrisostomi Bodzenta S[acrae] T[heologiae] et J[uris] 
U[triusque] D[octor] Can[onicu]s Crac[oviensis] 1678 title page, 
ink 2. ZCz [exl.] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21604
36 B
36 Liber horaru[m] canonicarum s[e]c[un]d[u]m vera[m] rubrica[m]  : sive notulam ecclesie Cracoviensis / [ed. Ioannes Konarski]. – 
Kraków : ex officina… Johannis Haller, 1508. – [12], 404, [6] leaves : 
il. ; 2°
References: E XXI,257-258; Kot. 106; Boh. 237; Bohat. 2184; 
Hor.  24; PT IV,29; II,63a; KP 109; PT IV,29; W 2054; BJ 16-B-1222; 
BJP XVI,303; BUW XVI,1564; BNPOL
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. Emptus Florenorum 2 anno 1575 per Matt…. [?] title 
page, ink 2. Conventus Cracoviensis S. Spititus 3. title page, ink, 
17th c. 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21225
37 BRUnI Leonardo
Historia rerum gestarum in Graecia, succincta interpretatione libro-
rum Xenophontis / a Leonardo Aretino exposita ; Addita est narratio 
praecipuarum rerum temporis secuti proelium ad Mantineam, usque 
ad Alexandrum Magnum. – Lipsiae : Valentinus Papa edidit, 1546. – 
[8] leaves, 72 pp. ; 8°
References: E XVII, dod. III; KP 117; PTPN 46; HPB; KVK: BVB, 
GBV-GVK, SWB; TEL: BnF, ANL; BNPOL; CBNPolona; OCLC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21971
38 BUOnACCORSI Filippo
P[hillippo] Callimachi Geminianensis, Historia de rege Vladislao 
seu clade Varnensi / [ed. Sigismundus Scheufler]. – Augustae 
Vindelicorum : excusa in officina Sigismundi Grim[m] Medici 
atq[ue] Marci Wirsung, 1518 (1519). – [58] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIV,21; Adams C–239; IA 129.595; KP 136; Boh. 277; 
PK 163; W 50; PK 163; BJ 16-C-117; BJP XVI,350; BUW 1822; W 50; 
PTPN 51; HPB, KVK: GBV-GVK, HBZ, SWB; VD16-B-9790 (date 
of publication 1519); TEL: BSL, NULS, BLC, BNPOL; DBC; OCLC
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. Z Duplikatów Bibioteki 
XX Czartoryskich [stamp] 4. WB [stamp] 5. WFB [stamp] 6. BS 
[stamp]




Ordo misse secu[n]dario diligentissime correctus cu[m] notabilibus 
et glossis sacri canonis. – Noviter additis. – Cracovie : cura Floriani 
Unglerii, 1512. – [4], 75 leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XXIII,413-414; Kot. 208; IA 127.854; PLEAVES151; 
KP  123; Boh. 255; PT III,22W 2067; BJP XVI,332; BJ 16-B-1520; 
Hor.  28 (var. D); PTPN 52; TEL: BnF, BLC; WorldCat
On the title page is Coat of Arms Poraj (ep. Andrzej Boryszewski)
According to E. co-author of the edition was Stanisław Zaborowski
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21574
Copy a
References: E XXIII,413-414; Hor. 28 (var. H); IA 127.854; 
PLEAVES151; PT III,22; KP 124; Boh. 255; W 2067; BJP XVI,332; 
BJ  16-B-1520; TEL: BNPOL, BLC; WorldCat
On the title page is Coat of Arms Sulima (ep. Jan V Thurzo, ep. 
Erazm Ciołek)
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21575
Copy b
References: E XXIII,413-414; Hor. 28 (var. C); IA 127.854; PLEAVES151; 
PT III,22; KP 124; Boh. 255; W 2067; BJP XVI,332; BJ 16-B-1520; TEL: 
BNPOL, BLC; WorldCat
On the title page is Coat of Arms Nowina (ep. Wincenty Przerębski)
Illustrations coloured by hand
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Binding: see no. 165
CT II. 21576/2
38 B
40 Ordo misse secu[n]dum institutione[m] sacrosancte ecclesie Romane… : cum notabilibus et glossis additis, nunc ad unguem 
diligentissime recognitis. – Excussum Cracoviae : per Mathiam 
Scharffenberg : expensis… Marci Scharffenberg, 1529. – [4], 76 
leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XXIII,414; W 76; PT XII; KP 126; BJ 16-B-1525; BJP 
XVI,333; PTPN 53; PK 154; Hor. 30; KVK: BVB, Libris, BL; TEL: 
BLC, BNPOL; DBC; WorldCat
On the title page is Coat of Arms Korab (ep. Jan Łaski)
According to E. co-author of the edition was Stanisław Zaborowski
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: monk, board, brown leather, tooled in blind, on the front 
cover there is stamped: Ordo Misse, clasps no longer there
CT II. 21578
41 BYLIŃSKI Stanisław
Defensorium Ecclesi[a]e adversus Laurentiu[m] Corvinu[m] 
Lutherane hereseos sectatorem editum… – Cracovie : Mathias 
Scharffenbergius excudebat, 1531. – [12], 57, [1] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XIII,481-482; Boh. 263; FG 47; IA 128.419; KP 131; 
PT XII,79; W 1073; BPK 1690; BJ 16-B-1562; BJP XVI,336; BUW 
XVI,1712; BNPOL
On the title page is Coat of Arms Junosza
According to E. co-author of the edition was Stanisław Zaborowski
Provenance: 1. Daniel Szytowsky title page, ink, 17th–18th c. 
2. ZCz  [supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]




Dialectica Ioannis Caesarii, novissime iam ab ipso autore diligenter 
recognita… : Adiecta est ad calecem huius dialecticae institutionis, 
Ioa[n]nis Murmelii in decem praedicamenta Aristotelis isagoge… – 
Cracoviae : ex officina Hieronymi Vietoris, 1538 (1539). – [8], 149, 
[2] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,4; W 102; Boh. 268; BUW 1769; BUWr 238; Cranz; 
IA 128.905; KP 134; TEL: BNPOL
Provenance: 1. Liber… G… O… Regni [Poloniae?] title page, 
ink, 18th  c.? 2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 
5. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21911
43 Dialectica Joannis Caesarii, novissime iam ab ipso autore diligenter recognita… : Adiecta est ad calecem huius dialecticae institutionis, 
Ioa[n]nis Murmelii in decem praedicamenta Aristotelis isagogae… 
– Cracoviae : ex officina Mathiae Scharffenberg, 1541 (1542). – [8], 
149 [2] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,4; Boh. 2159; IA 128.917; W 1191; KP 135; BJ 16-
 -C-54; BJP XVI,339
Provenance: 1. Ego Sta[nisla]us [de] Nowe Miasto sibi et suis amicis 
comparauit 4 g[rosso]s title page, ink, 16th c. 2. ZCz [exl.] 3. WFB 
[stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia




44 Dialectica Ioannis Gaesarii, Per Quaestiones, in Compendium re-dacta / Autore Chasparo Rodolphi…Adiecta est ad calcem huius 
Dialecticae institutionis / Ioannis Murmelii in X. Praedicamenta 
Aristotaelis Isagoge… – Craccoviae : ex Officina Matthiae 
Scharffenbergii, 1546. – [68] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,5; Boh. 2160; IA 128,929; KP 659; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21912
45 Dialectica Ioannis Caesarii, per Questiones, in Compendium re-dacta / Autore Casparo Rodolphi… Adiecta est ad calcem huius 
Dialecticae institutionis / Ioannis Murmelii in X Praedicamenta 
Aristotelis isagoge… – Cracoviae : apud Viduam Floriani Unglerii, 
1550. – [72] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,5; Boh. 2161; IA 128.934; KP 660; KVK: Copac; 
Libris; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21910
46 CAMERARIUS Joachim
Oratio Senatoria De bello Turcico…Tyrtæi Carmina paraneitika 
… / edita omnia a Ioachimo Camerario… – Francoforti : Apud 
Chr[istianum] Egenolphum, [15]42. – [32] leaves ; 8°
References: KVK: BSB:IDN; GBV-GVK; SWISSBIB; VD16-C-496; 
VD16-T-2426 ; TEL: BSL; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: see no. 195
CT I. 21916/2
41C
47 CAMPEn Jan van
Commentariolus Ioannis Campensis, in duas Divi Pauli episto-
las : sed argumenti eiusdem, altera[m] ad Romanos, alteram ad 
Galatas.  – Cracoviae : excusus per Mathiam Scharfenberg, 1534.  – 
[32] leaves  ;  8°
References: E XIV,31; IA 130.832; Boh. 287; W 1107; KP 140; PK 171; 
BJP XVI,1227; HPB; TEL: BNPOL; OCLC
Provenance: 1. Ex Libris P. Martini Smiglowsky 1653 title page, ink 
2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21914
48 Ex variis libellis Eliae grammaticorum omnium doctissimi, huc fere congestu[m] est opera / Ioannis Ca[m]pensis, quicquid ad absolutam 
grammaticen Hebraica[m] est necessariu[m]… – Cracovi[a]ę excu-
sum : ex officina Ungleriana, 1534. – [44] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XIV,32; Boh. 288; IA 130.833; W 1108; KP 141; PK 172; 
PT 124; BNPOL; CBNPolona
On the title page is Coat of Arms Łodzia (ep. Piotr Tomicki)
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21738
49 Psalmorum omnium iuxta Hebraicam veritatem paraphrastica /inter-pretatio autore Ioanne Campensi… – Cracoviae : apud Florianu[m] 
Ungleriu[m], 1532. – [162] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,32; Kot. 322; Boh. 289; IA 130.823; KP 142; PTPN 
55; W 81; Hor. 33; PK 173; BASE: DBC; WBC
Dedication Ioannis Dantisci
Provenance: 1. Andreas Polger Carinth title page, ink, 16th c. 
2.  Iohanes Pelser Anno [1554] title page, ink, 16th c.
3. ZCz [exl.] 4. ZCz [stamp] 5. WB [stamp] 6. WFB [stamp] 
7. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, brown leather, tooled in gold, centrepiece 




Carmina de memorabili cede Scismaticorum Moscovior[um] p[er]… 
Sigismundu[m] Rege[m] Polonie…. apud aras Alexa[n]dri magni 
peracta. – [Romae : s.n., 1515]. – [18] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIV,62; Boh. 317; P 183; KP 145; W 1927; PTPN 56; 
HPB; TEL: BSL BASE: WBC; OCLC
Contains: Epistola… / Jo[annes] de Lasco… Silva / Joannis Dantisci. 
Hymnus / Valentinii Eckii. Silva / Christophori Suchtenii. Panegiris 
/ Bernardi Wapovski. Epistola / Andreae Criczki. Epigram[m]a / 
Jacobi Pisonis
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21638
51 CARVAJAL Luis de
Apologia dilvens nugas Erasmi in sacras Religiones… / [a Ludovico 
Carvailo]. – Graccovi[a]ę excusum : [s.n.], 1540. – [48] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV, 72; W 1167; IA 132  768; Hor. 34; BJ C-425; 
BJP  16-365; Boh. 308; BNPOL; KVK: SBN, BVB, SWB, GBV-GVK; 
KOBV Portal, SBB, GVK, HBZ; TEL: ANL; WorldCat
According to BJ publication by Jan Helicz or Helena Unglerowa
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: see no. 195
CT I. 21916/3
52 CEBES Thebanus
Cebetis Thebani, Socratisq[ue] discipuli tabula, vitae totius humanae 
cursum graphice continens / Additio Ioannis Camertis… Com[m]
entariolo non inerudito. – Cracoviae : in officina Hiero[nymi] 
Vietoris, 1524. – [48] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIV,106; Kot. 270; Boh. 317; IA 134.790; KP 153; BLC 
57,27; W 63; BJ 16-C-616; BJP XVI,376; BUW 2134; HPB; KVK: 
GBV-GVK; TEL: BSL; BNPOL; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. Magistri Casparus Chronovius Tarnoviensis Ad 
Collegio Lublinen[sis] Societatis Jesu dono dedit A[nno] 1584 title 
page, ink 2. ZCz [exl.] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]




Farraginis actionum iuris civilis et Provincialis Saxonici, 
Municipalisque Maydeburgensis : Libri septem / per Ioannem 
Cervum Tucholiensem, collecti et revsi… In libro quinto continetur 
formula processus iudiciarii iuris terrestris provincialis ac castrensis 
Polonici… – Cracoviae : in officina Ungleriana, 1540. – [52], 331, 
[1] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,127-129; Boh. 327; Hor. 36; IA 135.336; KP 157; PK 
200; W 108; BJP XVI,385 (var. A); BJ 16-C-600; BUW 2148; HPB; 
BASE: WBC; TEL: BNPOL, MMNLL
Provenance: 1. Sum Adami Dobczin… title page, ink, 16th c. 
2.  Inscript Cathalogo Stanislai Gorliciensi. Anno 1612 title page, ink 
3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Binding: board, light leather, tooled in blind, coloured, on the front 
cover there is stamped: farraginis 1619, centrepiece
CT I. 21987
54 Farrago actionu[m] civilium Juris Maydeburgensis : Secundu[m] consuetudinem iamdudum in Regno Poloniae observatam. – Nunc 
primu[m] ad communem utilitatem excussa… – [Cracoviae]  : 
F[loran] U[ngler], 1531. – [2], 58 [i.e. 59], [3] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV, 126-127; IA 135.327 (format 12°); W 79, 700; 
Boh. 325; BJ 382; BJ 16-C-659; DBC; BUW 2147 (var. A); PT VII, 79 
(var. A); WorldCat
According to E. the book is the work of Tucholczyk from the edition 
of 1540, here he proofreader illustrations coloured by hand
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: see no. 121
CT I. 21869/2
55 [Farrago civiliu[m] actionum ad foram Iuris Maydeburgen[sis] pro consuetudine in Regno Polo[niae] : iampridem recepta ac obse-
rvata…] – Cracovie : Mathias Scharffenberg, [1539]. – [4], 109, [1] 
leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,127; KP 156; W 2204; BJ 16-C-667; BJP XVI,384
Defect: the title page is missing
Provenance: 1. Ex libris P. Jasnien…, title page, ink, 17th–18th c. 
2. ZCz [exl.] 3. ZCz [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, brown leather, tooled in blind, restored
CT I. 21876
44 C
56 Farraginis actionum iuris civilis et provincialis, Saxonici, Municipalisq[ue] Maydeburgensis : libri septem / per Ioannem 
Cervum Tucholiensem, collecti et revisi… – Cracoviae : Matthias 
Scharffenbergk, 1546. – [52], 330, [2] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,129; Kot. 105, 427; Boh. 329; FG 62; IA 135.338; 
KP 158; PK 201; W 124; BPW 38; BJ 16-C-662; BJP XVI,387; BUW 
2150; BUWr 294; BNPOL; BASE: DBC; TEL: MMNLL
Provenance: 1. Jacobi Andrei de Ruda Mo[naste]rij Cassouien[sis] sum 
1553 in mayo Cracouia apportat, cover, ink 2. Wlad … cover, ink, 
16th–17th c. 3. Ex Cathalogo Joannis Rzepecki m[anu]p[ropria] 4. Ex 
bibliotheca [Le]onis Haneli m[anu]p[ropria] cover, ink, 16th–17th c. 
5. P. P[atrum] Eremit[arum] Camaldulens[sium] Montis Regij p[ro]pe 
Varsauiam, title page, ink, 17th c. 6. Arc. Stefan Wyżga [stamp] 
7. ZCz [exl.] 8. WFB [stamp] 9. BS [stamp]
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, centrepiece, clasps 
no longer there
CT I. 21877
57 Methodus Sacramentorum Sanctae Ecclesiae Catholicae, recens ex litteris et canonibus sacris collecta et recognita / A Ioanne Cervo 
Tucholien[sis]. Adiecte sunt quedam orationes… / Basilii Magni et 
Ioannis Chrysostomi de com[m]unione Eucharistiae. Item modus 
confitendi / Andree Episcopi Hispani… – Cracoviae  : ex officina 
Ungleriana, 1537. – [88] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV, 130; Boh. 331; Hor. 38; IA 135.334; KP 160; PK 203; 
W 95; BJ 389; BJP XVI,389; HPB, BUW 2154  ; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c., with excerpts of parchment manuscript
CT I. 21878
58 CHELIdOnIUS Benedictus
Passio Iesu Christi Salvatoris mu[n]di vario Carminu[m] genere  / 
F[ratris] Benedicti Chelidonii Musophili doctissime descipta. – 
Impressum Cracoviae : per florianum [Unglerium] et Volfgangum 
De Paffenhofen [Lern], 1514. – [18] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XIX,152-153; Boh. 335; IA 136.153; PT III,54; KP 164; 
W 2072; BJ 16-C-712; BJP XVI,392; TEL: BNPOL, NLCR
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21640
45C
59 Passio Iesu Christi Salvatoris mundi vario Carminu[m] genere / F[ratris] Benedicti Chelidonii Musophili doctissime descipta. – 
Impressum Cracoviae : per Heronymum Vietorem, 1523. – [14] 
leaves : il.; 4°
References: E XIV,153; Boh. 336; IA 136.155; KP 165; W 996; BASE: 
DBC, WBC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21641
60 Passio Iesu Christi Salvatoris mundi vario Carminum genere / F[ratris] Benedicti Chelidonii Musophili doctissime descipta… – 
Impressum Cracoviae : per Mathiam Scharffenberg, 1536. – [14] 
leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XIV,153; Boh. 337; IA 136.157; KP 166; W 1131; BASE: 
DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21642
61 CICERO Marcus Tullius
M[arci] Tullii Ciceronis Cato maior : sive de senectute ad Ti[tulum] 
pomponiu[m] atticum ; M[arci] Tullii Ciceronis Somnium Scipio-
nis  : ex libro sexto de rep. excerptum ; M[arci] Tullii Ciceronis 
Pa radoxa. – Impressum Cracoviae : [s.n.], 1506. – [25] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIV,248; W 839





62 M [arci] T[ulii] Ciceronis de officiis : libri tres ; Deinde Lelius et Cato maior ; et Somnium Scipio[n]is cu[m] paradoxis casigateimpressi… 
– In civitate Cracoviensi : impe[n]sis Ioannis Haller, 1516.  – [14], 
138 leaves ; 4°
References: E XIV,257; Boh. 368; IA 137.577; KP 173; PT IV, 127; 
PK 223; W 2080; BJP XVI,411; BJ 16-C-794; BNPOL; BASE: DBC
Defect: the title page is missing
Provenance: 1. Walentinus Brembow das ist buch seinn 1564, 
p.  138, ink 2. Inscript[us] Cath[alogo] Lib[rorum] M[o]n[aste]rij 
Wangroue[censis] leaf 2, ink, 18th c. 3. ZCz [stamp] 4. WB [stamp] 
5. WFB [stamp] 6. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21542
63 Marci Tullii Ciceronis… Liber elegantissimus de senectute conscrip-tus / [Annotationes Erasmi Rotrodami in Catonem maiorem].  – 
Cracoviae  : Mathias Scharfenberg impessit, 1534. – [20] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIV,254; KP 175; W 2166
Provenance: 1. Sum Simonis Grapskj boni viri casti ut passer title 
page, ink, 16th–17th c. 2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB 
[stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21541
64 M[arci] T[ulii] Ciceronis… Epistolae breviores : cum marginalibus annotationibus nu[n]c auctis passim ac recognitis… et vita aucto-
ris est annexa… / per Mat[hiam] Franc[onium]. Accessit / Iudoci 
Ba[dii] Ascen[sii] : de scri[ptis] episto[lis] Isagogicum. – Cracoviae : 
Mathias Scharffenbergius opera et impensis, 1545 (1546). – [84] 
leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,250; KP 176; W 2233
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21852
47C
65 M[arci] Tullii Ciceronis Orationes Philippicae prima et secunda in M[arcum] Antonium. – Cracoviae : apud Hieronynum Vie[torum], 
1537. – [44] leaves ; 2°
References: E XIV,260; KP 187; W 2191; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21934
66 COCHLAEUS Johannes
Adversus novam reformationem Senatus Bernensis apud Helvetios 
Anno 1528. editam : brevis expostulatio / Iohannis Cochlei, ex 
Teuthonico in latinum traducta. – Lipsiae : excudebat Nicolaus Faber, 
1534. – [27] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,313; Adams C 2247; KP 190; W. 2168; HPB; KVK: 
BVB, GBV-GVK, HeBIS, HBZ, Sudoc, SBB, SWB; TEL: ANL, BSL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21936
67 Novae opinionis Lutheranonum : quod dicunt. In hostiis (ut vocant) seu particulis consecratis no[n] remaneat Corpus domini, post usum 
remanentibus. / Reprobatio per Iohannem Cochlaeum. – Cracoviae : 
ad Sanctum Bernardinum, 1546. – [16] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XIV,313; KP 194; W 2238
According to E. publication by officina Hieronim Wietor or 
Scharffenberger
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]




Compendiosum examen : pro iis qui sacris iniciandi sunt ordinibus 
collectu[m]… – Cracovie : per Mathiam Scharffenberg, 1536. – [16] 
leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XVI,120; Boh. 733; PK 432; KP 195; W 2186; 
BJP XVI,747; BNPOL; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21946
69 CRATES Thebanus
Cratis Thebani… Epistole aureis sententiis referte theologie con-
sentanee. Adiectis quibusdam praeclaris Philosophorum sententiis. 
Et Cratis cynici vita / per Rudolfum Agricolam… – Impressum 
Cracovi[a]ę : per Hieronymu[m] Vietorem, 1518. – [12] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIV,443; Boh. 557; KP 213; W 2085; BJ 16-C-1675; 
BJP XVI,584; BPW XVI,70; BNPOL; KVK: EROMM Classic
Initials coloured by hand
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21637
70 CRESCEnZI Pietro de
Piotra Crescentyna Księgi o gospodarstwie y o opatrzeniu rozmno-
żenia rozlicznych pożytków każdemu stanowi potrzebne / [transl. 
Trzecieski]. – Drukowano w Krakowie : u Heleny Florianowej 
[Unglerowej], 1549. – [12] leaf, 697 col., [1] leaves : il. ; 2°
References: E XIV,450-451; D 1.1. p. 314; IA 146.778 (incorrect 1542); 
KP 215; Boh. 560 (var. B); PK 313; W 1263; BJ 16-C-1686 (var. B); BJP 
XVI,1884; HPB; BNPOL; CBNPolona; BASE: WBC, eBUW
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. Ex Bibliotheca Alberti Casimiri Rezler Med[icinae] 
Doctoris S[acrae] R[egiae] M[aiestatis] Botanici m[anu]p[ro]p[ria] 
N 637 lud. title page, ink, 17th c. 2. Ex libris Jacobi Casimiri Haur 
m[anu]p[ro]p[ria] title page, ink, 17th–18th c. 3. WB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia




Prognosticon Anni MDXXX. Supputatum / per Gasparem Crivellum 
Mediolanensem. – [S.l. : s.n., 1529]. – [4] leaves ; 4°
References: IA 147.216; BJ 16-C-1714; BJP XVI,590
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 75854
72 CUSPInIAnUS Johannes
Congressus ac celeberrimi Conventus Caesaris Max[imiliani] et 
trium Regum Hungariae, Boemiae, et Poloniae. In Vienna Panoniae, 
mense Iulio. Anno MDXV facti… desriptio. – [Vienne Pannonie : 
Johannes Singrenius, 1515]. – [18] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XIV,474-475; Boh. 573; Denis 332; IA 148.887; KP 
219; W 908; PK 330; BJ 16-C-1795; BJP XVI,601; KVK: BSB, 
BVB, EROMM Web Search, ONL, SWB, SWISSBIB, VD16-C-6482; 
ZVDD; BASE: DBC; CBDU; CBUWr; TEL: NSL:NDDA, NSL:HEL, 
BnF, BNPOL, ANL, BSL:DM, BSL; WorldCat
The woodcut coloured by hand
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21639
73 Ioannis Cuspiniani… ac divi Maximiliani Oratoris, de Caesaribus atq[ue] Imperatoribus Romanis opus insigne… Vita Ioannis 
Cuspiniani, et de utilitate huius Histori[a]ę / per D. Nicolaum 
Gerbelium… – [Argentorati : Crato Mylius], 1540. – [8] leaves, 
362 pp., [3] leaves ; 2°
References: E XIV,475; Adams C–3134; BLC 74,446; Ritter II,406; 
VD C-6477; IA 148.889; KVK: REBIUN, BNE, EROM Web Search, 
GBV-GVK, SBB, VD16-C-8477; BASE: DLPS; TEL: NLG
The imprint is according to SBB
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]




Decreta et Constitutiones publice : in Conventu generali 
Piotrkovien[si], pro festo sanctorum Trium Regum Anni… 1538… 
facte. – Cracoviae : [Mathias Szarffenberg], post 1538. – [18] leaves : 
il. ; 4°
References: E XV,109; Boh. 472; Cyt. 48; W 1153 ; PK 278; BJ 517; 
BUW 2644; BASE: DBC, BCSandomierz; TEL: ANL; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: see no. 250
CT IV. 21206/2
75 Constitutiones Conventus generalis Cracovien[sis]… 1539. – [Cracoviae : s.n.], 1539
References: E XIV, 377; W 1162; BASE: DBC (var. C)
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT IV. 21205
76 Decreta in conve[n]tu generali Cracovien[sen] Omniu[m] Regni ordinu[m] consensu edita… – [Cracoviae : Hieronimus Vietor, post 
1541–1550]. – [6] leaves ; 4°
References: E XV,109; Boh. 465; BJP XVI,513; BJ 16-C1285; KP 231; 
BNPOL; BASE: DBC
The imprint is according to BJ 16
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. ZCz [stamp]
Marginalia




Demosthenis Pro libertate Rhodiorum oratio / Simone Maricio 
Pilsnensi interprete. – Cracovie : Matthias Scharffenbergus, 1547.  – 
[44] leaves ; 8°
References: E XV,137; Boh. 606; IA 151.278; KP 233; W 1244; PK 353; 
BJ 16-D-167; BJP XVI,631; TEL: BLC, BNPOL, RSL; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21945
78 dIALOGUS
Dialogus philosophie de ritu o[mn]i verbo[rum] venustate editus. 
Codrus et Matusalem persone negocia[n]tes… – Impressum Vienne 
Pannonie : per Hieronymu[m] Vietorem et Joannem Singreniu[m], 
1513. – [6] leaves ; 4°
References: E XV,168; Boh. 613; Hor.53; KP 234; W 2068; BJ 16-D-210; 
BJP XVI,638; VD16-D-1372; TEL: ANL; BASE: DBC
Contains: tetrastichon of Georgius Ebner Altdorf
Provenance: 1. Sigismundus Kozlowski 1616… title page, ink 2. ZCz 
[stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia




79 dIETZ Jost Ludwig
Contenta : De vetustatibus Polonorum liber I; De Iagellonum fa-
milia liber II; De Sigismundi regis temporibus liber III / [Iodocus 
Ludovicvs Decius]. – Impressum Craccoviae : opera atq[ue] indu-
stria Hieronymi Vietoris chalcographi, 1521. – [3] leaves, 119 pp., 
[1] leaves ; 2°
References: E XV,102; W 53; BJP XVI,621; BJ 16-D-90; IA 150.902; 
Boh. 599; BNPOL; CBNPolona; KVK: Amicus, BSB:MDS, Copac, 
GBV-GVK, OBV, SBB; BASE: Armarium, DBC, MBC, WBC
Contains: Philippus Gundelius Pattaviensis lectori
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: see no. 189
CT IV. 21044/2
80 dŁUGOSZ Jan
Vita beatissimi Stanislai Cracoviensis episcopi. Necno[n] legende 
sancto[rum] Polonie Hungarie Bohemie Moravie Prussie et Slesie 
patrono[rum]. In Lombardica historia no[n] [con]tente. – Cracovie : 
Joannis Haller, 1511. – 131, [5] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XV,245-246; Kot. 22; Boh. 625; Adams D 706; FG 87; 
Hor. 53; KP 248; PK 369; PT IV, 87; W 15; BPW 75; IA 154.458; 
BJ  16-D-425; BJP XVI,649; BUWr 455; PTPN 96; HPB; KVK: BVB, 
Copac, GBV-GVK, SBB; BASE: DBC; TEL: BNPOL, BSL, BLC
Provenance: 1. Ex Cathalog[o] Libr[orum] Monast[erii] Lubinen[sis] 
title page, ink, 17th c. 2. Conuentus Lubinensis Ordinis S[ancti] 
Bened[icti] title page, ink, 17th c. 3. ZCz [exl.] 4. ZCz [stamp] 5. WFB 
[stamp] 6. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21696
81 dOnATUS Aelius
Donati grammatici illustris Barbarismus, et Anthonii Nebrissen[sis], 
de nominibus numerabilibus, punctis clausular[is] ac ordine parti-
[um] oratio[n]is docume[n]ta… / [ed.] Anthonius Napachaniensis. – 
[Cracoviae] : impressum per Florianu[m] Ungleriu[m], 1523. – [10] 
leaves ; 4°
References: E XV,284-285; Boh. 631; PT 22; KP 251; W 2104
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]




Epitaphia II… Petri Thomitii Episcopi Cracoviensis vigilantissimi, 
nec non Regni Poloniae Vicecancellarii multis nominibus praestan-
tissimi / Authore Wolfgango Droschio… – Cracoviae : Hieronymus 
Vietor, 1536. – [4] leaves ; 4°
References: E XV,327; KP 254; W 1133; HPB; TEL: BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]




Ad invictiss[imum] Poloniae regem Sigismundum, de sacrifico 
Missae Contra Lutheranos : libri duo / Ioanne Eckio authore. – 
[Coloniae : Johann Soter], 1526. – [7], 107 leaves ; 8°
References: E XVI,7; Boh. 650; KP 256; W 2117; BJ 16-E-12; 
BJP XVI,666; HBP; KVK: BVB, GBV-GVK, HBZ, HeBIS, SWB, 
VD16-E-256; BASE: DBC; TEL: BNPOL; BSL, BNPOL
The imprint is according to VD16-E-256; BJ 16
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21806
84 ECK Valentin
Ad… Alexiu[m] Thursone[m] de Bethlemfalva… De Reipublicae 
administratione, dialogus ; Epistola consolatoria, ad… Alexium et 
Ioannem, Thursones, ob mortem… Ioannis Thursonis, Episcopi 
Wratislaviensis. Epitaphia varia pro eodem ad eosdem dominos / 
Valentino Ecchio Lendano autore. – Impressum Gracchoviae : per 
Hieronymu[m] Vietorem, 1520. – [18] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,9; Boh. 655; KP 267; PK 383; W 969; BJ 16-E-55; 
BJP XVI,676; KVK: ONL, BSB, BVB, SWB, ZVDD; BASE: DBC; 
TEL: BNPOL, BSL:DM BSL, ANL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia




85 Ad Sigismu[n]du[m] invictissimu[m] Rege[m] polonie, Russie, Prussie, etc. Threni neglecte Religio[n]is / per Valentinu[m] 
Eckiu[m] Editi. – [Cracoviae : Joannes Haller, post 15 February 
1518]. – [10] leaves  : il.  ; 4°
References: E XVI,10; KP 268; PT 158  ; W 942  ; BNPOL  ; KVK: 
SBB;WC
The imprint is according to BNPOL
Dedication: Decjusz
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21534
86 De antiquissima nominis et familie Thursonu[m] origine, et sin-gulari… Alexii Thurzonis Camerarii Cremnicen[sis] et liberi do-
mini Plesnensis eminentia Panegyris / Valentino Eckio autore.  – 
Graccoviae  : per Hieronymum Vietore[m], 1519. – [8] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,9; KP 269; W 2087; BJ 16-E-49; BJP XVI,670  ; 
KVK  : HeBIS, SWB
Contains: Lodovicus Bovillus Schaffhusanus lectori
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21535
87 De mundi contemptu et virtute Amplectenda Dialogus. Sup pe-llectilium Fasciculus Carmine Elegiaco / Valentino Eckio Authore. – 
Impressum Cracoviae  : per Mathiam Scharffenberg  : sumptibus 
Marci Scharffenbergk, 1528. – [16] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,10; PT XII,16; KP 270; PK 384; W 1048; BJ 16-E-54; 
BJP XVI,675; PTPN 98; HPB; BNPOL; KVK: BSB; EROMM Web 
Search; BASE: SBC
Contains: Leonhardus Coxus Britannus libellum pio lectori com-
mendat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB 
[stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21536
56 E
88 Utrum prutendi viro sit ducenda uxor. Carmen… Alexo Thurzoni… dicatu[m] / Valentino Ecchio… Autore… Item Supellectilis fascicu-
lus, oppido eleganter eodem compositus. – Impressum Cracoviae : 
per Hieronymum Vietorem, 1514. – [12] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,11; Boh. 661; KP 272; W 1005; BJ 16-E-58; 
BJP XVI,79
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 3. BS 
[stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21538
89 Valentini Eckii Lendani, De versificandi arte opusculum…  – Gracchoviae : per Hieronymu[m] Vietorem : impensis Marci 
Scharffenberger et Ioannis Boii, 1521. – [28] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,12; Boh. 652; IA 158.933; KP 271; PK 382; W 54; 
BJ 16-E-51; BJP XVI 672; BUWr 508; HPB; KVK: EROMM Classic, 
EROMM Web Search, GBV-GVK, SBB, SWB; BASE: SBC, BCUL; 
TEL: NSL, BNPOL
Contains: Rudolfus Agricola in Ecchii sui libellum
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21537
90 EInZUG
Hochzeitlicher Einzug der Jungen Königin zu Cracov[iae]… 
Geschehen den 5. Maij Anno 1543. – [6] leaves ; 4°. – [Nürnberg : 
Johann Petreius, 1543]
References: E XVI,53; KP 378; W 2218; BJP XVI,682; BJ 16-E-88; 
HPB; KVK: BVB, GBV-GVK, SBB, VD16-H-4007, EROMM Web 
Search, ZVDD; BASE: BSB:MDZ; TEL: BSL, BSL:DM; WorldCat
The imprint is according to VD 16
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21652
57E
91 ERASMUS desiderius Rotterodamus
Des[iderii] Erasmi Roterodami Epistola ad Inclytum Sigismundum 
Regem Poloniae etc. mire elegans… ; Eiusdem ad amicum quendam 
Epistola… /[ed. Stanisław Hozjusz]. – Cracoviae : per Hieronymum 
Vietorem, 1527. – [10] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,86; Haeg.; W 2127; KP 285; BJ 16-E-415; 
BJP XVI,718; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21719
92 Des[iderii] Erasmi Roterodami liber cum primis pius, de praepara-tio[n]e ad morte[m], nunc primu[m] et conscriptus et aeditus… – 
Cracoviae : per Mathiam Scharffenberck, 1534. – 33, [1] leaves ; 8°
References: E XVI,89-90; Boh. 718; Haeg.; KP 291; W 2176; 
BJ  16-E-395; BJP XVI,714; PK 415; BASE: DBC, WBC
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21835
93 Erasmi Roterodami. De ratione studii, ac lege[n]di interpretan-diq[ue] auctores libellus aureus… – Excusum Gracoviae : per 
Hieronymum Vietorem, 1519. – [12] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,91; Boh. 721; Haeg.; KP 282; W 2091; BJ 16-E-402; 
BJP XVI,717; PTPN; KVK: BASE, DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21539
58 E
94 Epistola D[esiderii] Erasmi Rote[rodami] contra quosdam, qui se falso iactant Evangelicos. – Apud regiam Cracoviam : Mathias 
Scharfenbergius excudebat, 1530. – [26] leaves ; 8°
References: E XVI,86; Boh. 700; Haeg.; PT XII,65; KP 286; W 1069; 
BJ 16-E-417; BJP XVI,720; BNPOL; KAT 203
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21834
95 Querela pacis undique gentium eiecte profligataeque / autore Desyderio Erasmo Roterodamo. – Impressum Cracovi[a]ę : per 
Hieronymum Vietorem, 1518. – [1], 41 pp. ; 4°
References: E XVI,90-91 (var. Tricesima de Martii); Boh. 720 (var. B); 
Haeg.; KP 293; W 952; BJP XVI,737; BJ 16-E-487 (var. B); BNPOL 
(var. B)
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21540
96 ESCOBAR André de
Contenta hoc Libello : Modus confitendi compositus / per… 
Andream Hispanum… ; Interrogationes et doctrine… ; Canones 
penitentionales / per episcopum Civitaten[sem] compositi ; Casus 
Papales et Episcopales. – Impressum Cracovie : per Mathiam 
Scharffenberg, 1535. – [26] leaves ; 8°
References: E XII,146; KP 20; W 1118; BJ 16-A-612; BJP XVI,60; 
BNPOL; HPB; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. Augustus possessor title page, ink, 16th–17th c.
2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia




Hecuba, et Iphigenia in aulide Euripidis Tragoediae in latinum 
tralatae / Erasmo Roterodamo interprete ; Eiusdem Ode in lausibus 
Britanniae, Regisq[ue] Henrici septimi, ac regiorum liberorum eius ; 
Eiusdem Ode de senectutis incommodis. [Acc.:] Vita Euripidis / 
a  Ioachimo Vadiano… collecta. – Impressum Viennae Pannoniae 
: opera et expensis Hieronymi Vietoris et Ioannis Singrenii, 1511. – 
[80] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,109; Adams E-1046; Boh. 728; Kot. 133; Denis 65; 
KP 296; W 2062; BJ 743; BJ 16-E-631; HPB; KVK: BnF, BSB-IDN, 
BVB, Copac, EROMM Classic, OBV, VD 16-E-4245, SWB, ZVDD; 
BASE: BSB:MDZ, Gallica; TEL: BSL
Provenance: 1. Domus Clari[s] Montis 1627 title page, ink 
2. Melchior[is] Pudlovij title page, ink, 16th c. 3. WB [stamp] 4.  BS 
[stamp]
Binding: cardboard, parchment, 17th–18th c.
CT II. 21505
98 EUTROPIUS Flavius
Eutropii dece[m] libri historiaru[m]… / [praef.] Michael Coccinius. – 
Regia in civitate Cracovien[sis] : expensis Johannis Haller, 1510. 
– [56] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XVI,110-111; Boh. 729; PK 420; PT 70; W 861; 
BJ 16-E-653; BJP XVI,744; BUW 3571; KVK: SBB; TEL: BnF, BNPOL, 
NLCZR
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia




D[omini] Iohannis Fabri… Sermones fructuosissimi, cu[n]ctis 
Ecclesiae catholicae defensoribus, ac doctrinae eva[n]gelicae pro-
fessoribus, summopere necessarii. De Eucharistia… victoria contra 
Turcas… Patientia… Baptismo parvulorum contra Anabaptistas… 
Item Oratio funebris in laudem D. Margaretae, Ducissae Austriae… 
Iob co[n]scripta sunt… – Impressum Coloniae : Petri Quentel, 
1537. – 20, [4], 147, [11] leaves ; 2°
References: E XVI,152; Boh. 756; Adams F-67; BJ 16-F-60; 
BJP  XVI,767; KP 304; HPB; KVK: EROMM Web Search, GVK, 
OPAC SBN, SBB, Sudoc, VD16-F-234; TEL: BSL, BSL:DM, ANL, 
CULM, BnF; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS 
[stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, parchment, 17th–18th c.
CT IV. 21224
100 FALIMIRZ Stefan
O ziołach y o moczy gich ; O Paleniu wodek z zioł ; O Oleykach 
przyprawianiu ; O Rzeczach zamorskich ; O Zwierzetach, o Ptaczech, 
y o Ribach ; O Kamieniu drogim ; O Urinie, O Pulsie, Y o inych 
znamionach ; O Rodzeniu dziatek ; O Naucze gwiazdeczney ; 
O  Stawianiu baniek Y o puszczaniu krwie ; O Rządzeniu czasu 
powietrza morowego ; O Lekarzstwach doswiadczonych na wiele nie-
moczy ; O Naucze Barwierzkiey. – [W Krakowie] : Florian Unglerius 
imprimował, 1534. – [36], 156, 23, 42, 59, 119 leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XVI,166-168; Boh. 761; PK 434; PT V,129; W 86; KP 
305; PK 434; BJ 16-F-100; BJP XVI,770; PTPN 109; BNPOL; KVK: 
Copac, EROMM Web Search; BASE: DBC, WBC, CBNPolona; 
WorldCat
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia





Epithoma conclusionum theologicalium pro introductione : in qu-
atuor libros sententiarum… / Petri Lombardi… ; [Michael Falkener 
de Wratislavia]. – Gracchovia : apud Ioannem Haller, 1521. – [2], 
148, [2] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXI 398; E XXXIIII,357; Boh. 2680; Hor. 220; KP 306; 
PK 1592; PT IV,201; W 57; BJ 16-W-36; BJP XVI,2657; KVK: Copac, 
BASE: DBC, WBC; TEL: BLC, BNPOL; WorldCat
Defect: leaf 101 is missing
Provenance: 1. Ex librorum […] 1528 title page, ink 2. Ex Bibliotheca 
Alexii Prusinowski [stamp] 3. ZCz [exl.] 4. ZCz [stamp] 5. WB 
[stamp] 6. WFB [stamp] 7. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21572
102 Epitoma figurarum in libros phisicoru[m] et de A[n]i[m]a Arestotilis In gymnasio Cracoviensi elaboratu[m] / per Michaelem 
de Wratislavia. – Cracoviae : opera… et impensis Joannis Haller, 
1518. – [98] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXXIII,357-358; Boh. 2681; KP 307; PT IV,174; W 47; 
BJ 16-W-357; BJP XVI,2658; BNPOL; KVK: ERROM Classic, Sudoc; 
WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard with excerpts of parchment manuscript, 19th c.
CT II. 21508
Copy a
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2 BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21508/2
62 F
103 Expositio hymno[rumque] interpretatio ex doctoribus in gymnasio Cracovie[n]si p[ro] iunio[rum] eruditio[n]e ac eo[rum] in sacris 
litteris institutio[n]e flata / [collactaneu[m] hymnoru[m] Michaelis 
[Falkener] de Vratislavia]. – [Cracoviae] : opera et impensis Joannis 
Haller, 1516. – 132 [i.e. 133], [5] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXXIII,358-359; Adams M 1403; Boh. 2682; PT IV,135; 
KP 309; Hor. 221; PTPN 539; W 37; PK 1593; BJ 16-W-358; BJP 
XVI,2659; KVK: Copac; BASE: ARMARIUM, DBC, WBC; TEL: 
BLC, BNPOL; WorldCat
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21506
104 Introductoriu[m] Astronomie Cracoviense elucidas Almanach / [Michael Falkener de Wratislavia]. – Editum Cracoviae : [Joannes 
Haller], 1517. – [24] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXXIII,357; Boh. 2686; KP 311; PT IV,144; W 42; 
BJ  16-W-361; BJP XVI,2662; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, parchment, 19th c.
CT II. 21507
105 Introductoriu[m] dyalectice q[uo]d Congestu[m] Logicum appella-t[ur]… / per Michaele[m] de Wratislavia. – Nuper denuo, eiusdem 
[et] accurate dilige[n]tia fideliter emendatu[m]. – Imp[re]ssum 
Cracoviae : in edib[us] Joan[n]is Haller, 1515. – [88] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXXIII,355; Boh. 2690; PT IV,116; W 920; BJ 16-W-365; 
BJP XVI,2666; TEL: ANL; BNPOL
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, parchment, manuscript, 19th c.
CT II. 21509
63F
106 Introductorium dyalectice : quod congrestu[m] Logicu[m] appella-tur / [per… Michaele de Wratislavia]. – Nuper denuo revisum, [et] 
accurate dilige[n]tia fideliter emendatum. – Impressum Argentine : 
p[er] Joanne[m] Knoblouch ; impensis Urbani Kaym, 1515. – [66] 
leaves ; 4°
References: E XXXIII,355-356; Boh. 2691; Hor.223; KP 312; PK 1596; 
W 34; BJ 16-W-366; BJP XVI,2667; KVK: BSB-IDN, BSB:MDZ, BVB, 
VD16-M- 5131; BASE: DBC; TEL: BNPOL, NULS, NSL, RSL, BLC
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21666
107 FAnTInI Alberto
Formalitates secu[n]du[m] via[m] Scoti… / Alberti Fantini… 
Necno[n] [et] destructio universalium realiu[m] contra reales ut 
opposita iuxta seposita magis elucescant. – Impressum Cracovi[a]ę : 
Florianu[m] Ungleriu[m], [1515]. – [16] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,170; PT III,64; KP 314; W 1933; BASE: MBC
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, parchment, manuscript, 19th c.
CT II. 21605
108 FERdInAnd I
Serenissimi ac Invictissimi Domini… Ferdinandi… Ungariae ac 
Bohemiae etc. Regis, Archiducis Austriae etc. Edictum adversus ana-
baptistas, Lutheranos, Zvinglianos, Oecolaferdinans imperatormpa-
dianos, et huiusce fecis, ac sentinae iusto dei, ortodoxae Ecclesiae, et 
proprio iudicio, Da[m]natos, et ex omni parte Seditionum Authores 
haereticos / [trad. Johannes Fabri aus Leutkirch]. – [Cracoviae : 
Maciej Szarfenberg, 1527]. – [16] leaves ; 8°
References: E XVI,196; Boh. 784; PT XII,15; KP 315; W 1036; BJ  16-
F-173; BJP XVI,781; KVK: BVB; BASE: DBC; TEL: BNPOL, BSL; 
WorldCat
The imprint si according to PT
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]




Vita beati Casimiri confessoris ex serenissimis Poloni[a]ę regibus, 
et magnis Lituani[a]ę ducibus clarissimi / a… Zacharia Ferrerio… 
ex fide dignor[um] testium depositionibus scripta. [Acc.] Oratio…/ 
Zachariae Ferrierii… habita Thorunii in Prussia ad… Poloniae 
Regem Sigismundum… M.D.XX ; Eiusdem… Poloniae Regem 
Sigismundum pro belli pruthenici suspension ac armorum deposi-
tion impertrata, gratiaru[m] action… – [Cracoviae : Joannes Haller], 
1521. – [28] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XVI,201; Boh. 785; KP 318; PK 443; PT IV,194; W 2097; 
BJ 16-F-325; BJP XVI,16,783, BNPOL; HPB; KVK: Copac, EROMM 
Web Search, REBIUN; BASE: BCWr, DBC, SBC; WorldCat
Contains: epithapium and office dated to Vilnus 11th November 1520, 
first speech dated to 9th March 1520, 2nd one to Torun, 7th April 1521
The imprint is according to BPOL
Defect: leaf 28 is missing
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 
4. WFB  [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21654
110 FILELFO Francesco
Francisci phileplfi breviores elega[n]tioresq[ue] Epistole… Vita 
Francisci Philefrii / ex libro de scriptoribus Ecclesiasticis. – Cracovie : 
[Kasper Hochfeder, 1505]. – [102] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIV,219; Boh. 1863; PT I,10; KP 320; W 8; BJ 16-P-
556; BJP XVI,1894
The imprint is according to Boh.
Defect: preserved 6 leaves





Josephi Judei Historici pręclara opera no[n] parva accuratio[n]e et 
diligentia rece[n]ter impressa : necno[n] a co[m]pluscul[is] me[n]
disq[ui]bus…. atq[ue] castigata. De Antiquitatib[us] : Libri viginti… 
De Judacico bello : libri septem. De Antiqua Judaeoru[m] origine… 
Et his … Josephi operib[us] adiecta su[n]t… Roberti goullet… 
Tretramono[n]… Eiusde[m] co[m]pendiu[m] de sex etatib[us] se-
culi… recollection… – Venundantur Parrhisij : per Antonium 
Bonnemere, impensis Francisci Regnault et Iohan[n]is Petit, 1519. 
– [3], 194, 110, [87] leaves ; 2°
References: KP 464; Ren.; HPB; KVK: Copac, Sudoc; TEL: BnF, 
BSL, NLCR
On the title page is impint: sub intersignio Lilii aurei.
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. W. Podlecki title page, ink, 19th c. 2.  WB  [stamp] 
3. BS [stamp]
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind and gold, centrepiece 




112 FLORUS Lucius Annaeus
Lucii Flori Bellorum Romanorum : libri quattuor ex vetussimo 
exemplari novissime, ac diligenter recogniti / [ed.] Valentinus 
Eckius. – Impressa Cracoviae : arte et impe[n]sis… Ioan[n]is Haller, 
1515. – [14], 59, [1] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,242; Boh. 790; PT IV,119; KP 325; W 912; BNPOL; 
BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21655
113 FRAnCOnIUS Mathias
Domini Erasmi Roterodami… Qui vixit Anno. LXX. Obiit. Anno do-
mini M.D.XXXVI. V. Idus Iulias. Et… Petri Thomicii… Epitaphia  / 
autore Ma[thii] Fran[conii]. – Impressum Cracoviae : per Mathiam 
Scharffenberg, 1537. – [4] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,295-296; KP 329; W 2192
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21653
114 Oratio in splendissimas nuptias, et foelicem hymenaeum… Sigismundi Augusti regis Poloniae, et… reginae Elizabet / Mat[hii] Franconii. – 
Cracoviae : Mathias Scharffenberg, 1543. – [14] leaves  ;  4°
References: E XVI,296; Boh. 795; KP 328; W 1204
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]




Computus novus : nuper denuo revisus, et recollectus, res ad ec-
clesiae cultum debite perficiendum, una cum pulcherrimis funda-
me[n]tis Astronomiae co[m]plectens. – Cracovie : apud Floridam 
Cracoviam [Florianus Unglerius], 1524. – [8] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XIV,339; Boh. 427; KP 196; W 1001; Żebr. 270
The print is according to E
Provenance: 1. Bernardinus Dionissius title page, ink, 16th c. 
2. ZCz  [supralib.] 3. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21632
116 Computus novus : nuper denuo revisus, et recollectus, res ad eccle-siae cultum debite perficiendum, una cum pulcherrimis fundamentis 
Astronomiae complectens. – Impressum Cracovie : per Mathiam 
Scharffenberg, 1528. – [8] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIV,339; Kot. 184; Boh. 428; KP 197; PT XII,26; 
W 1046; BJP XVI,836; BNPOL; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. Duplikat Biblioteki Puławskiej [stamp] 2. ZCz [supra-
lib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia





Arithmeticae practicae methodus facilis / per Gemmam Frisium… – 
Vitebergae : apud Georgium Rhau, 1544. – [88] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: KP 338; HPB; KVK: BVB, GBV-GVK, HeBIS-Retro, SBB, 
SWB, VD16-G-1113, ZVDD, TEL: BSL
Provenance: 1. Anno domini [defect] quingentesimo Nono Emptus 
Crac[oviae] Grossis quindecem per me Iacobum Wierzbienski Ecclesiae 
Cathedralis Camenecen[is] prep[osi]tus. Ostiensem, Striikowie[nsem]
Gromadzien[sem] plebanum Altaristamq[ue]Cracouiensem cover 
endpager, ink, 16th c. 2. Iste libellus R[everen]di domini Jacobi 
Wierzbienski Prepositi Camenecen[sis], Cvstodis Lascens[is], 
Ostiens[is], Stassoviens[is], plebani Prebendarii in Castro Rythvianij 
Altariste Craco[v]iens[is]. Et Nominati Prep[osi]ti Lascens[is]. [1559] 
title page, ink 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp] ma-
nuscript notes on the 1st page of co-bound work from 17th century
Binding: see no. 152
CT I. 21948/2
118 GERLACHER Theobald
Epitome dialectices / Theobaldo Billicano autore. – Cracoviae : 
in Officina Typographica Hieronymi Scharfferbergi, 1548. – [16] 
leaves ; 8°
References: E XIII,135-136; Boh. 197; IA 119.345; KP 95; W 2248; 
BJ  16-B-807; BJP XVI,846; BUW XVI,1321; BNPOL; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21907
119 GRZEGORZ Snopek z Szamotuł
Enchiridion Impedimentorum : quae iuxta Canonicas constitutiones 
in matrimoniis co[n]tingunt… / authore Gregorio de Shamotuli… – 
Impressum Cracoviae : per Florianu[m] Ungleriu[m], 1529. – [3], 
93, [1] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXX,195-196; Boh. 2489; KP 710; PT V,60; PK 1469; 
W  75; BJP XVI,1007; BJ 16-G-801; PTPN 503; HPB; KVK: Copac; 
BASE: BCUL, DBC, WBC; TEL: BLC, BNPOL; CERL online; 
WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: see no. 121
CT I. 21869/4
68 G
120 Processus Juris brevior Joannis Andr[eae] per Gregoriu[m] Shamotulanu[m]… pro tyrunculis resolutus cum practica exemplari 
in Regno Poloni[a]ę. – [Cracoviae : Florianus Unglerus], 1524. – [83] 
leaves ; 8°
References: E XXX,196-197; Kot. 116, 513; Boh. 2490; PT V,31; KP 711; 
PK 1470; W 1014; BASE: DBC; TEL: BNPOL; MMNLL; WorldCat
Contains: Petus Risinius lectori candido
The imprint is according to BNPOL
Defect: leaf 47 is missing
Provenance: 1. Bibliothecae Canonicorum de poenitentia Cracovien[si]
S[anctae] Marci B. B[eatorum] Martyr[um] title page, ink, 17th c. 
2. Sum Math. Watkowski title page, ink, 17th c. 3. Duplikat Biblioteki 
Puławskiej [stamp] 4. ZCz [stamp] 5. WB [stamp] 6. WFB [stamp] 
6. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21874/1-2
121 Processus Juris brevior Joan[n]is Andr[eae] per Gregoriu[m] Shamotulanu[m]… p[ro] tyrunculis resolutus cu[m] practica exe[m]
plari in Regno Polonie circa strepitu[m] fori sp[irit]ualis obseruari 
solita… denuo iterum revisus et auctus. – Impressum Cracoviae : per 
Flororianu[m] Unglerium, 1531. – [2], 93, [1] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXX,197; Boh. 2491; Hor. 207; KP 712; PK 1471; PT 
VII,75; W 80; BJP XI,1009; BJ 16-G-803; BNPOL; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. A. L. m[anu]p[ro]p[ria] Jan[uarii] 3 1679 title page, 
ink 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, centrepiece, clasps 
no longer there
CT I. 21869/1-4
122 Processus Juris brevior Ioannis Andr[eae] per Gregorium Shamotulinu[m]… pro tirunculis resolutus… tertio iterum revisus et 
auctus. – Cracoviae : ex officina Ungleriana, 1537. – [2], 124 leaves : 8°
References: E XXX,199; Boh. 2492; KP 713; PTPN 504; W 98; BJP 
XVI, 1010; BJ 16-B-805; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. The inscription is illegible, title page 2. ZCz [exl.] 
3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia




Novus orbis regionum ac insularum veteribus incognitarum : una 
cum tabula cosmographica, et aliquot aliis consimilis argumenti 
libellis, quorum omnium catalogus sequenti patebit pagina / [Simon 
Grynaeus et al.]. – Adiecta est huic postremae editioni Navigatio / 
Caroli Caesaris auspicio in comitiis Augustanis instituta. – Basileae : 
apud Io[annem] Hervagium, 1537. – [24] leaves, 599 [i.e. 600] pp., 
[1] leaves ; 2°
References: E XXIII,399; KP 579; BJP XVI,1789; PTPN 359; KVK: 
BVB, Copac, BnF, GBV-GVK, HBZ, HeBIS-Retro, Libris, ONL, SBB, 
Sudoc, SWB, SWISSBIB, VD 16-G-3828; BASE: PBC; TEL: BnF, BSL, 
ANL, BNPOL
All authors listed in the table of contents
Provenance: 1. Matthaei Sudii title page, ink, 17th c. 2. Sum Zachariae 
Konetcij… 24 grossis Anno 1594 title page, ink 3. A quo R[evere]
nd[us] D[omi]n[us] Gregori[us] Sbodar[us] [?] protunc Viccari[us] 
Ponece[nsis] adept[us] e[tc] p[er] co[m]mutationem in pign[um] amo­
ris An[n]o 1601 title page, ink 4. Duplikat Biblioteki Puławskiej [stamp] 
5. ZCz [supralib.] 6. ZCz [stamp] 7. WFB [stamp] 8. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT IV. 21211
124 GUILELMUS Parisiensis
Postilla Guillermi super Epistolas et Evangelia per totius anni circu-
lu[m], de t[em]p[or]e, sanctis et p[ro] defu[n]ctis solerti diligentia 
cuiusda[m] viri religiosi p[ro] scolasticis exarata : unacu[m] Epistolis 
et Evangeliis quadragesimalibus. – Nunc denuo additis et diligen-
tissim[a]ę emendates. – Cracoviae : per Mathiam Scharffenberg, 
1541. – [4], CXLVI, [12], I-XV, XVII-XLI, [2] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XVII,464; Kot. 154; KP 352a.; W 1184; BNPOL
Contains: Francisci Mymeri epigramma ad lectorem
Provenance: 1. Sam[uel?] Tidemannus Kriger est possessor huius 
libri endpaper, ink, 16th c. 2. Liber B[eatae] M[ariae] V[irginis] in 
Pelplin title page, ink, 16th–17th c. 3. ZCz [exl.] 4. ZCz [stamp] 
5. WFB  [stamp] 6. BS [stamp]
Marginalia





Declamatio gratulatoria in coronationem Serenissimi Iunioris 
Poloniae Regis : in Gymnasio Posnaniensi habita / Autore 
Christophoro Hegendorphino. – Cracoviae : in aedibus Hieronymi 
Vietoris, 1530. – [12] leaves ; 8°
References: E XVIII,75; Boh. 1010; KP 358; W 1064; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS 
[stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21953
126 Encomiu[m] terrae Poloniae / Autore Christophoro Hegendorphino. – Cracoviae : in aedibus Hieronymi Vietoris, 1530. – [10] leaves ; 8°
References: E XVIII,75-76; Kot. 227; Boh. 1013 (=1550); KP 359; 
PK 578; W 1065; TEL: ANL; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]





Comentari della Moscovia et parimente della Russia… compos[i]ti 
gia latinamente / per… Sigismondo… in herberstain. – In Venetia 
: per Gioan[ni] Battista Pedrezzano : stampato… per Nicolo de 
Bascarini ad instantia di M. Battista Pedrezano, 1550. – [8], 90, [4] 
leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XVIII,115; KP 360; W 1273; HPB; BNPOL; KVK: 
AMICUS, BnF, Copac, ERROM Classic, ERROM Web Search, ICCU, 
SWB, OPAC SBN; BASE: DORIA, SBC; TEL: NLL:DRM, BnF, ANL, 
BLC, NLG; WorldCat
Defect: parts of the leaves are damaged by fire
Title page coloured by hand
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21660
128 HESIOdUS
Hesiodi poetae gaeorgicorum liber / per Nicolaum de Valle co-
nersus e Graeco in latinum. – Excussum Cracoviae : per Mathiam 
Scharffenbergium : impensis… Marci Scharffenbergk, 1530. – [20] 
leaves ; 4°
References: E XVIII,169; Boh. 1074; PT XII,68; KP 365; W 1066
Contains: Gregorius de Konitz lectori
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21659
129 HESS Johann
In Axiomata / Ioannis Hessi Wratislaviae ; aedita Petrus Risinius. – 
Impressum Cracoviae : [Hieronymus Vietor], 1524. – [6] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXVI,308; Boh. 2079; KP 667; HPB; KVK: GBV-GVK, 
WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]




Hieroclis Philosophi Stoici in aurea Pythagor[a]ę pr[a]ęcepta. 
Carmen / Petri Risinii ad polonam iuventutem, de Pythagoricis 
Carminibus. – Impressum Cracovie : per Florianu[m] Ungleriu[m], 
1524. – [58] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVIII,188; PT V; KP 367; W 2110; BASE: WBC
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21658
131 HILLEBRAnd Michael
Exhortatio ad consacerdotes / Michaelis Hillebrandi… – Cracoviae : 
excusum apud Viduam Floriani [Ungleri], 1545. – [11] leaves ; 8°
References: E XVIII,197-198; Boh. 1084; KP 377; W 1229; BASE: 
DBC; TEL: BLC
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, parchment, musical manuscript, 19th c.
CT I. 21951
132 HISTORIA
Istoria o Swietym Jozefie Patriarsze starego zakonu krorego byli 
bracia zaprzedali. – Cracovie : ex Officina Ungleriana, 1540. – [18] 
leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XVIII,640; KP 404; W 1170
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]




Homeri… Odysseae : libri XXIIII / Raphaele Regio Volaterrano 
interprete ; Eiusdem Batrachomyomachia… / Aldo Manutio… in-
terprete… ; Eiusdem Hymni deorum trigintaduo / Iodoco Velareo 
Verbrokano… interprete… Herodoti Halicarnassei libellus, Homeri 
vitam… / Conrado Heresbachio interprete. – Colonię : ex officina 
Eucharii [Cervicorni], 1532. – [20], 184, [40] leaves ; 8°
References: KP 381
Provenance: 1. Ex Libris Petri Lew… [defect] title page, ink, 17th  c. 
2. Dar radcy B. A. Baranowskiego [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. Ex Libr. 
Petri Lewicki [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 75075
134 HOnTER Johann
Ioannis Honter… Rudimentorum Cosmographiae : libri duo. 
Quoru[m] prior Astronomiae, posterior Geographiae principia, 
brevissime complectitur. – Cracoviae : Mathias Scharfenbergius 
excudebat, 1530. – [16] leaves ; 8°
References: E XVIII,261; KP 386; W 2140; KVK: GBV-GVK, SBB; 
BASE: WBC; TEL: NLCR, BnF; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. Albertus Kamienieczky m[anu]p[ropria]… cover, ink, 
17th c. 2. ZCz  [supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21952
135 HORATIUS Quintus Flaccus
Q[uintii] Horatii Flacci duo nobilissimi epistolarum libri… Addita… 
Horatii vita / Petro Crinito… autore. – Impressum Cracoviae : per 
Hieronymum Vietorem : sumptu Marci [Scharfenbergi], 1522. – [32] 
leaves ; 4°
References: E XVIII,268; Boh. 1109; KP 390; W 2098; BNPOL; 
WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21615
74 J
136 JAKUB z Gostynina
Theoreumata : seu p[ro]positiones Autoris causaru[m] david iudei 
cum annotationib[us] ac lucele[n] ta expositio[n]e…/ Jacobi de 
gosthynyn… – Cracoviae : impensis… Johannis Haller, 1507. – [64] 
leaves ; 8o
References: E XVIII,85-86; W 848; BJP-16-102; PT,IV,23; PK 343; 
BNPOL; BASE: WBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supereksl] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT 21647 
137 JAKUB z Iłży
Opusculu[m] aurei tractatuli in Astrologicis de pluviis ventis ac de 
aliis variis aurae dispositionibus / … Iacobu[m] Islza… [a]ęditum. – 
Impressum Cracoviae : in [a]ędibus… Ioannis Haller, 1519. – [16] 
leaves ; 4°
References: E XVIII,651-652; Boh. 1184; PT IV,184; KP 405; PK 690; 
W 2089; KVK: Copac; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.], 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]




138 JAKUB z Tuchowa
Fructifera innovatio c[apitis] canones omnis utriusq[ue] sexus : de 
penit[entia], et remis[sione] cum resolutione penitentibus, confitenti-
bus, sacerdotibus, confessoribus… utilissima / [Jakub z Tuchowa]. – 
Cracoviae : ex Officina Ungleriana [Helena Unglerowa], 1537. – [44] 
leaves ; 8°
References: E XXXI,382-383; Boh. 2542; KP 741; PK 1501; W 1149; 
BJP VI,1225; BJ 16-J-10; BASE: DBC, TEL: BNPOL, MMNLL
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21974
139 JAn z Głogowa
Exercitium veteris artis. Argumentu[m] i[n] libru[m] porphirii 
peripatetici ysagogicum in kathegorias arestotilis… / Johannes 
Glogoviensis ; Sex principia / Gilbertus Porritanus. – [Cracoviae]  : 
impressum… as impensas… Johannis Haller : [per Casparem 
Hochfeder], 1504. – [172] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVII,173-174; PT I, 28; Boh. 856; BUW 4279; 
BUWr 925; KP 409, PT I,16; W 7; PTPN 138; BJ 16 G-496 (var. B); 
BJP XVI,890; KVK: Copac; TEL: BNPOL
Provenance: 1. Sum aedes de cracouia Artiu[m] Baccalaurei com­
pa[ra]tus, 13 grossis title page, ink, 16th–17th c. 2. WFB [stamp] 
3. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: see no. 13
CT III. 21260/2
140 Exercitium veteris artis. Argumentu[m] in libru[m] Porphirii pe-ripatetici ysagogicu[m] i[n] Kathegorias Arestotiles… Exercitium 
veteris artis / Jo[h]an[n]es glogovie[n]sis. Gilbertus Porritanus. Sex 
principla. – [Cracoviae] : impressum… ad impensas Joan[n]is Haller, 
1516. – [114] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVII,174; Boh. 857; Hor. 60; KP 410; PT IV 133; PK 481; 
W 925; BJ 16 G-497; BJP XVI,891; BASE: ARMARIUM, DBC
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21559
76 J
141 Exercicium Nove Logice : Seu Libroru[m] Prio[rum] Et Elencho[rum]  / … Joannis de Glogovia p[ro] Juniorib[us] recol-
lectu[m] ac noviter eme[n]datu[m]. – Cracovie : impe[n]sis[que] 
Joannis Haller, 1511. – 137, [1] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVII,179; Boh. 859; Hor.61; PT IV,84; KP 411; PK 482; 
W 865; BJP XVI,888; BJ 16-G-493; KVK: EROMM Classic, GBV-
GVK; BASE: WBC; TEL: ANL, BNPOL; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. Valentinus Eck von Aescharhus leaf 137, ink, 16th c. 
2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, parchment, manu-
script, clasps no longer there
CT II. 21558
142 Exercitiu[m] s[e]c[un]de partis Alexa[n]dri… / Johannis de Glogovia. – Cracovie : impensis… Johannis Haller impressum, 
1510. – [106] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVII,178; Boh. 853; BJP XVI, 886  ; BJ 16-G-491; 
KP 412; PT IV,71; KVK: GBV-GVLEAVES
Provenance: 1. Joannes Procopek title page verso, ink, 16th c. 




143 Exercitium Super omnes tractatus parvoru[m] logicalium Petri hispani… / Johannis Glogoiensis. – Impressuz Arge[n]tine : per 
Ioan[n]em Knoblouch, 1517. – 105 leaves ; 4°
References: E XVII,179; Kot.188; Adams I 245; Boh. 860; KP 413; 
Ritter (IV) 2153; W 39; BJP XVI, 889; BJ 16-G-494; PK 483; Hor 62; 
BUW; BUWr 927; HPB; KVK: Copac, VD16-J-592, EROMM Web 
Search; BASE: DBC, SBC; TEL: BNPOL
Contains: libellus loguitur O. N.
Provenance: 1. Duplikat Biblioteki Puławskiej [stamp] 2. WB [stamp] 
3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21553
77J
144 Introductorium Astronomie in Ephemerides / per… Joanne[m] Glogoviensem… recollectum. – Impressum Cracovie : p[er] 
Florianu[m] [Unglerum] et Wolfgangu[m] [Lern], 1514. – [34] 
leaves ; 4°
References: E XVII,181; Boh. 865 (var. B); BJP XVI, 893, BJ 16-G-499; 
PT III,52; KP 414; PK 486; W 27; BUW; BNPOL; HPB; KVK: BSB, 
BVB, Copac, EROMM Classic (Micro.), EROMM Web Search, 
GBV-GVK, HeBIS, Sudoc, SWB, ZVDD; BASE: DBC (var. B), SBC, 
TBC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21555
145 Introductorium Co[m]pendiosum in tractatu[m spere materia-lis… Joannis de sacrobusto que[m] abbreviavit ex almagesti… 
Ptholomei claudi… ex pheludio p[er] geniti / p[er]… Joanne[m] 
Glogoviensem… recollectu[m]. – Impressum Cracovie : impe[n]sis… 
Joan[n]is Haller… : p[er] Florianu[m] Unglerius, 1513. – [80] leaves : 
il. ; 4°
References: E XVII,181; Boh. 866; PT III,33; KP 415, PK 488; W 22; 
BJP XVI,895; BJ 16-G-502; BUW; KVK: BVB, DBC, EROMM Web 
Search, SWB; BASE: DBC; TEL: BNPOL, BSL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21557
146 Introductorium compendiosum in tractatu[m] sphere materia-lis… Joannis de Sacrobusto: que[m] abbreviavit ex Almagesti… 
Ptolomei Claudii… ex Pheludio p[er]geniti / p[er]… Joan[n]
em Glogoviensem… recollectu[m]. – Impressum Argentine : per 
Joanne[m] Knoblouch, 1518. – [56] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XVII,181; Boh. 868; BJP XVI, 895; BJ 16-G-503; 
Hor. 63; Ritter (IV) 2156; KP 416; PK 489; W 46; BUW ; PTPN 141; 
HPB; KVK: BVB, Copac, EROMM Web Search, EROMM Classic, 
GBV-GVK, Libris, ONB, SBB, Sudoc, VD16-J-717; BASE: DBC; TEL: 
BNPOL, BSL, BSL: BSB:MDZ; OCLC; WorldCat, SBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21556
78 J
147 Phisionomia hincinde ex illustribus sciptoribus / per… Joanne[m] Glogoviensem… recollecta ; [ed. Rudolfus Agricola junior]. – 
Impressum Cracoviae : per Hieronymum Vietorem suis expensis, 
1518. – [20] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVII,182. XXIV, dod. XXVI; Boh. 869; KP 417; PK 490; 
W 944; BJ 16 G-509; BJP XVI,902; BNPOL; HPB; KVK: ERROM 
Web Search, GBV-GVK
Contains: verse of Rudolf Agricola
Provenance: 1. M. Albertus Strazyc. 1634, leaf 20, ink 2.  ZCz  [exl.] 
3. ZCz [stamp] 4. WB [stamp] 5. WFB [stamp] 6. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21554
148 Questiones libror[um] de anima… / Johannis versoris… ; per… Johan[n]em Glogoviensem… – Impressum Metis : per Casparu[m] 
Hochffeder : ad impensas Johan[n]is Haller, 1501. – [242] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVII,183; XXXIII,388; Kot. 60; Boh. 870; BJP XVI, 
904; BJ 16-G-511; Hor.64; KP 418; W 5; BUW ; BUWr ; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. Pro Fr[atr]ibus Studiosis ord[inis] Min[orum]
de obseru[antia] Prouincia Poloniae title page, ink, 17th c. 
2.  R[evere]n[dissi]mi… venerabilis m[a]g[ist]ro Alberto Pyezuythe 
[?] leaf 242, ink, 16th–17th c. 3. Martinus Korzyc [?] Myoczynskij title 
page, ink, 16th–17th c. 4. WB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21552
149 Questio[n]es libro[rum] de ani[m]a… / Joannis v[er]soris : per… Joan[n]em Glogovienz… p[er] iunior[um]in ph[ilosoph]ie insti-
tutio[n]es noviter eme[n]datum. – Impresse Cracovie : arte [et] 
impensis Joannis Haller, 1514. – [1], 185, [2] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVII,183; Boh. 871; Hor.65; PT IV,110; KP 420; PK 491; 
W 28; BJP XVI,905; BJ 16-G-512; BUW; BUWr; BNPOL; KVK: Copac
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21709
79J
150 Tractatus Preclarissimus in Judiciis Astro[rum] de mutation[n]ibus aeeris, cęteris[que] accidentibus singulis annis evenientibus… / 
per… Ioanne[m] Glogoviensem… ordinatus atq[ue] noviter… re-
visus. – Impressum Cracovie : p[er] Florianu[m] [Unglerum] et 
Wolfgangu[m] [Lern], 1514. – [36] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVII,184; Boh. 872; PT III,48; KP 421; PK 492; 
BJP  XVI,906; BJ 16 G-513; W 29;BUW; BNPOL; HPB; KVK: BVB, 
Copac, EROMM Classic, EROMM Web Search, GBV-GVK, HeBIS, 
SWB, SBB; BASE: DBC, SBC
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21560
151 JAn z Koźmina
Epistola / Ioanis Cosmii… – Cracoviae : apud Viduam Floriani 
Unglerii, [1549]. – [52] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,426; Boh. 564; KP 422; W 1262; BJP XVI,1236; BJ 
16-J-23; IA 145.724; DBC; BNPOL
Defect: leaf 52 is missing
The imprint is according to Boh.
Provenance: 1. Z Duplikatow Bibljoteki XX. Czartoryskich [stamp] 
2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. ZCz [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21938
152 JAn z Łańcuta
Algorithmus linealis : cum pulchris conditionibus duarum 
Regularu[m] De tri, una de integris, altera vero de fractis, 
Regulisq[ue] Socialibus, et semper exemplis idoneis adiunctis / [ed. 
Ioannes de Lanczut]. – Acceserunt priori aeditioni Regulae, quedam 
utilissimae. – Cracoviae: apud Marci Scharffenberger, [1510]. – [15] 
leaves; 4°
References: E XXI,51; BJP XVI, 48; BJ 16-A-431; W 3149; DBC
Provenance: 1. Ex libris Eccl[esi]ae Collegiatae Łascensis A.D. 1649 
die 20 Octobris title page, ink 2. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 
5.  BS  [stamp] Manuscript notes on the 1st page of co-bound work 
from 17th century




153 Algorismus linealis : cum pulchris conditionibus duarum Regular[um] De tri una de integris, altera vero de fractis, Regulisq[ue] Socialibus, 
et semper exemplis idoneis adiunctis / [ed. Ioannes de Lanczut].  – 
Acceserunt priori aeditioni Regulae, quedam utilissimae. – Impressum 
Cracoviae : opera et impensis Joannis Haller, 1517. – [10] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXI,51-52; Boh. 1386; PT IV,146; KP 424; PK 806; 
W 930; BJP XVI,42; BJ 16-A-425; BASE: WBC, DBC; TEL: BNPOL
Provenance: 1. Ex Libris E [exl. illegible] ink, 16th–17th c. 2. ZCz [exl.] 
3. ZCz [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21610
154 Algorismus linealis : cum pulchris conditio[n]ibus duaru[m] regu-la[rum] De tri una de integris, altera vero de fractis, regulisq[ue] 
socialibus… / [ed. Ioannes de Lanczut] – Impressum Cracoviae : 
per Heronymum Vietorem, 1519. – [10] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXI,52; Boh. 1387; KP 425; W 965; BJP XVI,43, BJ 16, 
A-426; BNPOL; BASE: DBC; TEL: BLC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21609
155 JAn z Oświęcimia
Elucidarius errorum ritus Ruthenici. – [Cracoviae : Joannes Haller, 
post 1501]. – 34, [2] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XXVII,13; Boh. 2174; PT IV,17; KP 426; PK 1262; 
W 773; BJP XVI,2156; BNPOL; KVK: Copac, EROMM Classic, RSL; 
BASE: DBC; WorldCat
Imprint edition of Jan Haller in Cracow 1504–1507, perhaps in col-
laboration with Kasper Hochfeder
Provenance: 1. Fr[ater] Ant[onius?] obijt in Vylna 1508… cora rege 
Casimiro…, title page, ink, 16th 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21568/2
81J
156 JAn ze Stobnicy
Generalis doctrina de Modis significa[n]di grammaticalibus : com-
pendiosa descriptio ac inuestigatio Modorum distinctionum ac 
ide[n]titatu[m] illis oppositaru[m] quib[us] vti sole[n]t Scotisantes / 
Joannes Stobnicen[sis]… – Impressi Cracoviae : impe[n]sis Joannis 
Haller, 1515. – [4] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIX,300; PT IV,123; KP 428; BJP XVI,1243; BJ 16-J-30; 
BNPOL; JBC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp]. 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21661
157 Introductio in Ptolomei Cosmographiam : cum longitudinibus et latitudinibus regionum et civitatum celebriorum / [Ioannes de 
Stobnicza]. – Impressum Cracoviae : per Hieronymum Vietorem, 
1519. – [2], 44 leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIX,302; Boh. 2451; KP 429; PK 1442; PTPN 495; 
W 51; BJP XVI-1250; BJ 16-J-38; HPB; KVK: BSB, BVB, Copac, 
EROMM Classic, GBV-GVK, Libris, ONL, ZVDD; BASE: WBC; 
TEL: BNPOL; WorldCat
Contains: Paulus Crosnensis lectori studioso
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21716
158 Paruulus philosophie naturalis : cu[m] expositione textuali ac du-bior[um] magis necessarior[um] dissolutio[n]e ad intentio[n]em 
Scoti co[n]gesta in studio Cracoviensi / [Ioannes Stobnicensis]. – 
Basile[a]ę : ex [a]ędibus Ad[a]ę Petri, 1516. – 65 leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIX,305; Boh. 1834; PK 1095; KP 599; W 926; 
BJP XVI,1253; BJ 16-J-41; HPB; KVK: BVB, GBV-GVK, OBV, Sudoc, 
VD16-P-816; ZVDD; TEL: BNPOL, NLCR, BSL:DM, BSL
Contains: Thomas Posnaniensis ad lectorem
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21663
82 J
159 Parvulus phi[losophi]e naturalis : cu[m] expositio[n]e textuali… ac dubior[um] magis necessarior[u]m dissolutio[n]e ad intentione[m] 
Scoti co[n]gesta in studio Cracoviensi / [Ioannes Stobnicensis]. – 
Impressum Cracovie: impensis… Joannis Haller : p[er] Florianu[m] 
Ungleriu[m], 1513. – 77, [1] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIX,304; Boh. 1833; KP 598; PT III,36; W 23; 
BJP XVI,1252; BJ 16-J-40; BNPOL
Contains: Thomas Posnaniensis ad lectorem
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21662
160 JASKIER Mikołaj
Iuris municipalis Maideburgensis : Liber vulgo Weichbild nuncupa-
tus ex vetustissimis exemplaribus vigillanti opera nuper latinitati da-
tus… recognitus, adiunctis simul glossis et textus interpretationibus 
ad id necessariis / [ed. Nicolaus Iaskerus]. – Cracovia : Hieronymus 
Vietor, 1535. – [8], 65 leaves ; 2°
References: E XVIII,502; Boh. 1175; PK 682; KP 431; PTPN 253; 
W 90; BJ 16 J-74; BJP XVI,1269; BNPOL; KVK: Copac; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Binding: see no. 161
CT IV. 21088/2
161 Iuris provincialis : quod Speculum Saxonum vulgo nuncupatur libri tres, opera vigilanti in correctionem, redacti materiam, adiunctis 
simul glossis, aliisq[ue] additionibus noviter recollectis pro interpre-
atione textus magis necessariis / [ed. Nicolaus Iaskerus]. – Cracovia : 
Hieronymus Vietor, 1535. – [4], 160, [5] leaves : il. ; 2°
References: E XVIII,501-502; Boh. 1176; KP 434; PK 681; PTPN 254; 
W 89; BJP XVI,1270; BJ 16 J-75; BUW 5109; KVK: Copac; BASE: 
DBC, OBC; TEL: BLC; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT IV. 21088/1-3
83J
162 Promptuarium iuris Provincialis Saxonici : quod Speculum Saxonum vocatur, tu[m] et Municipalis Maiderburgen[sis] summa dilige[n]tia 
recollectum, et ad com[m]une[m] editum utilitate[m] / [ed. Nicolaus 
Iaskerus]. – Cracovia : Hiero[n]ymus Vietor, 1535. – [4], 80 leaves ; 2°
References: E XVIII,502; Boh. 1177; KP 437; PK 683; PTPN 255; W 91; 
BJ 16-J-76; BJP XVI,1271; BUW 5109; BNPOL; HPB; KVK: EROMM 
Web Search, GBV-GVK, HBZ, SBB; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: see no. 161
CT IV. 21088/3
163 JOAnnES Chrysostomus
Divi Ioannis Chrysostomi… de divitiis et paupertate oratio / 
a Martino Cromero e Graeca latina facta. – Cracoviae : ex aedibus 
Hieronymi Vietoris, 1541. – [16] leaves ; 8°
References: E XVIII,403; Boh. 1195; W 2212; KP 444; BASE: 
DBC (var. A)
Contains: Clementis Ianitii epigramma
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21815
164 D[ivi] Ioannis Chrysostomi orationes octo : ex antiquo exemplari Graeco in Latinum versae… / Martino Cromero… interprete… ; in 
lucem denuo aeditae [a Ioanne Cochlaeo]. – Moguntiae : ex officina 
Francisci Behem, 1550. – [1], 78, [1] leaves ; 8°
References: E XVIII,405; Boh. 1201; KP 450; W 133; BJ 16-I-131; 
BJP XVI,1185; BUW 5207; VD16-J-497; HPB; KVK: BVB; BASE: DBC
Contains: De non contemnenda Ecclesia Dei… ; De Divitiis et pau-
pertate; De Ingluvie et ebrietate; De adversa Valetudine; De anima; 
De Humilitate; De Avaritia; De Uxore et Pulchritudine
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21816
84 J
165 JOHAnnES von Paltz
Celifodina: absconditos scripture thesauros pandens : denuo pressa 
elimata… / [Johannes von Paltz ; Raimond Pérault]. – [Lipsiae] : 
arte ac industria Martini La[n]dspergk, 1504. – [186] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: KP 597; HPB; KVK: BVB, BSB:MDZ Copac, EROMM 
Web Search, GBV-GVK, HBZ, OBV, SBB, SWB; VD16-J-253; TEL: 
BSL:DM, BSL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: board, brown leather, parchment manuscript, 17th–18th c.
CT II. 21576/1–2
85K
166 KnOBELSdORFF Eustachius von
Divi Poloniae Regis. etc. Sigismundi Primi, Epicaedion / authore 
Eustathio a Knobelsdorf… – Cracoviae : apud Viduam Hiero[nymi] 
Vieto[ris], 1548. – [12] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIX,345; Boh. 1293; KP 476; PK 745; W 1254; HPB; 
KVK: BVB; BASE: DBC; TEL: NSL, BSL
Provenance: 1. Doctissimo poetae D[omino] Georgio Sab. Eustathius 
a  Knobelsdorf amic[o] suauissimo m[anu] p[ropri]a title page, ink, 
16th–17th c. 2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 
3. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21667
167 KnUT Viborg
Preservatio[n]es brevissime simul et utilissime una cum remediis : 
quibusdam efficacibus adversus violentissimum pestile[n]tie seu epi-
demie morbum… / Kamiuto Episcopo Arusiensi Autore… ; addita 
sunt in calce / per C. Steynen[sis] Carmina Lucretii… – Cracoviae 
: apud Hieronymum Vietorem, [post October 1526]. – [8] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,49; KP 144
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]





Hortulus Elegantiarum Magistri Lauren[tii] Corvini Novoforen[sis] : 
Partim ex Marci Tul[ii] Ciceronis surculis partim ex suo germine 
consitus. In cuius fine describit[ur] Cracovia Poloni[a]ę Metropolis 
carmine saphico. – Impressum August[a]ę : in aedibus Sylvani 
Otmar, 1516. – [24] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIV,422-423; Boh. 549; NUC 124,24; KP 212; W 2081; 
HPB; KVK: VD 16-C-5467
Provenance: 1. Bibliotheca Regia Monacensis [stamp] 2. ZCz [stamp] 
3. ZCz [exl.] 4. WB [stamp] 5. WFB [stamp] 6. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21636
169 KROMER Marcin
Martini Cromeri Sermo de tuenda dignitate sacerdotii Petricoviae 
in Synodo habitus. – Cracoviae : in offic[ina] Heron[ymi] Vietoris, 
1542. – [15] ; 4°
References: E XX,283; Boh. 1367 (var. B); KP 479, KVK: Copac; 
BASE: DBC
Defect: leaf 15 is missing
Provenance: 1. Sum ex libris Christoph[orii]. Stanisla[i] Raficki pro­
tunc Conventus… Lapcz[ycensis] m[anu] p[ropri]a 1662 title page, 
ink 2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21668
170 Martini Cromeri Sermo de tuenda dignitate sacerdotii Petricoviae in Synodo habitus. – Crac[oviae] : per Hier[onymum] Vie[torem], 
1542. – [30] leaves ; 8°
References: E XX,283; Boh. 1367 (var. A); KP 480; BJ 16-K-199; 
BJP XVI,1378; KVK: Copac; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21957
87K
171 Oratio Martini Cromeri in funere optimi et maximi principis, Sigismundi eius nominis primi Polonorum… Regis… – Cracovi[a]ę : 
apud Viduam Hiero[nymi] Vieto[ris], [1548]. – [60] leaves ; 8°
References: E XX,279; Boh. 1348; KP 478, W 1249; BJ 16-K-186; 
BJP XVI,1365; BUW 5485; PK 774; BNPOL; HPB; KVK: OPAC SBN, 
SWB; BASE: DBC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21956
172 KRZYCKI Andrzej
De afflictione Ecclesiae, commentarius in Psalmum XXI / per 
Andream Cricium… – Cracoviae: per Heronymum Vietorem, 
1527. – [20] leaves ; 4°
References: E XX,328; Boh. 1371; KP 481; PK 794; W 1033; BNPOL; 
HPB; KVK: BnF, Copac, GBV-GVK, ONB, OPAC SBN, SBB; BASE: 
DBC; WorldCat
Contains: Leonardus Coxii lectori
Provenance: 1. Joan[n]is Kapturowicz P.V. VBM [anu]p[ropri]a title 
page, ink, 16th–17th c. 2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB 
[stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21669
173 De ratione et sacrificio Missae / Andreas Cricius… – Cracoviae : per Mathiam Scharffenbrgk, 1529. – [8], 36 [i.e. 68] leaves ; 8°
References: E XX,331; Boh. 1377; IA 147.077; PT XII,48; KP 482; 
PK 798; W 74; BJ 16-K-214; BJP XVI,1387; BUW 5499; HPB; KVK: 
Copac, EROMM Classic, SWB, BASE: DBC, WBC; TEL: BLC, 
BNPOL; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp].
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21977
88 K
174 Encomia Luteri. Hos ek tripodos / Andrae Cricii… in Luter[um] Oratio… – [Coloniae] : [Petrus Quentell], 1524. – [8] leaves ; 4°
References: E XX,329; KP 483; BJ 16,K-215; BJP XVI,1388; IA 147.066 
HPB; KVK: GBV-GVK, VD 16-K-2478; Sudoc; WordCat
The imprint is according to E
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 3. BS 
[stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21672
89L
175 LAUdIVIO de Vezzano Zacchia
Epistolarum Turci magni per Laudinu[m] libellus : sententiaru[m] 
gravitate refertissimus, additis non[n]ullis lectu dignis epistolis 
Laertio, Gellio, et nostrae te[m]pestatis Calle[n]tio… / [Laudimi 
Hierosolymitani]. – Impressum Viennae Pannoniae : ab Hieronymo 
Philovalle et Ioanne Singrenio, 1512. – [18] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXI,120; KP 490; W 2066; BJP XVI,1530; BJ 16-L-161; 
HPB; KVK: BVB; Copac, Libris, OPAC SBN, VD16-Z-20, ZVDD; 
TEL: BNPOL, BSL:DM, BSL; OCLC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21656
176 LECTURA
Lectura sup[er] titulo de regulis Iuris : libro sexto. – Impressum 
Cracovie : per Florianu[m] Unleriu[m], 1524. – [4], 47 leaves ; 8°
References: E XXI,138; Boh. 1425; PT V,37; KP 491; PK 831; W 1010; 
BNPOL; HPB; BASE: DBC; TEL: MMNLL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia




177 LEFEVRE d’Etaples Jacques
Dialogus / Jacobi Fabri Stapulensis in Phisicam introductionem. – 
Impressus Regia in civitate Cracoviensi : impensis… Johannis Haller, 
1510. – [26] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XVI,149; Boh. 745; KP 493; PT IV,79; PK 429; PTPN 
108; W 863; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21646
178 Dialogus / Iacobi Fabri Stapulensis in Phisicam introductionem.  – Impressum Cracoviae : per Florianum [Unglerium], 1522. – [32] 
leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,149; Boh. 746; KP 494; PT V,12; Żebr. 234
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21563
179 Iacobi Fabri Stapulen[sis] Artiu[m] divisione[m] introductio iuve-niqus litteris noviter applicatis… – Cracovi[a]ę : per Hieronymum 
Vietore[m] impressum, 1524. – [12] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XVI,150; Boh. 749; KP 492; W 1006; BJ XVI,F-12; 
BJP XVI,759; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, manuscript, 19th c.
CT II. 21564
91L
180 Utilissima Introductio /Iacobi Stapulensis. In libros de ani-ma Aristotelis / adiectis… Judoci Clichtovei… / [ed. Henricus 
Stromer].  – Cracoviae : Hieronymus Vietor impressit, 1518. – [8] 
leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,150; Boh. 747; KP 495; PK 430; W 953; Żebr. 236; 
BJP XVI,760; BJ 16, F-19; BNPOL; HPB; BASE: MBC, DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21561
181 Utilissima iacobi Fabri Stapule[n]sis Introductio in Aristotelis octo physicos libros… adiunctae sunt Iudoci Clichtove Scholiae 
et expanatiunculae… / [ed. Grzegorius Stavissinus]. – Impressum 
Cracoviae  : per… Iohannem Haller, 1522. – [10] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,150; Boh. 752; KP 496; PT IV, 207; W 994; 
BJ 16-F-20; BNPOL; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21562
182 LEO X
Bulla : seu Cedula in materia fidei edita / per… Leonem. X. 
Pont[ificus] Max[imus] Sacro approbante Concilio. Lecta publice 
per… Archiep[iscopu]m Gneznen[sem] Oratorem Serenissimi Regis 
Polonie in Octava Sessione in Lateran[sis] Basilica celebrata. – 
[Roma : Marcello Silber ], 1513. – [3] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXI,177; Adams 470; KP 498; W 890; BJP XVI 1424; 
BJ  16-L-248; BNPOL; HPB; KVK: BVB, GBV-GVK, Copac, OPAC 
SBN, SWB; Sudoc; BASE: DBC; TEL: BnF, BSL, BSL:DM, BLC
The imprint is according to BJP 16
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]




Regule tredecim, iuxta doctrinam Apostoli, prime, ad Tymotheum 
tertio capitulo edite, cuilibet Clerico no[n] inutiles in suo statu recte 
[et] salubriter conversari volenti / [Stanislaus Leopolitanus]. – Vienne 
Austrie : per Hieronymu[m] Vietorem et Joanne]m] Singreniu[m], 
1512. – [8] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXI,185; Kot. 232; Boh. 1436; Denis 83; Hor.125; 
KP 500; W 21; PTPN 309; HPB; KVK: EROMM Web Search, OPAC 
SBN, VD16-L-1254; BASE: DBC, SBC; TEL: BNPOL, BSL
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21517
184 LOCHER Jakob
Threnodia : sive funebris lamentation. in laudem … Hedvigis 
ex Polono[rum] regum stripe prognate… principis Georgii 
Comitis palatini rheni ac Bavarie ducis co[n]iugis sinecerissime / 
a Jacobo Locher Philomuso in publico fano cantata. – [Augustae 
Vindelicorum  : [Johann Froschauer, 1502]. – [8] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXI,367; Boh.1478; KP 506; W 2037; BJP XVI,1454; BJ 
16-L-523; HPB; KVK: VD16-L-2228; TEL: BSL, BSL: DM, BNPOL
The imprint is according to VD16
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21673
185 LUTHER Martin
De votis monasticis / Martini Lutheri… – Wittembergae : [Melchioris 
Lotter], 1521. – [60] leaves ; 4°
References: Ben.; Benz.; KP 514; HPB; KVK: BVB, Copac, EROMM 
Classic, EROMM Web Search, GBV-GVK, HBZ, HeBIS, IDS 
Basel/Bern, NEBIS, Sudoc, OPAC SBN, SWISSBIB, SBB, SWB, 
VD16-L-7322, ZVDD; BASE: BSB:MDZ; TEL: BSL:DM, BSL, RSL
Provenance: 1. Ze Zbioru Alex-Kons-Batowskiego [exl.] 2.  WB 
[stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: half-binding, 19th c.
CT II. 21705
93L
186 Von den Conciliis und Kirchen / … Mart[ini] Luth[eri]. – Gedruckt zu Wittenberg : Hans Lufft, 1539. – [106] leaves ; 4°
References: Ben.; Benz.; KP 519; HPB; KVK: BSB:MDZ, BVB, Copac, 
GBV-GVK, Sudoc, SWB, KOBV, OBN, SBB, VD16-L-7158, ZVDD; 
TEL: BLC, BSL, BSL:DM
Provenance: 1. Ze Zbioru Alex-Kons-Batowskiego [exl.] 2.  WB 
[stamp]




Co[m]mune incliti Polonie Regni privilegium co[n]stitution [et] 
indultu[m] publicitus decretorum approbatoru[m]q[ue] : cum no[n]
nullis iuribus ta[m] divinis q[ue] humanis… Alexa[n]drum… Regem 
Polonie… / [Joannes de Lassko]. – Cracovie: in aedibus Johan[n]is 
Haller, 1506. – [14], 125, [5], 126-273, [3], 68 leaves : il. ; 2°
References: E XXI,79-80; Hor. 121; Kot. 515; Boh. 1407; PT IV,2; 
PK  819; KP 488; W 9; BJP 1487; PTPN 302; BNPOL; HPB; KVK: 
Copac, EROMM Classic, GBV-GVK, Libris, SBB; BASE: DBC, ZBC; 
TEL: NLL:DRM; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. Sp[ectabi]li D[omino] Nicolao Mazideni [?] Co[n]s[u-
lis] vars[oviensi] donavit amoris ergo sp[ectabi]lis Nicolaus Wiskowski 
Co[n]s[ul] Cracoviensis [crossed] title page, ink, 17th c. 2. Ex cathalo­
go Librorum Joannis Alexandri Kasztellj emptus in anno 1689. Emptus 
florenis 10 title page, ink 3. Duplikat Biblioteki Puławskiej [stamp] 
4. WB [stamp] 5. WFB [stamp] 6. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, brown leather, 19th c.
CT IV. 21212
188 Oratio Ad Po[n]t[ificii] Max[imi] Leone[m] X : in obedie[n]tia suae sanctati… Sigismundi Regis Poloni[a]ę… pr[a]ęstita / per… Ioan[n]
em de Lassko… – [Cracoviae] : apud Florianu[m] Ungleriu[m], 
[1514]. – [5] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXI,80; Boh. 1406; PT III,50; KP 489; PK 818; W 2070; 
BNPOL
Contains: carmen Ioannis Lupuli Bodmanensis
On the title page is Coat of Arms Korab (ep. Jan Łaski)
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia




189 MACIEJ z Miechowa
Chronica Polonoru[m] / [Mathiaa de Miechow ; ed. Iodocus 
Ludovicus Decius]. [Acc.: Contenta : De vetustatibus Polonorum 
liber I ; De Iagiellonum Familia liber II ; De Sigismundi Regis 
temporibus Liber III / Iodocus Ludovicus Decius]. – Impressum 
Cracoviae  : Hieronymi Vietoris, 1521. – [12], 379 leaves : il. ; 2°
References: E XXII,357; Kot. 193; Boh. 1563; KP 543; PK 920; 
BJP XVI,1515; BJ 16-M-27; W 55; PTPN 330; Hor. 135; HPB; BNPOL; 
KVK: BVB, Copac, EROMM Web Search, GBV-GVK, HeBIS, 
Libris, OBN, OPAC SBN, SBB, SWB, SWISSBIB; BASE: DBC, 
ARMARIUM, ZBC, MBC
Works co-edited with own title page
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. Wlad[islaus] 1577 r. … title page, ink 2. Inscriptus 
librorum Catalogo Joannis Sobiekurski [?] Tribuni Samborien[sis] title 
page, ink, 16th c. 2. Duplikat Biblioteki Puławskiej [stamp] 3. WB 
[stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, on the front cover 
there is stamped: chronica polono, clasps no longer there
CT IV. 21044/1-2
190 Excelle[n]tissimi viri mathie de miechorv[m]… contra sevam pestem regimen accuratissimu[m]… – Collectu[m] et impressus Cracovie : 
Johannes Haller, 1508. – [6] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXII,358; Boh. 1567; BJP XVI, 1518; BJ 16-M-30; 
KP 547; PT IV,2; W 853; PK 922; BNPOL; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]




191 Tractatus de duabus Sarmatiis Asiana et Europiana et de contentis in eis / Mathias de Miechow. – Excusa Auguste Vindelico[rum] : 
[Sigmund Grimm et Marcus Wirsung], 1518. – [29] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXII,359; Boh. 1570; KP 548; PK 924; W 948; 
BJP  XVI,1521; BJ 16-M-33; HPB; BNPOL; KVK: BnF, BVB, Copac, 
EROMM Web Search, GBV-GVK, OBN, OPAC SBN, RSL, SBB, 
VD16-M-5188, ZVDD; BASE: SBC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. ZCz [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB 
[stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21670
192 MACIEJOWSKI Samuel
Sermo / habitus per… Samuele[m] Macieiowski Episcopu[m] 
Craco[viensem]… in funere… Sigismundi Primi Regis Polonae 
etc. – [Cracoviae : apud viduam Ungleri, 1548]. – [58] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXII,14; Boh. 1517; KP 522; PK 887; W 1255; 
BJP  XVI,1528; BJ 16-M-41; BUW; BPW XVI,214; KVK: EROMM 
Classic, Sudoc; BASE: DBC; TEL: BNPOL
Contains: biografical notes of Sigismundus I by Jan Dantyszek
The imprint is according to Boh
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21961
193 MAJOR Georg
Sententiae veterum poetarum, per locos communes digestae  / 
Collectore Georgio Maiore. – Impressum Madeburgi : apud 
Michaelem Lottherum, 1534. – [12], 112 leaves ; 8°
References: KP 524; KVK: Copac, OPAC SBN; TEL: BSL, BLC
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]




Textus dialetices Marsilii de suppositio[n]ibus, ampliatio[n]ibus: 
apellatio[n]ibus, restriction[n]ib[us], alienation[n]ibus, et duabus 
conseque[n]tia[rum] partibus pro co[mmun]i o[l]im utilitate noviter 
abbreviatus. – Cracovie Impressum: p[er] Florianu[m] Ungleriu[m] 
et Volfgangu[m] Lern, [1513]. – [26] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXII,190; Boh. 1537; KP 528; PT III,42; PK 903; 
W 1951; BNPOL; BASE: WBC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21648
195 MATEUSZ z Kościana
Cohortacio Sarmaticarum Ecclesiarum ad antiquae et avitae religio-
nis observationem / [Matheus a Costen]. – Impressum Cracovi[a]ę : 
per Hieronymum Vietorem, 1543. – [32] leaves ; 8°
References: E XIV,430; Kot. 121; Boh. 1332; KP 531; W 1207; BASE: 
DBC
Provenance: 1. Conventus Posnaniensis Carmel[itarum] 
Discalc[eatorum] title page, ink, 18th c. 2. ZCz [exl.] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS [stamp]
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, centrepiece signed 
cohortatio ecclesi, clasps no longer there
CT I. 21916/1-4
196 Examen spirituum et visionum, cum Parenesi ad agendam poeni-tentiam / [Matheus a Costen]. – Excussum Cracoviae : in officina 
Hieronimi Vietoris, 1542. – [52] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XIV,430; Boh. 1333; Hor. 110; W 1195; KP 532; PK 762; 
KVK: BVB, ONB; BASE: DBC; TEL: BNPOL, BSL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. S Prusse [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 
4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Marginalia




Methodus confessionis hoc est Ars, sive ratio et brevis quaedam via 
confite[n]di…. Articulorum fidei… explanatio. – Cracoviae : apud 
Viduam Floriani [Unglerii], 1546. – [200] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXII,313; XXV,355; KP 539; Boh. 1559; PK 915; W 126; 
BJP XVI,1574; BJ 16-M-687; BUW ; BNPOL; PTPN 329; HPB; KVK: 
Libris; BASE: DBC
Defect: the title page is missing
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21750
198 MICHAŁ Twaróg z Bystrzykowa
Questiones veteris ac nove logice : cum resolutione textus Aristotelis 
clarissimia, ad intentione[m] doctoris Scoti / [Michael Parisiensis 
; ed. Johannes Stobnicensis]. – Novo in luce[m] impresse ederen-
tur.  – In civitate Cracoviensi: impressum impensis Johannis Haller, 
1508. – [185] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXII,333-334; Boh. 264; KP 540; PK 157; PT IV,45; W 
856; BJP XVI,1576; BUW; KVK: Copac, Sudoc; BASE: DBC; TEL: 
BLC, BNPOL; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. Sum martini de urzandow Arcium Liberalium 
Bacalaurei title page, ink, 16th c. 2. Rybkowicz 1599 title page, ink 
3.  Stephani Gosc… Ar[tium] … Bac[alaurei] title page, ink, 16th c. 
4. ZCz [exl.] 5. WB [stamp] 6. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT III. 21265
199 MIKOŁAJ z Błonia
Tractatus sacerdotalis de sacramentis deq[ue] divinis officiis : [et] 
eo[rum] administratio[n]ibus / [Nicolaus de Blonie]. – Impressus 
Cracovie : in edib[us] Joan[n]is Haller, 1519. – [93] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIII,174; Boh. 1689; Hor.149; IA 119,921; KP 549; 
PK  121; PT IV,178; W 52; BJP XVI,1719; BJ 16-N-119; BUW; BUWr; 
BNPOL; BASE: OBC
Defect: leaf 93 is missing
On the title page is Coat of Arms Korab (ep. Jan Łaski)
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: half-binding, 19th c.
CT II. 21675
99M
200 Tractus de sacramentis et divinis officiis, ac eoru[m] administra-tionibus / [Nicolaus de Blonie]. – Cracovi[a]e : per Matthiam 
Scharffenbergk : expensis Marci Scharffenbergk, 1529. – 80 leaves ; 4°
References: E XIII, 174; Boh. 1690; W 73; PK 122; Hor. 150; BUW; 
PT XII, 50; BJP XVI,1720
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21582
201 MISSALE
Missale Cracoviense. – Noviter impressum. – [Argentine Vinde-
licorum?] : [Melchior Lotter], [1502–1505]. – [8], 37, 38, 95, 170, 31, 
330, [6] leaves ; 2°
References: E XXII,428-429; Boh. 1583; Bohat.; KP 552; W 3160
Defect: leaves 92 and 93 are missing, incorect leaf 94, 31 leaves print 
on the parchment
Initials coloured by hand
On the title page is Coat of Arms Abdank [ep. Jan Konarski]
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Binding: board, brown leather, 19th c.
CT IV. 21142
202 Missale Cracoviensis dyocesis. – Impressum i[n] civitate Craco vie[n]si : sumpto et impensis Johannis Haller, 1515. – [10], 172, ]26], 173-268, 
29, [9], 1-79 leaves ; 2°
References: E XXII,430; Boh. 1586; KP 553; PT IV,120; W 2076; 
BJP XVI,1625; BJ 16-M-794
Defect: leaves are damaged
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Binding: restored, 19th c.
CT IV. 21140
100 M
203 Missale Posnanien[sis] diocesis / [ed.] Petrus [aus Lübeck] bibliopole posnaniensis. – [Lipsiae] : Melchior Lotter, 1505. – [7], 126, [24], 
126-288 leaves ; 2°
References: E XXII,433; Bohat.; KP 554; W 2046
Contains: hexastichon Hieronimus Emsera
On the title page is armoral Godziemba (ep. Jan Lubrański)
About editing in the text to the reader by Mikołaj Kotwicz
Provenance: 1. Missale hoc… Eccl[esiae] S[anctae] Mariae… A.D. 
1637… title page, ink 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, metal element, clasps 
no longer there
CT II. 21143
204 Missale pro itinerantibus, secundum cursum ecclesiae Cathedralis Cracovien[sis]… – Cracovie : in officina… Hieronymi Vietoris, 
1545. – [1], 87, [30], 88-139, 44, [4] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIII,431-432; Bohat.; KP 555; BJP XVI, 1629; 
BJ  16-M-798; BNPOL; KVK: GBV-GVK; TEL: NLS
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. Conuentus Cr[acoviensis?] P… PP[atrum] Ber­
nardinorum title page, ink, 17th c. 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, centrepiece signed 
missale cracov[iense] m.d.p. mdxlviii, one clasp
CT II. 21587
205 Missale pro itinerantibus secundum cursum ecclesie Cathedralis Cracovien[sis]. – Cracovie : ex officina Marci [Schaffenbergii] opera 
et impensis, 1545. – [12], 67,[1], [32], 68-119, 59, [5] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXII,432; Kot. 257; Boh. 1589; Bohat.; KP 556; W 123; 
BJP XVI, 1629; BJ XVI-M-797; PTPN 335; BUW; TEL: BLC
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. Venerabilis Dominus Albertus praepositus bidgostie­
n[sis] cognominis Coronatus… est posessor meus title page, ink, 
16th–17th c. 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: restored, 19th c.
CT II. 21586
101M
206 Missale Secundum Ritum Insignis Ecclesie Cathedralis Cracovien­sis.  – Noviter emendatu[m]. – Venetiis : impressum per Petru[m] 
Liechtenstein : impensis… Michaelis Vechter a Rimanov, 1532. – [12], 
388 leaves ; 2°
References: E XXII,430­431; Kot. 1; Boh. 1587; Bohat.; Hor. 139; 
KP 557; W 82; BJP XVI, 1627; BJ 16­M­796; BUW; PK 935; HPB; 
BNPOL; KVK: Libris, OPAC SBN, BASE: DBC
Leaves 187­192 print on the parchment
On the title page is Coat of Arms Łodzia (ep. Piotr Tomicki)
According to Kotula supralibros is of Sigismundus I
Two­coloured print
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, on the front cover 
there is stamped: missale cracovie, Coat of Arms Jagiellonian 
Orzeł and Pogoń, clasps no longer there
CT II. 21141
207 MODRZEWSKI Andrzej Frycz
Ad regem pontifices, presbytores, et Populos Poloniae ac reli­
qu[a]ę Sarmatiae, Oratio / Andreae Fricii Modrevii de Legatis 
ad Concilium Christianum mittendis. Addita est Gratulatio / ad 
Leonardum Altipolitam… designatum. – Cracoviae : apud Matthiam 
Scharffenbergium, 1546. – [32] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXII,493; Boh. 1602; KP 559; PK 944; W 1241; HPB; 
BASE: DBC; TEL: BNPOL, NSL
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21798
208 MYMER Franciszek
Regimen sanitatis medicorum Parisiensium : pro tuenda sani­
tate Regis Angli[a]ę compositum… / [Franciscus Mymerus]. – 
Impressum Cracovie : per Mathiam Scharffenberg, 1532. – [20] 
leaves ; 8°
References: E XXII,660; Boh. 1668; KP 565; PT XII,99; W 2153; KVK: 
BVB, Copac, BASE: DBC; TEL: BSL
Colophon in three languages
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]




Francisci Nigri… co[m]pendiosa ars de Epistolis artificise exa-
randis… – Impressum Cracovie : impensis Ioannis Haller ; per 
Florianu[m] Ungleriu[m] et Wolfgangu[m] Lern, 1514. – [53] leaves : 
il. ; 4°
References: E XXIII,154; Kot. 261; Boh. 1714; KP 569; PT III,43,49a; 
W 899; BJP XVI,1751; BJ 16-N-221; BPW XVI,244; BNPOL; BASE: 
MBC; KVK: GBV-GVLEAVES
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21676
210 Francisci Nigri… de co[n]ficiendis Epistolis, et elegantiaru[m] regu-lis opus summa denuo industria elimatum… – Impressum Craco-
vi[a]ę : per Hieronymu[m] Vietorem et Marcu[m] Scharffenberk, 
1521. – [52] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XXII,154; Boh. 1715; BJP XVI, 1752; BJ 16-N-222; 
KP 571; W 980
Contains: Ioachimus Vadianus ad ephebos
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia





Aemilius macer de herbaru[m] virtutibus : cu[m] expositione termi-
nor[um] contentor[um] in hoc opera / auctore Simone a Lowitz… 
addit po[n]derib[us] variis et nomenclatura varioru[m] herba-
ru[m]…. – Excussum Cracoviae : per Florianu[m] Ungleriu[m], 
1532. – [8], 65 [i.e. 67], [12] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: KP 580; PT IV,8; DBC
Leaves 51 and 63 are incorrect pagination
The title page is damaged
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21741
212 Aemilius Macer de herbarum virtutibus : cum veris figuris herba-rum…. addita est expositio terminorum obscuroru[m] co[n]tento-
rum in hoc opera / Per Simonem de Louicz… – Cracovi[a]ę : ex 
Officina Ungleriana, [ca. 1537]. – [25], 63, [12] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXII,5; Boh. 1510; KP 581; PK 879; W 1950; 
BJP  XVI,1510; BJ 16-M-20; BNPOL; KVK: EROMM Web Search, 
Melinda; BASE: DBC, SBC, CBNPolona; WorldCat
Date of printing according to BNPOL
Provenance: 1. Ex libris Jg. Ch. S. last leaf, ink, 17th–18th c. 
2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]





Zywot pana Jezu krista… krotko sebrany : Item Modlitwy roskos-
sne… item to nowo przydano… – Wyrazono w Krakowie : przez 
Floriana Bawara i Jana Sandetzkiego : nakladem… Jana Hallera, 
1522. – [10], 193, [1] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XIII,252-253; KP 103; PT V,11; W 984; BJP XVI,254; 
BJ 16-B-986
Text attributed to Pseudo-Bonaventura
First editio dated to ca. 1517 or 1518
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, centrepiece zywot 
pana jesu krista, clasps no longer there
CT II. 21608
214 Zywot wssechmocnogo syna bożego pana Jesu krysta… : Item Modlitwy rozsskosne przy umęczeniu bożym nowo są przyłożo-
ny… / [Baltazar Opec; il. Hans Schaufelein]. – [Kraków] : wybijano 
własnym nakładem Jeronyma Vietora, 1522. – [4], 130 [i.e.  132], [1] 
leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XIII,254 (the scene of farewell Christ); IA 121.799; 
KP  104; PK 127; W 60; BJ 16-B-987; BJP XVI,255; BUW XVI,1430; 
HPB, TEL: BNPOL; OCLC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: monk, board, brown leather, 16th c.
CT IV. 21204
215 Zywot pana Jesu Krysta… krotko zebrany / [Baltazar Opeć]. – [Kraków] : wybyano własnym nakładem Jeronyma Vietora, 1538.  – 
[4], 160 leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XIII,255; Boh. 214; KP 105; W 1158; BJ 16-B-988; 
BJP XVI,256; TEL: BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]




Oratio An den durchleuchtigsten… Sigismundum König in Poln 
etc. / Erstlich in latein beschriebe[n] durch Stanislaum Orcechowszki 
Ritter des lands Reusssen, und yetz zur anreitzung und exempel 
Teutscher Nation verteutscht J.F… – [S.l. : s.n.], 1544. – [20] le-
aves  ; 4°
References: E XXIII,452-453; Boh. 1790; KP 589; W 2224; PTPN 359; 
HPB
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21678
217 Stanislai Orichovii Rutheni pro Ecclesia Christi ad Samuelem Matieovium episcopum Crac[oviensem]. – Excussum Cracovi[a]ę : 
in [a]ędibus Hieronymi Vietoris, 1546. – [80] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXIII,449; Boh. 1771; KP 591; PK 1040; W 2241; 
BJ XVI,161808; PTPN 366; BNPOL; KVK: Copac, BVB; SWB; TEL: 
BLC; WorldCat
On the title page is armoral Ciołek (ep. Samuel Maciejowski)
Provenance: 1. Bibliotheca Monasterij Lubinensis Ordinis Sancti 
Benedicti title page, ink, 19th c. 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21737
218 OVIdIUS naso Publius
Sylva sententiarum ex Ovidio : non librorum, sed rerum ac titu-
lorum ordine servato, delectarum. – Cracoviae : apud Mathiam 
Scharffenberg, 1536. – [34] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXIII,536; KP 595; Boh. 1804; BNPOL; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. Dar Józefa hr. Czarneckiego 1914, endpaper, pencil 
2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]




Linealis calculatio : cum pulchris documentis et regulis ad mone-
ta[m] cracoviensem diligenter suputata / Sebastianus Pawschner.  – 
Impressum Cracovie : p[er] Florianu[m] Ungleriu[m], 1513. – [8] 
leaves ; 2°
References: E XXIV,169; Boh. 1841; KP 602; PT III,28; W 893; 
BNPOL; BASE: DBC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT III. 21268
220 PAWEŁ z Krosna
Pauli Crosnensis Rutheni… Poetaeq[ue] qua[m] suavissimi 
Panegyrici ad divu[m] Ladislau[m], Pannoniae regem victoriosis-
simu[m], et sanctu[m] Stanislau[m] praesule[m], ac martyre[m] 
Poloniae gloriosissimu[m], et pleraq[u]e alia connexa carmina no[n] 
sine magna suavitate condita. – [Augustae Vindelicorum] : diligentia 
Joannis Winterburger… impressum est : impensis… Hieronimi… de 
Libental, 1509. – [18] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XIV,455; Boh. 564; KP 600; PK 317; W 859,2057; HPB; 
KVK: GBV-GVK; BASE: DBC
The imprint is according to Boh.
Defect: 24 leaves are missing
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia




221 Magistri Pauli Crosnensis Rutheni Sapphicon de inferorum va-statione, et triumpho Christi. – [Cracoviae : Florianus Unglerus, 
1513]. – [8] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIV,456; KP 601; BNPOL; WorldCat.
Defect: preserved only title pages
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21502/1-2
222 PEnITEnTIOnARIUS
Penitentionarius de co[n]fessione. Iesuida Hieronymi de pas-
s[ione]. Lactantius de resurectione [Venantius Fortunatus]. 
Sapphicon…  /  aene[a]ę Silvii… ad Christi passione[m] co[n]te[m]
plana[n]da[m]… ; Christophorus Schurpf … lectoribus. Magistri 
Pauli Crosnensi Rutheni Sapphicon de inferor[um] vastatione, et 
triumpho Christi… – Impressum Gracovi[a]ę : per Florianu[m] 
Ungleriu[m] et Wolfgangu[m] Lern, 1514. – [28] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIV,19; Boh. 1906; KP 605; PT III,53; BJP XVI,1938; 
W 896; HPB; BNPOL; KVK: BVB, GBV-GVK, SWISSBIB, SBB; 
BASE: DBC; TEL: BSL
Contains: Decii Magni Ausonii Praecatio matutina…
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: see no. 221
CT II. 21502/2
223 PEREZ de Valentia Jaime
Iacobi de Valentia… Theologicalis quaestio universalis, egregia, 
praeclara, doctrinalis [et] isagoica… – Impressum Cracoviae : per 
Mathiam Scharfenbergium, 1538. – [42] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXXII,162; KP 744; W 2199
Preface Grzegorz of Stawiszyn
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II 21955
108 P
224 PERSIUS Aulus Flaccus
A [ulii] Flacci Persii Satyrarum opus. – Viennae Pannoniae : 
[per Hieronymum Vietorem et Joannem Singrenium], 1511. – [14] 
leaves  ;  4°
References: Denis 53; KP 606; BJP-16-1877; BNPOL; KVK: GBV-GVK, 
SBB, Sudoc, VD 16-P-1604
Contains: Vita Persii : ex libro tertio of Criniti de poetis latinis
The imprint is according to VD16
Provenance: 1. 1678 Compactus sub Reuerendissimo D[omino] 
D[omino] Mauro title page, ink 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21710
225 A[ulii] Persii Flacci Satyrae… scholiis… / Johan[n]is Murmelii illu-stratae. Adiecta est epistola Herman[n]i Buschii, ad intelligentiam 
Persii multum conducens. – Coloni[a]ę : ex [a]ędibus Eucharii 
Cervicorni, 1534. – [8], 60 leaves : il. ; 8°
References: KP 607; KVK: Copac, EROMM Web Search, EROMM 
Classic, VD16-ZV-12308, SBB, ZVDD; BASE: ULB
Defect: leaves 17–24 are missing
Provenance: 1. WFB [stamp] 2. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21742
226 PIndER Ulrich
Speculum passionis domini nostri Ihesu Christi : In quo reluce[n]t 
hec omnia singulariter vere et absolute, puta / [per… Udarlicu[m] 
Pinder]. – In civitate Nurenbergen[sis] : per Udalricu[m] Pinder, 
1507. – [1] leaves, 90 leaves : il. ; 2°
References: Kot. 113; Adams P 1243; KP 614; HPB; KVK: BnF; 
BSB:MDZ, BVB; Copac, GBV-GVK, HeBIS-Retro, KB, LOC; ONB, 
OPAC SBN, PORBASE, Sudoc, SWB, EROMM Classic, EROMM 
Web Search, SWISSBIB, SBB, VD16-P-2807, ZVDD; TEL: BnF, ANL, 
BSL, BSL:DM, NLCR, NLP
Woodcuts of Hans Leonhard Schäufelein
Initials coloured by hand
Provenance: 1. Iste liber est monasterij s[an]ctissimi Johannis bap­
tiste in rebdorf canonicoru[m] regulariu[m] Sancti Augustini extra 
muros Eystet title page, ink, 16th c. 2. ZCz [exl.] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]




Platonis… Timaeus : vel de Natura, / Marsilio Ficino… interprete. – 
Parisiis : apud Iacobum Bogardum, 1544. – [62] leaves ; 4°
References: KP 620; Ren.; KVK: BVB, Copac, OPAC SBN
Provenance: 1. Ex libris Petrj Pratorij… title page, ink, 16th–17th 
c. 2. Collegii Leopoli S[ocietatis] J[esu] title page, ink, 17th–18th c. 
3. WB [stamp] 4. Alexander Batowski [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: half-binding, 19th c.
CT II. 21718
228 PLUTARCH
Plutarchi Chaeronensis, De liberorum educatione Libellus / Ioanne 
Metzler interprete… – Cracoviae : apud Hieronymum Vietorem, 
1528. – [22] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXIV,373; KP 628; W 2134; KVK: BSB; BVB; TEL: BSL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21963
229 POLIdAMUS Valentinus
In hoc Valentini Polidami libello haec Continentur. Oratio de 
Christiana resurrection[n]e, ad… Petrum Thomitium… ; Elegia 
de Christiana resurrectione… ad… Severinum Bonar ; Elegia de 
victoria ex Valachis parta… Ioannis comitis Tarnoviensis ; Carmen 
Heroicum de operibus iustorum, ad… Petrum, regni Poloniae su-
premum Marsalcum; Nonnulla quoq[ue] Epigram[m]ata illustrium 
virorum. – Impressum Cracoviae : per Hieronymu[m] Vietorem, 
1532. – [28] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIV,445-446; KP 630; W 2151; BJP XVI,1944; 
BJ  16-P-984
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]




Preclarus et insignis tractatus : docens modum legendi abbreviatu-
ras utriusq[ue] censure, studiosis tirunculis valde necessarius. – Ac 
a mendis purgatus et emendates. – [Cracoviae : Florianus Unglerius, 
oleaves 1531]. – [56] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXXI, 271-272; Boh. 2533; W 782; PK 1494; PT VII,76; 
BJP XVI,2508; Krak-BPAU; BNPOL; SBC; DBC; WorldCat
The imprint is according to Boh.
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]




Questiones in libros Prior[um] Analetico[rum] et Elenco[rum] 
Aristotelis : cu[m] resolutio[n]e textus clarissima ad intentione[m] 
doctoris Scoti / Petro Roselli. – Cracovie : impensis… Joan[n]is 
Haller, 1511. – 124, [1] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIII,333; Boh. 2098; XXVI,363; PT IV, 83; KP 655; 
W 18; BJ 16 R-534 BNPOL; BASE: DBC
The title page is missing
Provenance: 1. Nicolaus de Rębowa studens universitatis Craco[vien]
sis libru[m] hunc audivit et compleuit sub venerabili viro ac egregio 
d[omi]no Vladislao arcium m[a]gis[ro] de Naręba suo co… raneo 
et sanguineo ac pr[ae]lato dignissimo the first leaf, ink, 16th c. 
2. ZCz  [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, parchment, 19th c.
CT II. 21684
232 Questiones in libros Posterioru[m] Analetico[rum] et topicoru[m] Aristotelis : cum resolution[n]e textus clarissima ad intentionem 
doctoris Scoti / [Petro Roselli]. – [Cracoviae : Johannes Haller et 
Florianus Ungler, 1512–1513]. – 132, [4] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXVI,363; Boh. 2097; KP 656; PK 1234; PT III,31;IV,99; 
BASE: DBC
The imprint is according to Boh.







Rubricella Posnaniensis. Ad Annu[m] d[omi]ni. 1518. – [Cracoviae : 
Johannes Haller, 1517-1518]. – [10] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXVI,450; Boh. 2157; KP 657; PT IV,153; BJ 16-R-594; 
PK 11254; BASE: DBC; WorldCat
On the title page is Coat of Arms Godziemba (ep. Jan Lubrański)
The imprint is according to Boh.
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
3. BS  [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21964
234 RUIZ de Moros Pedro
De Apparatu nuptiarum optimorum maximorum Sigismundi 
Secundi Augusti, Poloniae Regis etc. atque Reginae Elisabes… de 
adventuque ipsius Reginae ad nuptias… carmen properatum / autho-
re Petro Royzio Maureo… interprete. – Crac[oviae] : Hie[ronymus] 
Vie[tor], 1543. – [8] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXVI,399; KP 661; W 1211; Zawadzki 32; HPB; KVK: 
Copac; TEL: NSL, BLC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21683
235 Historia funebris in obitu divi Sigismundi Sarmatiarum Regis, et ad Sigismundum Augustum filium admonitio / Authore Petro Royzio 
Maureo… – Cracoviae : apud viduam Floriani Unglerii, 1548. – [12] 
leaves ; 4°
References: E XXVI,402; Boh. 2119; BJ XVI,2133; KP 662; W 1259; 
Zawadzki 36; HPB; TEL: NSL, BNPOL
Illustrations coloured by hand
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21712
113R
236 Petri Royzii Maurei… Nenia in funere… Samuelis Maceovii, Cracoviensium Episcopi atq[ue] summi in Polonia Cancellarii. – 
Cracoviae : per Lazarum Andreae, 1550. – [12] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXVI,403; Kot. 211; Boh. 2120; KP 663; PK 1247; 
W 1281; KVK: Copac; TEL: BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. Z Duplikatów 
Biblioteki XX Czartoryskich [stamp] 4. WB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21664
114 S
237 SALLUSTIUS Crispus Gaius
C[aii] Crispi Salustii Bellum Catilinarium ; Item Bellum 
Iugurthinum… ; Item Variae rationes ex libris eiusdem historiarum 
exceptae. Item C. Crispi Salustii Vita. – [Cracoviae] : in aedibus… 
Ioannis Haller, 1517. – 93, [1] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXVII,35; Boh. 2187; KP 669; PK 1269; PT IV, 152; BJP 
XVI,2160; BJ 16-S-177; W 934; BNPOL; KVK: Copac; BASE: DBC
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21599
238 SAMUEL Abu nasr Ibn Abbas
Epistola : albo List Rabi Samuela zyda ku drugiemu Rabi Isaakowi 
źidowi posłany, że Jesus Nazarański prawdziwem iest Messiaszem. – 
Cracovie : ex Officina Ungleriana, 1538. – [48] leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XXVII,59; Boh. 2196; KP 672; W 2200; BNPOL; BASE: 
DBC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]





Vita honesta : sive virtutis, quomodo quisq[ue] vivere debeat… /
Authore Hermanno Schotennio Hesso. Cui novissime adiecimus 
Institutionem Christiani hominis / per Andrianum Barlandum 
Aphorismis digestam… – Gracchoviae : ex officina Matthiae 
Scharffenbergii, 1545. – [48] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXVII, 256; W 1238; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21966
240 SEBASTIAn z Felsztyna
Modus regulariter accentuandi lectiones Matutinales prophetias nec-
no[n] epistolas et evangelia / [Sebastianus Felstinensis]. – Impressum 
Cracoviae : in aedibus Hieronymi Vietoris, 1525. – [7] leaves ; 4°
References: E XVI,191; Boh. 778; KP 678; PK 950; W 1025; 
BJP XVI,2225; BJ 16-S-628; BNPOL; KVK: Copac, EROMM Classic, 
EROMM Web Serach; BASE: DBC, CBNPolona
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT II. 21671
241 SEnECA Lucius Annaeus
Epistole Senece : Lucii Annei Senece Cordubensis… Magistri et 
institutoris honeste vite Ad Lucilliu[m] Epistolaru[m] liber de vi-
vendi ratione… – Impressum Cracovie : per Florianu[m Unglerium], 
1524. – [1], 36 [i.e. 38] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXVII,377; PT V,38; KP 681; W 2112; BNPOL
Contains: De vita et morte Senece oraz Virgilius de Diverso virtutis 
et vitii
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia




Computus eccelesisticus : in pueriles questiones redactus… / Autore 
Ioanne Spangebergio Herdessiano… – Nunc primum auctus et 
recognitus. – Cracoviae: Typis Hieronymi Vietoris, 1546. – [48] 
leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XXIX,101; Boh. 2390; KP 686; W 2243
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 4. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21969
243 Computus ecclesisticus : in pueriles questiones redactus… / Autore Ioanne Spa[n]gebergio Herdessiano… – Nunc primum auctus et 
recognitus. – Craccoviae : Matthias Scharffenbergus, 1547. – [44] 
leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XXIX,101; KP 687; W 2216
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Marginalia
Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
CT I. 21970
244 Computus ecclesisticus : in Pueriles questiones redactus… / Autore Ioan[n]e Spa[n]gebergio Herdessiano… – Nunc primum auctus et 
recognitus. – Craccoviae : Hieronimus Scharffenbergus, 1550. – [44] 
leaves : il. ; 8°
References: E XXIX,101; KP 688
Defect: the title page is damaged
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]




Statuta Diocesana : pro dio[c]esi Gneznen[si] / [ed. Johan[n]es de 
Lassco]. – Impressum Cracovie : in [a]ędibus… Johannis Haller, 
1513. – [6] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIX,241; Kot. 136; KP 690; Boh. 2427; PT IV,101; 
W 894; HPB; KVK: EROMM Web Search, GBV-GVK; BASE: TEL: 
BNPOL; CBNPolona
Provenance: 1. Sum Conuentus Wielgomlynen[sis] title page, ink, 
17th c. 2. ZCz [supralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. PD [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
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Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
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246 Statuta Ducatus Mazovie… : collecta [et] in unu[m] volumen co[m]portata op[er]a atq[ue] dilige[n]tia… / Petri Gorinski… – Cracovie : 
per Hieronymu[m] Vietore[m], 1541. – [7], 142 leaves : il. ; 2°
References: E XVII,267-268; Boh. 902; KP 691; PK 513; W 111; BUW; 
BNPOL; BASE: DBC
Two-coloured print
Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, reconstructed, 19th c.
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Defect: the title page is missing, copy of manuscript
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Binding: board, brown leather, tooled in blind, 17th–18th c.
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247 Statuta [et] laudabiles Christianae Ordinationes : tam ad spi-rituale q[uam] saeculare regimen attinentes. – Cracoviae : per 
Hieronymu[m] Vietorem, 1526. – [12] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXIX,252; KP 693; W 2120; KVK: GBV-GVK; BASE: 
WBC; TEL: BLC
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248 Statuta Provincie Gnes[n]en[si] : Antiqua revisa diligenter et Emendata / [Ed.] Joannes de Lasco. – Excussum Cracovie : per 
Mathiam Scharffenberg : in domo Marci [Scharffenbergi], 1527]. – 
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249 Statuta Nova Inclite p[ro]vintie Gnesnen[si] / tempore… pre-sidentie… Ioan[n]is de Lasko… Gnesnen[si] Archiepiscopi… – 
Excussum Cracovie : per Mathiam Scharffenberg : in domo… Marci 
[Scharffenbergi], 1527. – [68] leaves : il ; 4°
References: E XXIX,249; Boh. 2429; KP 694; PK 1427; PT XII,13; 
W 69; BNPOL; BASE: DBC; KVK: SBB
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250 Statuta… Sigismundi Primi, Polonie Regis… in Conve[n]tibus generalibus edita et promulgata. – Impressum Cracovie : apud 
Hieronymum Vietore[m], 1524 . – [4], 55 leaves : il. ; 2°
References: E XXIX,250; W 1016; KP 695; BJP XVI, 503; BJ 16-C-1275; 
BUW 2635; KVK: BVB, Copac, Libris, BASE: TBC; TEL: BLC
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251 Statuta Sinodalia et p[ro]vincialia… – Imp[re]ssa Nuremberge : per Hieronymu[m] Höltzel : expensis… Francisci Klosse de Wratislavia, 
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Provenance: 1. WB [stamp] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
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253 SUETOnIUS Tranquillus Caius
Svetonii Tranqilli liber illustrium virorum. – Cracoviae : in aedibus 
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4. BS  [stamp]
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254 SUMMARIUS
Summarius co[m]putus ex variis computualibus libris breviter recol-
lectus : cu[m] additione declarationum capituli uniusqcuiusq[ue]. – 
Denuo castigatus et revisus. – Impressum Cracoviae : per Mathiam 
Scharffenbergk, 1528. – [10] leaves ; 4°
References: E XIV,340; Boh. 435; KP 198; W 1047; BNPOL; 
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Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
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Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
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255 Summarius computus ex variis computualibus libris breviter re-collectus : cum additione declarationum capituli uniusq[ue] de-
nuo castigatus et revisus. – Impressum Cracoviae : per Mathiam 
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Juditium Astronomicu[m] / Nicolai de Shadek… pro Anno Christi 
MDXXI… – Cracovie : per Hieronymum Vietorem : expensis… 
Ioannis Haller… et Marci bibliopoli [Scharffenberg], 1521. – [8] 
leaves ; 4°
References: EXXX,180; KP 709; KVK: EROMM Web Search; BASE: 
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Opusculum de arte Memorativa… – Impressum Cracovie : [Kasper 
Hochfeder], 1504. – [20] leaves : il. ; 4°
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W  831; KVK: BVB, Copac, SWB; BASE: WBC; TEL: BNPOL, BSL, 
BLC; WorldCat
Provenance: 1. ZCz [exl.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp]
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258 SZYMOn z Łowicza
Enchiridion medicinae : pro Tyrunculis huius artis, quam compe[n]
diosissime / Per Simonem de Lovicz… collectum. – Cracovi[a]ę : in 
officina Ungleriana, 1537. – [180] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXI,423; Boh. 1488; KP 715; PK 865; Hor. 129; PTPN 
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Das Remediu[m]: Radt Hulff und trost fur die Erschrecklichen 
undzuuor bey uns deutschen vnerhorten schnellen tedtlichen kranc-
kheit, dye Englischenn Schweyssucht genanndt, daruor uns Gott 
der Almechtige genediglich bewaren wolle. – [Lipsiae : Valentin 
Schumann, 1529]. – [4] leaves ; 8°
References: KP 649; HPB; KVK: GBV-GVK, VD16-ZV-16871; TEL: 
BSL; WorldCat
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Oratio coram invictissimo Sigismundo Rege Poloniae etc. : in co-
nventu Caesaris et trium regu[m] nomine Universitatis Viennae 
Austriae / per Ioachimu[m] Vadianum… habita… – Impressit 
Viennae : Hieronymus Vietor, 1515. – [8] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXXII,137; Kot. 59; Boh. 2565; Denis 140; KP 769; 
W 919; BNPOL; KVK: BVB, GBV-GVK, ERAMM Web Search, 
BSB:MDZ, Libris, OBV, SWISSBIB, VD16-V-30, ZVDD; TEL: 
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Provenance: 1. ZCz [stamp] 2. WB [stamp] 3. BS [stamp] 4. Z du-
plikatów Biblioteki XX. Czartoryskich [stamp]
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Valerii Maximi dictorum et factorum memorabilium : libri no-
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Georgii Vallae Placentini de expedita argumentandi ratione libel-
lus / [ed. Cristophorus Steynensis]. – Impressum Cracoviae : per 
Hieronimum Vietorem, 1520. – [16] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXXII,180-181; Kot. 169; KP 748; W 971
Provenance: 1. Bursa Germanorum title page, ink, 16th c. 2. ZCz [su-
pralib.] 3. WB [stamp] 4. WFB [stamp] 5. BS [stamp]
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Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
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263 VINCENTIUS Lérinsis
Vincentii Lirinensis… pro catholice fidei antiquitate et universita-
te, adversus profanas omnium Haereseon novationes libellus… – 
Impressum Cracovi[a]ę : per Hieronymu[m] Vietorem, 1539. – [74] 
leaves ; 8°
References: E XXI,330; Boh. 2654; KP 762; PK 1570; W 2206
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WB [stamp] 3. WFB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
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Binding: cardboard, 19th c.
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264 VIO Gaetani Tommaso de
Reverendissimi… Thomae de Vio Caietani… adersus Lutheranos 
Opuscula… ; eiusdem Responsiones ad XVII quasita… – Cracoviae : 
apud Viduam Floriani Unglerii, 1544. – [1] leaves, 78 pp. ; 4°
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265 WACŁAW z Krakowa
Introductoriu[m] Astrologie co[m]pendiosum… Venceslai Cracovi[e]
n[sis]… ad commune[m] student[m] utilitate[m]. – [Cracoviae] : 
Florianus [Ungler], 1515. – [10] leaves : il. ; 4°
References: E XXXII,331; Boh. 556; Hor. 224; KP 768A; PT III,75; 
W 2079; BNPOL
Provenance: 1. ZCz [supralib.] 2. WFB [stamp] 3. WB [stamp] 
4. BS  [stamp]
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266 WRÓBEL Walenty
Opusculum Quadragesimale / per Valentinum Posnanianum recol-
lectum… – [Lipsiae] : ex officina Melchioris Lottheri, 1537. – [6, 
256] leaves ; 8°
References: E XXXIII,365; Boh. 2693; KP 779; PK 1597; W 97; 
BJP XVI,2670; BJ 16-W-370; KVK: Copac, GBV-GVK, Libris, SBB, 
VD16-W-4417; W 4417; PTPN 534; BNPOL; KVK: SBB; Copac; 
BASE: DBC; TEL: BLC; WorldCat
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Contra malos Divites et Usuarios Tractatus / [Stanislaus Zaborow-
ski].  – Impressum Cracovie : op[er]a floriani [Ungleri], 1512. – [12] 
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References: E XXXIV,55-57; Boh. 2716; PT III,9; KP 781; W 882; 
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268 ZYGMUnT I Stary
Epistola Serenis[simi] ac Invictis[simi] D[omini] Sigismundi Regis 
Polonie…. Ad… Leone[m] X… de victoria co[n]tra scismaticos 
Moscovios apud aras Alexa[n]dri magni parta. – [S.l.: s.n., 1514].  – 
[4] leaves ; 4°
References: E XXXVI/1,251-252 (var. B); Boh. 2267; KP 787; W 900; 
KVK: BnF, BSB, BVB; WorldCat
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269 Vertrag in Funftzehen hunderten unnd Fünffundzwaintzigsten Jare der Landt Preussen halben zwischen Künig Sigmunden von Poln 
vnnd Margraue Albrechten von Brandenburgk etwan Hochmayster 
Teutschs Ordenns uffgericht. Vnnd durch unsern… Römischen 
Kayser im Fünfftzehen hunderten unnd Dreyssiistenn Jare uffgeha-
benn und ernichtiget. – [S.l. : s.n. 1530]. – [8] k ; 4°
References: E XXXII, 391-392; Boh. 2625; KP 759; W 2143; KVK: BnF, 
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Aemilius Macer see Odo Magdunensis
Agricola Rudolf the younger (1490−1560) German hu­
manist, writer – 33, 69, 89, 147
Agrippa Henri Corneille (1486−1535) German hu­
manist, writer, philosopher and physician – 1
Ailly Pierre de (ca 1350−ca 1425) cardinal, French 
theologian, philosopher, politician – 2, 3
Albertus Magnus (s.; 1193/1205?−1280) Ordo Praedica­
torum, theologian and philosopher scholasticus – 4
Albrecht Herzog von Preussen (1490−1568) the last 
Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights, after secu­
larization Duke of Prussia, patron of Lutheranizm 
– 5, 269
Albrecht von Brandenburg-Ansbach see Albrecht Herzog 
von Preussen
Aldus Manutius (1449−1515) Italian humanist, publish­
er, printer, bookbinder – 133, 261
Aleksander Jagiellończyk (1461−1506) King of Poland, 
Grand Duke of Lithuania – 187
Alexander I Jagiellon see Aleksander Jagiellończyk
Alexander the Great see Alexander Magnus
Alexander Magnus (356–323 B.C.) King of Macedon, 
conqueror of the Persian Empire – 37, 50
Alfonsus Bonihominis (–1339) Ordo Praedicatorum, 
Spanish Hebraist, Arabist, translator – 238
Altipolita Leonardus Mazovius see Słończewski Leonard
Amaseo Romolo Quirino (1489–1552) Italian huma­
nist, orator – 7
Ambrosio Catharino (1484–1553) Ordo Praedicato­
rum, Italian theologian, doctor of laws – 8, 8a
Ambrosius Catharinus see Ambrosio Catharino
Andreas Cobylinus see Glaber Andrzej z Kobylina
Glaber Andrzej of Kobylin see Andreas Glaber z Koby-
lina
Andreas Hispanus see Escobar Andrès de
Andronicus Tranquillus (1490–1571) Greek poet and 
humanist – 9
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Abbreviations: s. – sanctus; b. – beatus
Antoni of Napachanie see Antoni z Napachania
Antoni z Napachania (1494–1561) priest, theologian, 
preacher, writer – 81
Archinto Filippo (1500–1558) archbishop, Italian theo­
logian, writer, diplomat, doctor of law – 10
Aretinus Leonardus see Bruni Leonardo Aretino
Argyropulos Johannes (1415–1487) Byzantine human­
ist, philosopher, translator, writer – 11
Aristotle see Aristoteles
Aristoteles (384 BC–322 BC) Greek philosopher – 4, 
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 42, 43, 44, 45, 180, 181, 231, 232
Arnoldi Bartholomaeus (1465–1532) German theolo­
gian, Lutheran, philosopher – 17, 18, 19
Astesanus (?–1330) Ordo Fratrum Minorum, Italian 
theologian, lawyer, writer – 20, 21
Atticus Titus Pomponius (109–32) Roman erudite, 
writer, publisher – 61
Auerbach Heinrich see Stromer Heinrich
Aulus Gellius (2nd c.) Roman erudite, writer – 175
Ausonius Decimus Magnus (310–395) Latin poet, ora­
tor – 222
Baarland Adrian van (1486–1538) Dutch humanist, 
historian, philologist – 239
Bade Josse (1462–1535) Belgian humanist, printer, pub­
lisher – 64
Badius Ascensius Jodocus see Bade Josse
Baliński Jan son of Jan, the castellan of Gdańsk in the 
years 1519–1531 – 22
Baliński Stanisław the eldest son of Jan the castellan 
of Gdańsk (1519–1531), cupbearer of Dobrzyń land 
– 22
Barlandus Adrianus see Baarland Adrian van
Bartholomaeus de Usingen see Arnoldi Bartholomaeus
Basilius Magnus (s.; 330–379) archbishop, writer, 
theologian – 23, 57
Benedict of Koźmin see Benedykt z Koźmina
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Benedykt z Koźmina (1497–1559) Polish poet, preach­
er, professor at the Cracow Academy – 24
Billicanus Theobaldus see Gerlacher Theobald
Blasius (16 c.?) Ordo S. Pauli Primi Eremitae, com­
mentator of the Bible – 31, 32
Bodmanensis Ioannes Lupulus (activity 1514–1518) 
poet, collaborated with Florian Ungler – 188
Bona Sforza (1494–1557) Queen of Poland, Grand 
Dutchess of Lithuania, wife to Sigismund I – 22
Bonaventure (s.; ca1 217–1274) cardinal, theologian, 
philosopher, mystic, writer – 33
Boner Seweryn (1486–1549) starost, merchant, banker 
– 229
Brandenburg Joachim von see Joachim II
Brede de Konitz Gregorius see Breitkopf Gregor
Breitkopf Gregor (1472–1529) German humanist, 
theologian, writer – 34
Bruni Leonardo Aretino (1370–1444) Italian human­
ist, writer – 37
Buonaccorsi Filippo (1437–1496) Italian humanist, 
poet, historian – 38
Burchard Johann (ca 1450–1506) German bishop, 
Master of Ceremonies to Pope Sixtus IV – 39, 39a, 
39b, 40
Busch Hermann von dem (1468–1534) German hu­
manist, Lutheran, writer, poet – 225
Buschius Hermannus see Busch Hermann von dem
Byliński Stanisław (?–1536) canon of Przemyśl – 41
Bystrzykow Michael de see Michał Twaróg z Bystrzykowa
Caesar Caius Julius (100 BC–44 BC) Roman politician, 
leader, dictator, writer – 123
Caesarius Johann (1468?–1550) German humanist, 
philosopher, physician, publisher – 42, 43, 44, 45
Cajetan Tommaso de Vio see Vio Gaetani Tommaso de
Calentius Elysius (ca 1430–ca 1503) Italian humanist, 
poet – 175
Callimachus Philippus see Buonaccorsi Filippo
Camerarius Joachim (1500–1574) German humanist, 
theologian, philosopher, writer – 46
Camers Giovanni Ricuzzi Vellini (1447–1546) Ordo 
Fratrum Minorum, Italian humanist, theologian – 
11, 52
Camertis Ioannes see Camers, Giovanni Ricuzzi Vellini
Campen Jan van (1490–1538) Ordo Fratrum Beatae 
Virginis Mariae de Monte Carmel, Dutch human­
ist, Hebraist, philosopher, theologian – 47, 48, 49
Canutus Episcopus see Knut Viborg
Carvajal Luis de (1500–1552) Ordo Fratrum Minorum, 
Spanish humanist, theologian, writer – 51
Casimir Jagiellon see Kazimierz Jagiellończyk
Castellano Alberto (1450?–1523?) Ordo Praedicatorum, 
Italian publisher of the Bible – 25
Castellanus Albertus see Castellano Alberto
Cebes Thebanus (V– IV BC) Greek philosopher, fol­
lower of Socrates, writer – 25
Cervus Jan (1500–1557) of Tuchola, Polish lawyer, lec­
turer at the Cracow Academy, writer – 53, 54, 55, 
56, 57
Charles V Habsburg see Karol V Habsburg
Chelidonius Benedictus (1480–1521) Ordo Sancti 
Benedicti, German humanist, theologian, poet, 
writer – 58, 59, 60
Chrysostomus Ioannes see Ioannes Chrysostomus
Cicero M. Tullius (106–43 BC) Roman orator, politi­
cian – 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 168
Clicthove Josse (1472–1543) Netherlandish humanist, 
theologian, mathematician – 180, 181
Coccinius Michael see Köchlin Michael
Cochlaeus Johannes (1479–1552) canon, German hu­
manist, theologian – 66, 67, 164
Corvinus Laurentius see Korwin Wawrzyniec
Cosminensis Benedictus see Benedykt z Koźmina
Crassus Christoph (activity 1515) – 222
Crates Thebanus (360–280) Greek philosopher, writer 
– 69
Crescentyn Piotr see Crescenzi Pietro de
Crescenzi Pietro de (1233–1321) Italian lawyer, agrono­
mist, physician – 70
Cricius Andreas see Krzycki Andrzej
Crinitio Pietro see Del Riccio Baldi Pietro
Crivelli Gaspare (1529–?) astrologer, follower of Luca 
Gaurico – 71
Cuspinianus Joannes (1473–1529) German humanist, 
philosopher, historian, physician, diplomat – 72, 73
Dantyszek Jan (von Hoefen) (1485–1548) bishop, poet, 
secretary of the Crown – 50
Decimus Magnus Ausonius (ca 310–ca 393) Latin poet, 
orator – 222
Decius Jodocus Ludovicus see Dietz Jost Ludwig
Del Riccio Baldi Pietro (1475–1507) Italian humanist, 
poet – 135, 224
Demosthenes (384–322 BC) Greek orator, politician – 
77
Dietz Jost Ludwig (1485–1545) historian, economist, 
financier, secretary to Sigismund I – 79, 189
Diogenes Laertius (3rd c.) Greek historian of philoso­
phy – 175
Długosz Jan (1415–1480) canon, Polish historian – 80
Donatus Aelius (4th c.) Roman grammarian, writer – 
17, 81
Droschius Wolfgang (?–1556) German humanist, phi­
losopher, poet, doctor of law – 82
Duns Scotus Johannes (b.; ca 1265–1308) Ordo Fratrum 
Minorum, philosopher, theologian – 107, 231, 232
Eck Johann(1486–1543) German theologian, writer, 
translator – 83
131
Eck Valentin (1494–1550?) German humanist, poet, 
erudite, writer, editor – 50, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 112
Elisabeth Habsburg (1526–1545) Queen of Poland, 
Grand Duchess of Lithuania – 90, 114. 234
Emser Hieronim (1477–1527) Greek theologian – 203
Enea Silvio de Piccolomini see Pius II
Erasmus Desiderius Rotterodamus (1467–1536) 
Dutch philologist, philosopher – 51, 63, 91, 92, 93, 
94, 95, 97, 113
Escobar Andrè de (1348–1439) Ordo Sancti Benedicti, 
bishop, theologian, writer – 57, 96
Euripides (480–406) Greek poet, playwright – 97
Eutropius Flavius (4th c.) Roman historian – 98
Faber Jacobus Stapulensis see Lefevre d’Etaples Jacques
Fabri Johann (1478–1541) bishop, Austrian humanist, 
preacher of King Ferdinand I of Austria, theolo­
gian, translator – 99, 108
Falimirz Stefan (?–1535) physician, botanist, translator, 
editor – 100
Falkener Michael (ca 1460–ca 1534) theologian, phi­
losopher, professor at the Cracow Academy – 101, 
102, 102a, 103, 104, 105, 106
Fantini Alberto (?–1516) Ordo Fratrum Minorum 
Conventualium, German theologian, professor at 
the Cracow Academy – 107
Ferdinand I (1503–1564) Roman Emperor – 108
Ferreri Zaccaria (1479–1526) Ordo Sancti Benedicti, 
Italian theologian, lawyer, poet – 109
Ficin Marsile (1433–1499) Italian humanist, philoso­
pher, astronomer, physician, poet – 227
Filelfo Francesco (1398–1481) Italian humanist, phi­
losopher, writer, translator – 110
Flavius Iosephus (37–ca 100) Roman historian – 111
Florus Lucius Annaeus (ca 100–ca 200) Roman his­
torian – 112
Franconius Mathias (?–1552?) orator, writer – 64, 113, 
114
Gaszowiec Piotr  (ok. 1430–1474) astronomer, astrolo­
ger, physician – 115, 116
Gellius see Aulus Gellius
Gemma Frisius (1508–1555) Netherlandish physician, 
mathematician, cartographer, violin maker – 117
Georg der Reiche Herzog von Bayern­Landshut (1455– 
1503) Duke of Bavaria – 184
Gerbel Nicolaus (1485–1560) German humanist, law­
yer, physician – 73
Gerlacher Theobald (1490–1554) German theologian, 
lawyer, historian – 118
Gilbert de la Porrée (ca 1075–1154) bishop, French 
theologian – 139, 140
Gilbertus Porritanus see Gilbert de la Porrée
Giovanni Fidanza see Bonaventure
Glaber Andrzej of Kobylin see Glaber Andrzej z Koby-
lina
Glaber Andrzej z Kobylina (1508–after 1572) priest, 
Polish humanist, physician, writer, publisher – 26, 
27, 28, 29
Glogoviensis Johannes see Jan z Głogowa
Głogowczyk Jan see Jan z Głogowa
Goryński Piotr (ca 1500?–1542) Polish voivod, drew up 
Mazovian laws – 246
Goullet Robert (ca 1480–1560) French preacher, theo­
logian, publisher – 111
Gregorius Stavissinus see Grzegorz ze Stawiszyna
Grynaeus Simon (1493–1541) German, Protestant 
theologian, translator – 123
Grzegorz Snopek (1485–1541) of Szamotuły, Polish 
lawyer, rector of the Cracow Academy – 119, 120, 
121, 122
Grzegorz ze Stawiszyna (1481–1540) theologian, phi­
losopher, rector of the Cracow Academy – 181, 223
Guillelmus Parisiensis (1437–1485) Ordo Praedicato­
rum, French theologian – 124
Hedwig Brandenburg see Jadwiga Jagiellonka
Hedwig Jagiellon see Jadwiga Jagiellonka
Hegendorf Christoph (1500–1540) German theolo­
gian, phisosopher – 125, 126
Henry VII (1457–1509) Tudor, King of England – 97
Herbertstein Sigmund von (1486–1566) Austrian poli­
tician, historian, diplomat – 127
Heresbach Conrad (1496–1576) German humanist, 
theologian, interpretator – 133
Herodotus (ca 484–ca 425) Greek historian – 133
Hesiodus (8th–7th c.) Greek poet – 128
Hess Johannes (1490–1547) German pastor, doctor of 
theology, orator – 129
Hessus Hermannus Schottennius see Schottennius Her-
mannus
Hierocles Alexandrinus (?–430) Greek philosopher, 
writer – 130
Hierosolymitanus Laudivius see Laudivio de Vezzano 
Zacchia
Hillebrand Michael (1st half of the 16th c.) Ordo Frat­
rum Minorum, German theologian – 131
Homer (8 BC) Greek epic/writer of narrative literature 
– 133
Honterus Johannes (1498–1549) German humanist, 
cartographer – 134
Horatius Quintus Flaccus (65–8 BC) Roman poet – 
135
Hosius Stanislaus see Hozjusz Stanisław
Hozjusz Stanisław (b.; 1504–d. 1579) cardinal, Polish 
humanist, writer, theologian, statesman – 10, 91
132
Iaskerus Nicolaus see Jaskier Mikołaj
Ioannes Chrysostomus (s.; 347–407) archbishop, doc-
tor of the church, preacher, writer – 23, 57, 163, 264
Ioannes de Lanczut see Jan z Łańcuta
Jacobus de Gostynin see Jakub z Gostynina
Jacobus de Valentia see Perez de Valentia Jaime
Jadwiga Jagiellonka (1513–1573) daughter of Sigismund I 
the Old, wife to Joachim II Hector, Elector of Bran-
denburg – 24
Jadwiga Jagiellonka (1457–1502) daughter of Casimir 
IV Jagiellon, wife to the George Duke of Bavaria 
– 184
Jakub of Gostynin see Jakub z Gostynina
Jakub z Gostynina (ca 1454–1506) Polish theologian, 
philosopher – 136
Jakub of Iłża see Jakub z Iłży
Jakub z Iłży (ca 1470–1526) Polish lawyer, theologian, 
astrologer – 137
Jakub of Tuchów see Jakub z Tuchowa
Jakub z Tuchowa (I half of the 16th c.) lawyer? – 138
Jan Chryzostom see Ionnes Chrysostomus
Jan Duns Szkot see Duns Scotus Johannes
Jan of Głogów see Jan z Głogowa
Jan of Koźmin see Jan z Koźmina
Jan of Łańcut see Jan z Łańcuta
Jan of Oświęcim see Jan z Oświęcimia
Jan of Tuchola see Cervus Jan
Jan of Stobnica see Jan ze Stobnicy
Jan z Dobczyc see Jan Szklarek
Jan z Głogowa (1445–1507) Polish astronomer, math-
ematician, philosopher – 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 
145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150
Jan z Koźmina (ca 1510–after 1551) Polish preacher for 
the Crown, librarian – 151
Jan z Łańcuta (?–1516?) Polish mathematician, profes-
sor at the Cracow Academy – 152, 153, 154
Jan z Oświęcimia (1443–1527) canon, Polish theolo-
gian, chaplain of the Crown, diplomat, orator, epis-
tolographer – 155
Jan ze Stobnicy (ca 1470–1530) Polish philosopher, ge-
ographer, writer, professor at the Cracow Academy 
– 156, 157, 158, 159, 198
Jaskier Mikołaj (ca 1504–1539) Polish lawyer, transla-
tor, publisher – 160, 161, 162
Joachim II (1505–1571) Elector of Brandenburg – 24
Joannes Stobnicensis see Jan ze Stobnicy
Johannes Dobeneck see Cochlaeus Johannes
Johannes von Paltz (ca 1455–1511) Ordo Sancti Augus-
tini, German theologian, preacher – 165
Kallimach see Buonaccorsi Filippo
Kampen Jan van den see Campen Jan Van
Karol V Habsburg (1500–1558) Roman-German Em-
peror – 10, 123
Kazimierz Jagiellończyk (s.; 1458–1484) crown prince 
of the Kingdom of Poland – 109
Knobelsdorff Eustachius von (1519–1571) German 
poet – 166
Knut Viborg (activity 1421–1488?) Dutch bishop, theo-
logian, lawyer – 167
Köchlin Michael (ca 1478–1512) German philosopher, 
lawyer, historian, secretary to the papal legate, pub-
lisher – 98
Konarski Jan (1447–1525) bishop, theologian, advisor 
to Alexander I Jagiellon, publisher – 36, 201
Konitz Gregorius de see Breitkopf Gregor
Korwin Wawrzyniec (ca 1465–1527) Polish humanist, 
poet, philologist, geographer, writer – 41, 164
Kotwicz Jan (activity 1505) archdeacon of Poznań, by 
Jan Lubrański – 203
Kromer Marcin (1512–1589) bishop, Polish humanist, 
historian, diplomat – 163, 164, 169, 170, 171
Krzycki Andrzej (1482–1537) primate, Polish huma-
nist, secretary of the Crown, theologian, exegete, 
writer – 22, 50, 172, 173, 174
Laertius see Diogenes Laertius
Lancelotto Politi see Ambrosio Catharino
Lasco Joannes de see Łaski Jan
Laudinius Hierosolymitanus see Laudivio de Vezzano 
Zacchia
Laudivio de Vezzano Zacchia (activity 1450–1473) 
Ordo Militiae Sancti Johannis Baptistae Hospitalis, 
Italian poet, writer, translator – 175
Lefevre d’Etaples Jacques (ca 1450–ca 1536) French 
humanist, theologian, philosopher, translator, com-
mentator of Aristotle – 13, 14, 15, 15a, 177, 178, 179, 
180, 181
Leo X (1475–1521) pope – 182, 188, 268
Leopolita Stanisław (ca 1484–1556) Polish writer – 183
Locher Jakob (1471–1528) German humanist, philolo-
gist, poet, translator – 184
Lombardus Petrus (ca 1095–ca 1160) Italian theologian, 
philologist – 101
Lubrański Jan (1456–1520) bishop, Polish politician, 
diplomat – 203, 232
Lucius Caecilius Firmianus Lactantius (ca 240–ca 320) 
writer, advisor to Constantine I – 222
Lucreci (94–55 BC) Roman poet, philosopher – 167
Lupi Johannes (1506–1539) French-Flemish composer 
– 188
Lupulus Ioannis Bodmanensis see Bodmanensis Ioannes 
Lupulus
Luther Martin (1483–1546) German theologian, reli-
gious reformer – 174, 185, 186
Łaski Jan (1456–1531) primate, Polish humanist, diplo-
mat, lawyer – 50, 187, 188, 245, 248, 249, 251
133
Maceovius Samuelis see Maciejowski Samuel
Macer Aemilius see Odo Magdunensis
Maciej of Miechów see Maciej z Miechowa
Maciej z Miechowa (1456–1523) canon, rector of the 
Cracow Academy, doctor of medicine, geographer, 
historian, astronomer, astrologer, alchemist – 189, 
190, 191
Maciejowski Samuel (1499–1550) bishop, chancellor of 
Poland, secretary to the king Sigismund I – 192, 193, 
217, 236
Maier Johann von Eck see Eck Johann
Major Georg (1502–1574) German theologian, Luther-
an – 193
Manuzio Aldo (1449–1515) Italian humanist, publisher, 
printer, literary commentator – 133
Margaret of Austria (1480–1530) daughter of Maximi-
lian I, Holy Roman Emperor – 99
Marianus Joannes Ursus – 22
Mark Antony (83–30 BC) Roman leader, politician – 65
Marsile d’Inghen (ca 1330–1396) French philosopher, 
theologian, rector of the Univerisity in Heidelberg 
– 194
Marycjusz Szymon (Mariciusz) of Pilzno see Marycki 
Szymon
Marycki Szymon (1516–1574) Polish humanist, writer, 
pedagogue, professor at the Cracow Academy, 
translator – 77
Mateusz of Kościan see Mateusz z Kościana
Mateusz z Kościana (?–1545) Polish doctor of theol-
ogy, professor at the Cracow Academy – 195, 196
Matheus a Costen see Mateusz z Kościana
Maximilian I Habsburg (1459–1519) Roman Emperor 
– 73
Metzler Joannes (1494–1538) German professor of 
Greek, translator – 228
Michael Parisiensis see Michał Twaróg z Bystrzykowa
Michał Twaróg z Bystrzykowa (ca 1450?–1520) Polish 
theologian, philosopher, writer – 198
Mikkelsen Knud see Knut Viborg
Mikołaj of Błonie see Mikołaj z Błonia
Mikołaj z Błonia (ca 1440–?) Polish theologian, doctor 
of law, historian, preacher – 199, 200
Mikołaj of Szadek see Szadek Mikołaj
Modrevius Andreas Fricius see Modrzewski Andrzej 
Frycz
Modrzewski Andrzej Frycz (ca 1503–1572) Polish hu-
manist, secretary to the king, writer – 207
Murmel Johannes (1479–ca 1517) German humanist, 
philologist, writer – 42, 43, 44, 45, 225
Murmelius Iohanes see Murmel Johannes
Musophilus Benedictus Chelidonius see Chelidonius 
Benedictus
Mymer Franciszek (ca 1500–ca 1564) Polish humanist, 
translator, poet, publisher – 208
Mymerus Franciscus see Mymer Franciszek
Napachanius Antonius see Antoni z Napachania
Nebrija Antonio de (ca 1444–1522) Spanish humanist, 
erudite, lecturer at the University of Salamanca, Bo-
logna, and Alcalá de Henares – 81
Nebrisensis Antonio see Nebrija Antonio de
Negri Francesco (1500–1563) Italian humanist, Arian, 
philologist, writer – 209, 210
Nicolaus de Blonie see Mikołaj z Błonia
Odo Magdunensis (11th c.) monk, French physician – 
211, 212
Opeć Baltazar (ca 1485–ca 1531) parish priest, theolo-
gian, writer – 213, 214, 215
Orcechowszki Stanislaus see Orzechowski Stanisław
Orzechowski Stanisław (ca 1513–ca 1566) Polish hu-
manist, orator, writer – 216, 217
Ovidius Naso Publius (43 BC–ca 17) Roman poet, 
writer of elegies – 219
Pablo de Santa Maria (ca 1350–ca1435) Spanish arch-
bishop, convert into christianity, exegete – 238
Parvulus see Jan ze Stobnicy
Pauschner Sebastian (ca 1490–ca 1534) Hungarian 
physician – 218
Paweł of Krosno see Paweł z Krosna
Paweł z Krosna (ca 1470–1517) Polish humanist, poet, 
translator, philologist, professor at the Cracow 
Academy – 157, 220, 221, 222
Pawschner Sebastian see Pauschner Sebastian
Pérault Raimond (1435–1505) cardinal, papal legate – 
165
Perez de Valentia Jaime (1408–1490) Orgo Sancti Au-
gustini, bishop, Spanish theologian – 223
Persius Aulus Flaccus (34–62) Roman poet, satirist – 
224, 225
Petri Adam (1458–1528) German printer – 158
Petrus aus Lübeck (ca 1417–1513) German merchant, 
bookseller, publisher – 203
Petrus de Alliaco see Ailly Pierre de
Philomusus Locher Iacobus see Locher Jacob
Pinder Ulrich (activity 1505–1513) German physician, 
printer, publisher – 226
Piso Jacobus (activity 1502–1554) Hungarian humanist, 
lawyer, diplomat, poet – 50
Pitàgores (ca 572 BC–497 BC) Greek mathematician, 
philosopher – 130
Pius II (1405–1464) pope, Italian humanist, poet – 222
Plato (ca 428–348 BC) Greek philosopher – 227
Plutarch (ca 45–125) Greek philosopher, historian – 
228
Polidamus Valentinus (activity 1532–1540) orator – 
229
Porphyry of Tyre (234–305) Greek philosopher, com-
mentator of Aristotle – 13, 14, 15
Porritanus Gilbertus see Gilbert de la Porrée
134
Pseudo-Bonaventure – 213
Ptolemy Claudius (ca 100–ca 168/175), Greek mathema-
tician, astronomer, geographer – 145, 146
Regius Raphael (ca 1440–1520) Venecian humanist, lit-
erary commentator – 133
Rholandellus Franciscus (activity 1513–1540) translator 
– 23
Risinius Petrus see Rydzyński Piotr
Rodolph Caspar (1501–1561) philosopher, publisher – 
44, 45
Roselli Pietro (15th c.) French philosopher, writer – 
231, 232
Royzius Maureus Petrus see Ruiz Moros Pedro de
Ruiz Moros Pedro de (1506–1571) Spanish lawyer, 
poet, professor at the Cracow Academy – 234, 235, 
236
Rydzyński Piotr (activity 1523–1528; ?–ca 1558) Polish 
poet, writer, polemicist – 120, 129
Sacranus Johannes see Jan z Oświęcimia
Sacro Bosco Joannes de (1195–1256) English erudite, 
astronomer, astrologer, lecturer at the University of 
Paris – 145, 146
Sacrobusto Joannis de see Sacro Bosco Joannes de
Sallustius Crispus Caius (86 BC–35 BC) Roman histo-
rian, politician – 237
Samuel Abu Nasr ibn Abbas (12th c.) studied math-
ematics, philosophy, medicine, converted from Ju-
daism to Islam, writer – 238
Samuel Rabi Marokański see Samuel Abu Nasr ibn Ab-
bas
Schäufelein Hans Leonhard (1482–1538) German paint-
er, artist and designer – 214, 226
Scheufler Sigismund (1475–1522) German humanist, 
doctor of law – 38
Schottennius Hermannus (?–1527) of Hessen, German 
humanist, poet – 239
Schurpf Christophorus see Crassus Christoph
Scipio Publius Cornelius (236–183) military, politician 
– 61, 62
Sebastian of Felsztyn see Sebastian z Felsztyna
Sebastian z Felsztyna (ca 1485–ca 1544) priest, Polish 
composer, writer – 240
Sebastianus Felstinensis see Sebastian z Felsztyna
Seneca Lucius Annaeus (ca 4 BC–AD 65) Roman phi-
losopher, writer, poet – 241
Shadek Nicolaus de see Szadek Mikołaj
Sigismund I see Zygmunt I
Sigismund II Augustus see Zygmunt II August
Sigismundus rex Poloniae see Zygmunt I
Simone de Lowicz see Szymon z Łowicza
Słończewski Leonard (?–1562) Ordo Equestris Sancti 
Sepulcri Hierosolymitani, bishop, doctor of theolo-
gy, cathedral preacher – 207
Spangenberg Johann (1484–1550) superintendent, 
Lutheran theologian, composer, preacher, writer – 
242, 243, 244
Stanislaus (s.; ca 1030–1079) of Szczepanów, bishop – 
80, 220
Stanislaus Leopolitanus see Leopolita Stanisław
Stapulensis Jacobus Faber see Lefevre d’Etaples Jacques
Stein Kristóf (16th c.) Stratander, of Hungarian origin, 
physician, professor at The Blessed Virgin Mary 
School in Cracow, commentator, editor – 12, 167, 
262
Steynensis Christophorus see Stein Kristóf
Stobnicensis Joannes see Jan ze Stobnicy
Stobnicza Johannes de see Jan ze Stobnicy
Stratander Christophorus see Stein Kristóf
Stromer Heinrich (1476–1542) German physician, rec-
tor of Lepizig University – 180
Suchten Christoph von (1481–1519) canon, German hu-
manist, poet – 50
Suchtenius Christophorus see Suchten Christoph von
Suetonius Tranquillus Caius (ca 69–ca 150) Roman 
rhetor, historian, writer – 253
Szadek Mikołaj (1489–1564) Polish philosopher, as-
trologer, astronomer, historian, rector of the Cra-
cow Academy, author of astrological forecasts – 256
Szamotulski Grzegorz see Grzegorz z Snopek
Szklarek Jan (ca 1450–1515) Ordo Fratrum Minorum, 
Polish theologian, lawyer, preacher, writer – 257
Szymon z Łowicza (ca 1512–ca 1538) Polish botanist, 
physician – 211, 212, 258
Tarnowski Jan Amor (1488–1561) Polish humanist, 
Great Hetman of the Crown, voivod, orator, con-
versant in military science, writer – 229
Thomas Posnaniensis – 158, 159
Thurzo Aleksy (?–1543) count palatine of Hungary, 
lord of Pszczyna – 84, 86, 88
Thurzo Jan (?–1520) bishop – 84
Thurzo Jan (?–1558) lord of Pszczyna, Spiš castellan – 
84
Tomicki Piotr (b.; 1464–d. 1535) bishop, Polish huma-
nist, theologian, vice-chancellor of the Crown, sec-
retary to the king – 22, 82, 113, 206, 229
Trąba Mikołaj (ca 1358–1422) Polish primate, archbish-
op, vice-chancellor of the Crown – 248, 251
Trzecieski Andrzej (1525?–1584?) Polish poet, reforma-
tion activist, translator – 70
Tucholczyk Jan see Cervus Jan
Thurzo Alexej von Bethlenfalva see Turzo Aleksy
Tyrtaeus (7th BC) Greek liryc poet – 46
Udalricus Pinder see Pinder Ulrich
Vadian Joachim (1484–1551) German humanist, physi-
cian, translator – 97, 210, 260
Valerius Maximus (1st c.) Roman writer – 261
135
Valla Giorgio (1447–1500) Italian humanist, physician, 
astronomer, translator – 262
Valla Niccolò (I half of the 16th c.) Ordo Fratrum Mi-
norum, Italian theologian, poet – 128
Valla Placentinus Georgius see Valla Giorgio
Valle Nicalaus de see Valla Niccolò
Vallibus Hieronymus de (activity ca1428–ca 1458) writ-
er – 222
Velareus Jodocus (activity1 533–1549) Flemish writer, 
interpretator – 133
Venantius Fortunatus (ca 530–ca 600) Roman poet – 
222
Venceslaus de Cracovia see Wacław z Krakowa
Versor Johannes (–1485?) Ordo Praedicatorum, French 
theologian, philosopher, commentator of Aristotle, 
rector of the University of Paris 1458 – 148, 149
Vincentius Lérinensis (s.;  ?–ca 450) French priest, 
theologian, writer – 263
Vio Gaetani Tommaso de (1469–1534) Ordo Praedi-
catorum, Italian cardinal, philosopher, theologian, 
exegete – 264
Vitreatoris Joannes see Szklarek Jan
Vladislaus II of Hungary see Władysław II Jagiellończyk
Vladislaus III of Poland see Władysław III Warneńczyk
Wacław of Cracow see Wacław z Krakowa
Wacław z Krakowa (II half of the 15th c.) professor at 
the Cracow Academy, Polish astrologer – 265
Wapowski Bernard (1450–1535) canon, Polish huma-
nist, cartographer, historian, astronomer – 50
Władysław II Jagiellończyk (1456–1516) son of Casimir 
IV, king of Bohemia and Hungary – 220
Władysław III Warneńczyk (1424–1444) King of Po-
land and Hungary – 38, 220
Wratislavia Michael Falkener de see Falkener Michael
Wróbel Walenty (ca 1475–1537) Polish biblical scholar, 
preacher, translator, writer – 26, 27, 28, 29, 266
Xenophon (ca 430 BC–ca 355 BC) Greek writer, his-
torian – 37
Zaborowski Stanisław (ca 1470–1530) Polish canon, 
lawyer, writer, grammarian – 40, 41, 267
Zacchia Laudivius see Laudivio de Vezzano Zacchia
Zygmunt I (1467–1548) King of Poland – 22, 24, 50, 79, 
83, 85, 91, 109, 166, 171, 188, 189, 192, 216, 235, 250, 
260, 268, 269
Zygmunt II August (1520–1572) king of Poland – 22, 
114, 125, 234, 235
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S.l., s.n. – 71, 216, 268, 269
Augsburg
Froschauer Hans – 184
Grimm Sigmundus et Wirsung Marx – 38, 191
Libental Hieronim – 220
Wirsung Marx see Grimm Sigmundus et Wirsung Marx
Otmar Silvan – 168
Winterburger Johannes – 220
Basel
Herwagen Johann – 123
Petri Adam – 158
Frankfurt am Main
Egenolff Christian – 46
Köln
Cervicornius Eucharius – 133, 225
Quentel Peter – 99, 174
Soter Johannes – 83
Kraków
s.n. – 51, 61, 75
ad Sanctum Bernardinum – 67
Bawar Florian et Sandecki Jan – 213
Bawar Florian see Ungler Florian
Boius, Joannes – 89
Haller Jan – 2, 4, 11,13, 14, 30, 34, 36, 62, 80, 85, 98, 101, 102, 102a, 103, 104, 105, 109, 112, 136, 137, 139, 140, 141, 142, 145, 
148, 149, 153, 155, 156, 159, 177, 181, 187, 190, 198, 199, 202, 209, 213, 231, 233, 237, 245, 256
Haller Jan et Ungler Florian – 232
Jan Helicz see Unglerowa Helena
Hochfeder Kaspar – 12, 110, 139,  148, 257
Lern Wolfgang – 58
Lern Wolfgang see Ungler Florian et Lern Wolfgang
Łazarz Andrysowicz (Drukarnia Łazarzowa) – 236
Paffenhofen Volfgang de see Ungler Florian et Paffenhofen Volfgang de
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Sandecki Jan see Bawar Florian et Sandecki Jan
Officina Ungleriana – 21, 23, 27, 48, 53, 57, 122, 132, 138, 212, 238, 258
Scharffenberg Hieronim – 118, 244
Scharffenberg Maciej – 1, 7, 19, 24, 26, 29, 31, 32, 40, 41, 43, 44, 47, 55, 56, 60, 63, 64, 68, 74, 77, 87, 92, 94, 96, 108, 
113, 114, 116, 124, 128, 134, 173, 200, 207, 208, 218, 223, 239, 243, 248, 249, 254, 255
Scharffenberg Marek – 15, 15a, 17, 18, 19, 35 40, 87, 89, 128, 135, 152, 200, 205, 210, 248, 249, 256
Szarffenberg Marcus see Wietor Hieronim et Szarffenberg Marcus
Ungler Florian – 14, 16, 17, 18, 33, 39, 39a, 39b, 49, 54, 58, 81, 100, 107, 115, 119, 120, 121, 130, 145, 159, 176, 178, 188, 211, 
219, 221, 230, 241, 265, 267
Ungler Florian et Lern Wolfgang – 144, 150, 194, 209, 222
Ungler Florian et Paffenhofen Volfgang de – 58
Ungler Florian see Haller Jan et Ungler Florian
Unglerowa Helena (Jan Helicz) – 8, 8a, 45, 51, 70, 131, 138, 151, 166, 192, 197, 235, 264
Ursus ioannes – 22
Wietor Hieronim et Szarffenberg Marcus – 210
Wietor Hieronim – 3, 6, 9, 10, 15, 15a, 20, 22, 28, 42, 52, 59, 65, 69, 76, 79, 82, 84, 86, 88, 89, 91, 93, 95, 125, 126, 129, 
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Królewiec
Weinreich Hans – 5
Leipzig
Bapst Valentin – 37
Faber nicolaus – 66
Landsberg Martin – 165
Lotter Melchior, sen. – 203, 266
Schumann Valentin – 259
Metz
Haller Jan – 148
Haller Jan see Kraków
Hochfeder Kaspar – 148
Hochfeder Kaspar see Kraków
Magdeburg
Lotter Michael – 193
Lotter Melchior see Wittenberg
Mainz
Behem Franz – 164
Nürnberg
Höltzel Hieronymus – 251
Klosse Franciscus – 251
Petreius Johann – 90
Pinder Ulrich – 226
139
Paris
Bogard Jacques – 227
Bonnemere Antoine – 111
Petit Jean – 111
Regnault, François – 111
Romae
s.n. – 59
Silber Marcello – 182
Strasbourg
Kaym Urban – 106
Knobloch Johann – 106, 143, 146
Lotter Melchior – 201
Mylius Crato – 73
Venezia
Bascarini Nicolo – 127
Torresano Andrea, sen. see Manuzio Aldo et Torresano Andrea, sen.
Giunta Luca Antonio – 25
Liechtenstein Peter – 35, 206
Manuzio Aldo sen. et Torresano Andrea, sen. cocii – 261
Pederzano Giovanni Battista – 127
Püttener Joannis – 35
Scharffenberg Marek – 35
Wechter a Rymanow Michael – 35, 206
Wien
Philovalle Hieronymus et Singriener Johann – 175
Singriener Johann – 72
Singriener Johann see Wietor Hieronim et Singriener Johann
Singriener Johann see Philovalle Hieronymus et Singriener Johann
Wietor Hieronim et Singriener Johann – 78; 97, 183, 224
Wietor Hieronim – 260
Wietor Hieronim see Kraków
Wittenberg
Lotter Melchior jun. – 185
Lufft Hans – 186




Ac divi Maximiliani Oratoris… opus insigne… – 73
Ad amicum quendam Epistola – 91
Ad calecem … dialecticae institutionis… in decem 
praedicamenta Aristotelis isagoge – 42
Ad ephebos – 210
Ad invictiss[imum] Poloniae regem Sigismundum, de 
sacrifico Missae Contra Lutheranos – 83
Ad optimates Polonos admonitio – 9
Ad regem pontifices, presbytores, et Populos Poloniae 
ac reliqu[a]ę Sarmatiae, Oratio – 207
Ad Sigismu[n]du[m] invictissimu[m] Rege[m] polo­
nie, Russie, Prussie, etc. Threni – 85
Ad… Alexiu[m] Thursone[m] de Bethlemfalva… De 
Reipublicae administratione, dialogus – 84
Adersus Lutheranos Opuscula – 264
Adversus novam reformationem – 66
Algorithmus linealis – 152, 153, 154
Algorithmus Novus de integris compendiose – 6
Apologia dilvens nugas Erasmi in sacras Religiones – 51
Arithmeticae practicae methodus – 117
Artiu[m] divisione[m] introductio iuveniqus litteris 
noviter applicatis – 179
B
Batrachomyomachia – 133
Baptismo parvulorum contra Anabaptistas – 99
Batrachomyomachia – 133
Bellorum Romanorum – 112
Bellum Catilinarium – 237
Bellum Iugurthinum – 237
Biblia cu[m] concordantiis veteris et novi testamenti… 
– 25
Breviariu[m] s[ecundu]m ritum – 35
Breviloquium – 33
Breviores elega[n]tioresq[ue] Epistole – 110
Bulla seu Cedula in materia fidei edita – 182
C
C. Crispi Salustii Vita – 237
Canones penitentionales – 20, 21, 96
Carmen – 130
TITLE INDEx
Carmen Heroicum de operibus iustorum – 229
Carmina de memorabili cede Scismaticorum Mosco­
vior[um] – 50
Carmina Lucretii – 167
Carmina paraneitika – 46
Casus Papales et Episcopales – 96
Cato maior – 61, 62, 63
Celifodina – 165
Christiana de fide et sacramentis contra haereticorum 
– 10
Chronica Polonoru[m] – 189
Co[m]mune incliti Polonie Regni – 187
Co[m]pendiosa ars de Epistolis artificise exarandis – 
209
Co[m]pendiu[m] de sex etatib[us] seculi… recollec­
tion – 111
Cohortacio Sarmaticarum Ecclesiarum – 195
Com[m]entariolo non inerudito – 52
Comentari della Moscovia – 127
Commentariolus Ioannis Campensis, in duas Divi Pau­
li epistola – 47
Compendiosum examen – 68
Computus eccelesisticus – 242, 243, 244
Computus novus – 115, 116
Congressus ac celeberrimi Conventus Caesaris 
Max[imiliani] et trium Regum Hungariae, Boemi­
ae, et Poloniae – 72
Constitutiones – 74
Constitutiones Conventus – 75
Continentur – 229
Contra malos Divites et Usuarios Tractatus – 267
Contra sevam pestem regimen accuratissimu[m] – 190
Cratis cynici vita – 69
D
Das Remediu[m]: Radt Hulff und trost fur die Er­
schrecklichen – 259
De afflictione Ecclesiae – 172
De Anima – 4, 16, 180
De Antiqua Judaeoru[m] origine – 113
De antiquissima nominis et familie Thursonu[m] – 86
De Antiquitatib[us] – 111
142
De Apparatu nuptiarum optimorum maximorum Si­
gismundi Secundi Augusti… carmen properatum 
– 234
De celo et mundo – 4
De co[n]ficiendis Epistolis, et elegantiaru[m] regulis 
opus summa denuo industria elimatum – 210
De communione Eucharistiae – 23
De divitiis et paupertate oratio – 163
De Eucharistia… – 99
De expedita argumentandi ratione libellus – 262
De generatione – 4
De herbaru[m] virtutibus – 211, 212
De Iagellonum familia – 79
De Iagiellonum Familia liber II – 189
De Judacico bello – 111
De liberorum educatione – 228
De mundi contemptu et virtute Amplectenda Dialogus 
– 87
De nominibus numerabilibus, punctis clausular[is] ac 
ordine parti[um] oratio[n]is docume[n]ta – 81
De officiis : libri tres – 62
De pace oratio – 7
De pass[ione] – 222
De ratione et sacrificio Missae – 173
De ratione studii – 93
De resurectione – 222
De scri[ptis] episto[lis] Isagogicum – 64
De Sigismundi regis temporibus – 79
De Sigismundi Regis temporibus Liber III – 189
De versificandi arte opusculum – 89
De vetustatibus Polonorum – 79
De vetustatibus Polonorum liber I – 189
De vita et morte Senece – 241
De votis monasticis – 185
Dece[m] libri historiaru[m] – 98
Declamatio graturatoria in coronationem – 125
Declaratio Orationis Dominicae – 266
Declaratio Symboli Apostolorum – 266
Decreta et Constitutiones publice – 74
Decreta in conve[n]tu – 76
Defensorium Ecclesi[a]e adversus Laurentiu[m] 
Corvinu[m] – 41
Dialectica Ioannis Caesarii – 42, 43, 44, 45
Dialogus … in Phisicam introductionem – 177, 178
Dialogus philosophie – 78
Dictorum et factorum memorabilium – 261
Donati grammatici illustris Barbarismus – 81
E
Edictum adversus anabaptistas – 108
Elegia de Christiana resurrectione – 229
Elegia de victoria ex Valachis parta – 229
Elucidarius errorum ritus Ruthenici – 155
Enchiridion Impedimentorum – 119
Enchiridion medicinae – 258
Encomia Luteri – 174
Encomiu[m] terrae Poloniae – 126
Epicaedion – 166
Epigram[m]a –  50
Epigram[m]ata illustrium virorum – 229
Epistola : albo List Rabi Samuela – 238
Epistola – 151
Epistola ad Inclytum Sigismundum Regem Poloniae – 
91
Epistola consolatoria – 84
Epistola D[esiderii] Erasmi Rote[rodami] contra quos­
dam, qui se falso iactant Evangelicos – 94
Epistola Herman[n]i Buschii, ad intelligentiam Persii 
multum conducens – 225
Epistola Serenis[simi] ac Invictis[simi] D[omini] Sigis­
mundi Regis Polonie – 268
Epistolae breviores – 64
Epistolarum libri – 135
Epistolarum Turci – 175
Epistole aureis sententiis referte theologie consentanee 
– 69
Epistole Senece – 241
Epistolis Laertio, Gellio, et nostrae te[m]pestatis 
Calle[n]tio – 175
Epitaphia II … Petri Thomitii – 82
Epitaphia varia – 84
Epithalamion… Ioachimi… Marchionis … ac… Vir­
ginis Hedvigis… – 24
Epithoma conclusionum theologicalium – 101
Epitoma figurarum in libros phisicoru[m] et de A[n]
i[m]a Arestotilis – 102, 102a
Epitome dialectices – 118
Ex Pheludio p[er]geniti – 145, 146
Ex variis libellis Eliae grammaticorum – 48
Examen spirituum et visionum – 196
Exercicium Nove Logice – 141
Exercitiu[m] s[e]c[un]de partis – 142
Exercitium Super omnes tractatus – 143
Exercitium veteris artis – 139, 140
Exhortatio ad consacerdotes – 131
Expositio hymno[rumque] – 103
Expositio terminorum obscuroru[m] – 212
F
Farraginis actionum iuris civilis – 53, 54, 56
Farrago civiliu[m] actionum – 139, 140
Formalitates secu[n]du[m] via[m] Scoti – 107
Fructifera innovatio c[apitis] omnis utriusq[ue] sexus 
– 138
G
Generalis doctrina de Modis significa[n]di grammati­
calibus – 156
Gratulatio ad Leonardum Altipolitam – 207
143
H
Hecuba et Iphigenia – 97
Herodoti Halicarnassei libellus – 133
Historia de rege Vladislao seu clade Varnensi – 38
Historia funebris in obitu divi Sigismundi Sarmati­
arum Regis – 235
Historia rerum gestarum in Graecia – 37
Historici pręclara opera – 111
Hochzeitlicher Einzug der Jungen Königin – 90
Homeri vitam – 133
Horatii vita – 135
Hortulus Elegantiarum – 168
Hymni deorum trigintaduo – 133
Hymnus – 50
I
In Axiomata – 129
In libros de anima Aristotelis – 180
In Luter[um] Oratio – 174
Institutionem Christiani hominis – 239
Interpretatio Donati Minoris – 17
Interrogationes et doctrine – 96
Introductio in Ptolomei Cosmographiam – 157
Introductoriu[m] Astrologie co[m]pendiosum – 265
Introductoriu[m] Astronomie – 104
Introductoriu[m] dyalectice – 105, 106
Introductorium Astronomie in Ephemerides – 144
Introductorium Co[m]pendiosum in tractatu[m spere 
materialis – 145, 146
Istoria o Swietym Jozefie – 132
Iuris municipalis Maideburgensis – 160
Iuris provincialis : quod Speculum Saxonum – 161
Juditium Astronomicu[m] – 256
K
Krotka nauka rządzenia ku ustrzeżeniu od zarażenia 
powietrza – 1
Księgi o gospodarstwie y o opatrzeniu rozmnożenia ro­
zlicznych pożytków – 70
L
Lecta publice – 182
Lectura sup[er] titulo de regulis Iuris – 176
Libellus loguitur – 143
Liber cum primis pius, de praeparatio[n]e ad morte[m] 
– 92
Liber elegantissimus – 63
Liber horaru[m] canonicarum – 35
Liber illustrium virorum – 253
Linealis calculatio – 219
Logica vetus – 13, 14, 15, 15a
M
Metheororum – 4
Methodus confessionis – 197
Methodus Sacramentorum Sanctae Ecclesiae Catholi­
cae – 57
Missale Cracoviense – 201, 202
Missale Posnanien[sis] diocesis – 203
Missale pro itinerantibus – 204, 205
Missale Secundum Ritum – 206
Modus confitendi – 57, 96
Modus regulariter – 240
N
Navigatio – 123
Nenia in funere… Samuelis Maceovii – 236
Novae opinionis Lutheranonum – 67
Novus orbis regionum ac insularum veteribus incog­
nitarum – 123
O
O Kamieniu drogim – 100
O Lekarzstwach doswiadczonych na wiele niemoczy – 
100
O Naucze Barwierzkiey – 100
O Naucze gwiazdeczney – 100
O Oleykach przyprawianiu – 100
O Paleniu wodek z zioł – 100
O Pulsie, Y o inych znamionach – 100
O Rodzeniu dziatek – 100
O Rządzeniu czasu powietrza morowego – 100
O Rzeczach zamorskich – 100
O Stawianiu baniek Y o puszczaniu krwie – 100
O Urinie – 100
O ziołach y o moczy gich – 100
O Zwierzetach, o Ptaczech, y o Ribach – 100
Ode de senectutis incommodis – 97
Ode in lausibus Britanniae – 97
Odysseae – 133
Opusculu[m] aurei tractatuli in Astrologicis – 137
Opusculum de arte Memorativa – 257
Opusculum Quadragesimale – 266
Oratio … habita Thorunii in Prussia – 109
Oratio Ad Po[n]t[ificii] Max[imi] Leone[m] x – 188
Oratio An den durchleuchtigsten … Sigismundum – 
216
Oratio coram invictissimo Sigismundo Rege Poloniae 
– 260
Oratio de Christiana resurrection[n]e – 229
Oratio dicta in encomion… Regis Poloniae Sigismundi 
– 22
Oratio dicta… Reginae Poloniae Bonae – 22
Oratio dicta…in Encomium ac laudem Gymnasii 
Gracovien[sis] – 22
Oratio Encomiastica ad senatum Polemonici Imperii – 
22
Oratio funebris in laudem D. Margaretae – 99
Oratio gratulatoria in Coronationem… Principis Iun­
ioris Poloniae Regis – 22
144
Oratio in splendissimas nuptias – 114
Oratio Martini Cromeri in funere – 171
Oratio Panegyrica… patribus Dominis – 22
Oratio Senatoria De bello Turcico – 46
Orationes octo – 164
Orationes Philippicae – 65
Orationes… … de com[m]unione Eucharistiae – 57
Orationes… Basilii Magni – 23
Ordo misse – 39, 39a, 39b, 40
Organon – 12
Q
Querella pacis undique gentium eiecte profligateque – 
95
Questiones in libros Prior[um] Analetico[rum] – 230, 
231
Questiones libror[um] de anima – 148, 149
Questiones veteris ac nove logice – 198




Partim ex Marci Tul[ii] Ciceronis surculis partim ex 
suo germine consitus – 168
Paruulus philosophie naturalis – 158
Parvulus phi[losophi]e naturalis – 159
Passio Iesu Christi – 58, 59, 60
Patientia – 99
Penitentionarius de co[n]fessione – 222
Petri Thomicii…Epitaphia – 113
Philosophi Stoici in aurea Pythagor[a]ę pr[a]ęcepta – 
130
Philosophia pauperum – 4
Philosophie Naturalis Isagoge – 4
Philosophorum sententiis – 69
Phisionomia hincinde – 147
Physica] Libri octo physico[rum] – 11
Po[n]derib[us] variis et nomenclatura varioru[m] 
herbaru[m] – 211
Poetaeq[ue] qua[m] suavissimi Panegyrici – 220
Poloniae Regem Sigismundum pro belli pruthenici 
suspension ac armorum deposition impertrata, 
gratiaru[m] action – 109
Postilla Guillermi super Epistolas et Evangelia – 124
Preclarus et insignis tractatus – 230
Preservatio[n]es brevissime simul et utilissime una 
cum remediis – 167
Pro catholice fidei antiquitate et universitate, adversus 
– 263
Pro Ecclesia Christi ad Samuelem Matieovium epis­
copum Crac[oviensem] – 217
Pro libertate Rhodiorum oratio – 77
Processus Juris brevior – 120, 121, 122
Prognosticon – 71
Promptuarium iuris Provincialis Saxonici – 162
Psalmorum omnium iuxta Hebraicam veritatem para­
phrastica – 49
Psalteriu[m] Davidicu[m] = Zoltarz Dawidow – 26, 27, 
28, 29
R
Regimen sanitatis medicorum Parisiensium – 208
Regule Congruitatis et figure constructionis – 18, 19
Regule tredecim, iuxta doctrinam Apostoli – 183
Responsiones ad xVII quasita – 264
Rubricella Posnaniensis – 233
Rudimentorum Cosmographiae – 134
S
Salutares pareneses de Epistolis et Evangeliis – 31, 32
Sapphicon de inferorum vastatione – 221, 222
Satyrae – 225
Satyrarum opus – 224
Scholiae et expanatiunculae – 181
Sententiae veterum poetarum – 193
Septem canonice epistole – 30
Sermo de tuenda dignitate sacerdotii Petricoviae in 
Synodo habitus – 169, 170
Sermo… in funere… Sigismundi Primi Regis Polonae 
– 192
Sermones fructuosissimi, cu[n]ctis Ecclesiae catholicae 
defensoribus – 99
Sex principia – 139, 140
Silva – 50
Sim[u]l cu[m] duobus libris perihermenias – 13, 14, 15, 
15a
Socratisq[ue] discipuli tabula, vitae totius humanae 
cursum graphice continens – 52
Somnium Scipionis – 61, 62
Speculum haereticorum – 8, 8a
Speculum passionis domini nostri Ihesu christi – 226
Statuta – 245, 246, 246a, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252
Summarius co[m]putus ex variis computualibus libris 
breviter recollectus – 254, 255
Supellectilis fasciculus – 88
Suppellectilium Fasciculus Carmine Elegiaco – 87
Sylva sententiarum – 218
T
Tetrastichon – 78
Textus dialetices – 194
Textus elenchorum – 12
Textus parvuli philosophie moralis… – 34
Textus veteris artis scilicet Isagogaru[m] – 13, 14, 15, 15a
Theologicalis quaestio universalis – 233
Theoreumata – 136
Threnodia : sive funebris lamentation – 184
Timaeus : vel de Natura – 227
Tractatulus de Poeni et patribus – 266
145
Tractatus de decem Praeceptis Dei – 266
Tractatus de duabus Sarmatiis Asiana et Europiana et 
de contentis in eis – 191
Tractatus Preclarissimus in Judiciis Astro[rum] – 150
Tractatus sacerdotalis de sacramentis – 199
Tractatus… Sup[er] libros Metheoror[um]… – 2, 3
Tractus de sacramentis et divinis officiis – 200
Tretramono[n]… – 111
Triu[m] librorum De Anima see De Anima – 16
U
Ustawa o zwiechniei chwale Bożei – 5
Utilissima Introductio – 180, 181
Utrum prutendi viro sit ducenda uxor – 88
V
Variae rationes ex libris – 237
Vertrag in Funftzehen hunderten unnd Fünffund­
zwaintzigsten Jahre – 269
victoria contra Turcas – 99
Virgilius de Diverso virtutis et vitii – 241
Vita beati Casimiri – 109
Vita beatissimi Stanislai – 80
Vita Euripidis – 97
Vita Francisci Philefrii – 110
Vita honesta – 239
Vita Ioannis Cuspiniani – 73
Vita Persii – 224
Von den Conciliis und Kirchen – 186
Z
Zywot pana Jesu Krysta – 215
Zywot pana Jezu krista – 213
Zywot wssechmocnogo syna bożego – 214

147
A.L. (activity 1679) – 121
Ant… (activity 1508) – 155
Augustus (16th–17th c.) – 96
Bernardinus Dionissius (16th c.) – 115
Bodzenta Jan Chryzostom (1615–1678) Szeliga Coat of 
Arms, canon of Gniezno and Cracow, doctor of 
theo logy and law, orator, author of funeral homi­
lies, in 1678 gave a book to Camaldolese monks in 
Cracow – 35
Brembow Walenty (activity 1564) – 62
Casparus Chronovius see Chronowski Kasper
Chronowski Kasper (activity 1584) of Tarnów, in 1584 
bequeathed many classic works to the Jesuits in Lu­
blin –52
Church St. Mary (Ecclesiae Sanctae Marie), record 
dates back to 1637 – 203
Collegiate Church of The Immaculate Conception of 
the Blessed Virgin Mary and St. Michael the Arch­
angel in Łask (Ecclesiae Collegiatae Lascensis), 
funded in 1525, high remuneration of primate Jan 
Łaski, for example, in lithurgical books, a college of 
assistant curates – 152
Congregatio Eremitarum Camaldulensium Montis Co­
ronae
 ▶ Cracow – Bielany (Eremus Montis Argentini apud 
Cracoviam), dedicated to the Assumption of the Vir­
gin Mary to Heaven; founded in 1605. The Library 
was established owing to the funds from Jan Chryzos­
tom Bodzanty, a canon of Cracow and Gniezno – 35
 ▶ Warsaw – Bielany (Eremus Montis Regii) funded by 
King Władysław IV Vasa (Vladislaus IV Vasa) in 1641, 
dedicated to the Immaculate Conception of the Bless­
ed Virgin Mary; priory 1653; dissolution 1902 – 56
Conventus Lubinensis Ordinis Sancti Benedicti see Ordo 
Sancti Benedicti
Conventus Opatoviensis see Ordo Fratrum Minorum 
Opatów
Conventus Trzemesensis Canonicorum Regularium see 
Ordo Canonicorum Regularium Sancti Augustini 
Congregatio Trzemeszno
PRoVEnAnCE InDEx
Cracow Academy, the oldest university in Poland; since 
1364 as a Studium Generale it it was divided into 
three faculties, and halls of residence, it had its own 
book collections; in the 16th century the library was 
extended to a new building; in the 18th century it 
numbered 32 thousand prints
 ▶ Bursa Germanorum – founded in 1488 by Jan of 
Głogów, gathered arrivals of German nationality 
from the Cracow Academy – 262
 ▶ Faculty of Artes liberales – 139
Czarnecki Józef (1857–1922) Prus III Coat of Arms, 
son of Zygmunt Czarnecki, in 1914 sold (also be­
queathed) his father’s collections to the Library of 
Count Wiktor Baworowski Foundation – 218
Dobczin Adam (16th c.) – 53
Domus Clari Montis see Ordo Sancti Pauli Primi Eremi-
tae Częstochowa
Ecclesiae collegiatae Lascensis see Collegiate Church of 
the Immaculate… in Łask
Ecclesiae Sanctae Marie see Church St. Mary
Eck (Ecchius) Valentin (ca 1494–ca 1556) German hu­
manist, poet, erudite, writer. Published classical au­
thors. Studied in Leipzig and at the Cracow Acad­
emy, where later he worked as a lecturer. Associated 
with the Cracow humanistic circles – 141
Eremitarum Camaldulensium Montis Regii see Congre-
gatio Eremitarum Camaldulensium Montis Coronae 
Cracow
Ex Libris E [exlibris indecipherable] – 153
G...o... – 42
Gosc... Stefan (xVI w.) teacher at the Faculty of Artes 
Liberales of the Cracow Academy – 198
Gorlicki Stanisław (activity 1612) – 53
Gorski Stefan – 198
Grapski (Grabski) Szymon (16th–17th c.) – 63
Haneli Leon (17th–18th c.) – 56
148
Haur Jakub Kazimierz (1632–1709) Polish economist, 
poet, writer (among others, author of encyclopedia 
for gentry) – 70
Jacobus Andrae (activity 1553) de Ruda – 56
Jasnien... (17th–18th c.) – 55
Kamieniecki Albert (17th c.?) – 134
Kapturowicz Jan (16th–17th c.) – 172
Kasztell Jan Aleksander (activity 1689) – 187
Knobelsdorff Eustachius (1519–1571) German poet – 
166
Konetcij Zachariasz (activity 1594) – 123
Korzyc [?] Myoczynskij (16th–17th c.) Marcin – 148
Kowalewski Marcin (16th c.) theologian – 12
Kozłowski (Kozlowski) Zygmunt (activity 1616) – 78
Kriger (Krüger) Tideman Sam[uel?] [16th c.] – 124
Lew.[def] Piotr (17th c.) – 133
Liber B. M. V. in Pelplin see Ordo Cisterciensis Pelplin
Machowic Stanisław (activity 1605) – 17
Marcin from Urzędowa (ca 1500–1573) parish priest, 
Polish botanist, doctor of medicine, student and 
lecturer at the Cracow Academy (1521 teacher, 1525 
master’s degree), as well as at the University of Pad­
ua; author of herbarium – 198
Maurus (activity 1678) – 224
Mazideni (?) Mikołaj (17th c.) official in Warsaw – 187
Mikołaj of Rębowo (16th c.) student at the Cracow 
Academy – 231
Milonis Józef (19th c.) – 261
Mstr [def.] rosk – 17
ordo Canonicorum Regularium Mendicantium 
S. Mariae de Metro de Poenitentia Sanctorum Mar­
tyrum
 ▶ Cracow, monastery adjacent to St. Mark Church, 
funded in 1257, dissolution in 1832. The Library held 
several thousand volumes – 20, 120
ordo Canonicorum Regularium Sancti Augustini Con­
gregatio
 ▶ Rebdorf (Monasterii Sanctissimi Johannis Baptiste) 
funded in 1156, dedicated to St. John the Baptist, dis­
solution in 1806. Renowned library counted about 30 
thousans volumes, including texts on humanist sub­
jects – 226
 ▶ Trzemeszno (Conventus Tremesnensis), dedicated 
to St. Petronela and the Assumption of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary, since 1441 an abbey; the library collec­
tions gathered thanks to the efforts of the abbots, 
among others, Mileński, Miaskowski, Miłaszewski, 
Gembicki; in 1810 a few thousand volumes were be­
queathed to Warsaw – 28
ordo Cisterciensis
 ▶ Pelplin (Liber BMV in Pelplin), abbey funded in 
1278; dissolution in 1823. Most prominent abbey 
in the Polish province. The library counted several 
thousand volumes – 124
 ▶ Sulejów (Monasterii Beate Virginis Mariae in 
Suleiow), funded ca 1176; The Blessed Virgin Mary 
and St. Thomas of Canterbury Church, dissolution 
in 1819. 2311 volumes from the collection bequethed 
to Warszw – 8
 ▶ Wągrowiec (Monasterium Vangrovecense) founda­
tion in Łekno in 1153; relocated to Wągrowiec in 
1396; Saints Peter and Paul and The Assumption 
of the Blessed Virgin Mary Church; dissolution 
1835/1836; the Library numbered several thousand 
volumes – 11, 62
ordo Fratrum Carmelitarum Discalceatorum Beatae 
Mariae Virginis de Monte Carmelo
 ▶ Poznań (Conventus Posnanensis S. Joseph Carmeli­
tarum Discalceatorum), funded in 1618, dedicated to 
St. Joseph; dissolution in 1801 – 195
ordo Fratrum Canonicorum Regularium Sancti Spiri­
tus de Saxia
 ▶ Cracow (Conventus Cracoviensis S. Spiritus), 
Prądnik foundation 1220; relocated to Cracow in 
1224; dedicated to the Holy Cross, later to the Holy 
Spirit; residence of the provincial; school. Convent 
and library destroyed in fire in 1528; dissolution in 
1788. The biggest library of the Conventus Craco­
viensis S. Spiritus in Poland – 36
ordo Fratrum Minorum
 ▶ opatów, monastery funded in 1470; Church of the 
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary; dissolution 
in 1865; school for monks. The Library collected 
about 1500 volumes; some part of the collection was 
bequethed to Warsaw and Sandomierz – 27
 ▶ Poznań (Conventus Posnaniensis Patrum Reforma­
torum), funded in 1657; dedicated to St. Casimir; dis­
solution in 1804 – 32
ordo Fratrum Minorum de observantia
 ▶ Polish Province of the Immaculate Conception of 
the Blessed Virgin Mary (Provincia Poloniae ordinis 
Minorum Regularis observantiae S.P. Francisci sub 
titulo Sanctae Mariae Virginis), since 1453, num­
bered 19 convents, se studiem generale – 148
ordo Sancti Benedicti
 ▶ Koszyce, abbey (Monasterii Cassoviensis), funded in 
1143 – 56
 ▶ Lubiń (Librorum Monasteri Lubinensis, Conventus 
Lubinensis ordinis Sancti Benedicti) abbey of the 
Birth of the Blessed Virgin Mary, funded in ca 1070; 
in the years 1588–1604 a reform was introduced; 
school; dissolution in 1834. The Library had over 5.5 
thousand volumes – 80, 217
149
ordo Sancti Pauli Primi Eremitae
 ▶ Częstochowa – Luminous Mountain (Domus Clari 
Montis) fundation since 1382; representative library 
collecting 13 thousand volumes; in 1614 it counted 
1610 volumes – 97
Pelser Joannes (activity 1554) – 49
Petrus Lew[def] see Lew.[def] Piotr
Podlecki W. (19th c.) – 111
Polger Andreas (16th c.) – 49
Pratorus Piotr (16th–17th c.) – 227
Prokopek Jan (16th c.) – 142
Pudłowski Melchior (ca 1539–1588) Kościesza coat 
of arms, Polish poet of the Renaissance, secretary 
to Sigismund II Augustus, studied at the Cracow 
Academy – 97
Pyezuythe[?] Albert (16th– 17th c.) – 148
Raficki Krzysztof Stanisław (activity 1662) – 169
Rezler Wojciech Kazimierz (IInd half of the 17th c.) 
doctor of philosophy and medicine, botanist, alum­
nus of the University of Padua, professor at the 
Cracow Academy, mainteined contacts with Jakub 
Kazimierz Haur – 70
Rybkowicz Jan Augustyn (activity 1599) – 198
Rzepecki Jan (16th–17th c.) – 56
S. T. (16th c.), Leliwa Coat of Arms – 15
Sabinus [Schüler] Georgius – 166
Sam[uel?] Tidemannus Kriger see Kriger (Krüger) Tide-
man Sam[uel?]
Sbodar[us] [?] Grzegorz (activity 1601) priest, parochial 
assistant curate in Ponieck – 123
Smiglowsky Marcin (activity 1653) – 47
Sobiekurski Jan (xVI w.) official in Sambor – 189
Societatis Jesu
 ▶ Cracow (Domus probationis Societatis Jesu Cracovien-
sis ad S. Stephanum) noviciate by St. Stephen Church 
was established in 1585 in a former presbytery build­
ing; the library served the needs of the noviciate, and 
it extended thanks to numerous funds, for example, 
from Andrzej Bobola in 1596, among others – 31
 ▶ Lublin (Collegium Lublinense), funded in 1582; St. 
John the Baptist and St. John the Evangelist Church; 
dissolution in 1773. The college Library enriched 
with numerous funds; many classic works were be­
queathed from Kasper Chronowski; in the 18th c. the 
Library collected ca. 7.5 volumes – 52
 ▶ Lviv (Collegium Leopoliense) residence in the years 
1590–1607, college in 1607–1773 – 227
Jan – 190
Sta[nisla]us of nowe Miasto (16th c.) – 43
Strażyc Wojciech Rajmund (?–1650) studied at the 
Cracow Academy, doctor of medicine (Padua, Bo­
logne), professor of mathematics and astrology at 
the Cracow Academy; author of astrological fore­
casts and treaties on astronomy – 147
Sudii Maciej (17th c.) – 123
Szytowsky Daniel (17th–18th w.) – 41
Thomas Paulinus (activity 1539) – 14
Unindentified monastery – 169
Unindentified church – 251
Unknown owner – 17, 101, 153
Wątkowski Maciej (17th c.) – 120
Wierzbieński Jakub (activty 1559–ca 1596) Junosza [?] 
coat of arms; secretary to the king, parish priest 
in Stryków, Staszów, and Uście; prebendary at the 
castle in Rytwiany; altarist in Cracow, canon of Ka­
mieniec, custodian of Łasko in 1574, parish priest 
in Lviv in 1593; some part of book collections was 
given to the cathedral library in Lviv – 117
Wiskowski Mikołaj (17th c.), official in Warsaw – 187
Wlad. [def.] (activity 1577) – 189
Władysław of naręba (16th c.) Master of Arts at Artle 
Liberales at the Cracow Academy – 231




Batowski Aleksander Konstanty (From Alex-Kons-Batowskiego Collection), 1799–1862, a bibliophile, historian, Gali-
cian political activist – 185, 186
Olschki Leo S[amuel] (Ex libris Leonis S. Olschki Bibliopolae Florentini) 1861–1940 – 261
WFB (Count Wiktor Baworowski Foundation Library in Lwow). The library operated in the years 1900–1939, and in 
1944 it was moved to Cracow and then partly dispresed – 33, 261
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ZCz (From Zygmunt Czarnecki Collection) Count. Zygmunt Stanisław Czarnecki prus iii Coat of Arms (1823–1908) 
from Gogolew and Rusko in Great poland; a collector, his collections were sold by his heirs in 1914 to WFB – 1, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 16, 23, 26, 27, 32, 35, 38, 43, 44, 49, 52, 55, 56, 57, 75, 76, 80, 81, 88, 93, 99, 101, 107, 114, 122, 124, 
137, 144, 147, 153, 154, 168, 179, 191, 195, 198, 199, 213, 214, 221, 226, 234, 240, 242, 243, 247, 257, 266, 268
Stamp
Baranowski, B. A. (B.A. Baranowski’s gift) – 133
Batowski Aleksander (Alexander Batowski), 1758–1841, Trzy Zęby Coat of Arms; Member of parliament, diplomat – 227
Bibliotheca Regia Monacensis, dates back to 1558 r., since 1919 r. Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Munich – 168
BS (Львівська бібліотека A H УPCP), now Львівськa національнa науковa бібліотекa України імені В. Стефаника, 
established in 1940 r. in Lwow, at that time the library comprised numerous collections, functioning in Lwow until 
1939 – 1 to 269
153
Kański piotr Chryzolog – 246a
Lewicki petri (ex Libr[is] petri Lewicki) – 133
pd – 15, 245
prusinowski Aleksy (Ex bibliotheca Alexii Prusinowski), 1819–1872, since 1853 r. the parish prist in Grodzisk Wielkopol-
ski, a preacher, columnist, writer, social activist; in the years 1860–1863 Member of prussian parliament – 101, 266
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puławska Library double – 116, 120, 123, 143, 187, 189
S prusse – 196
WB (Wiktor Baworowski Library) – 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15a, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
31, 38, 39a, 40, 42, 45, 48, 49, 50, 54, 57, 58, 62, 63, 65, 66, 69, 70, 71, 73, 78, 79, 81, 82, 83, 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 
93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 114, 116, 117, 119, 120, 121, 122, 125, 
126, 127, 129, 130, 131, 134, 136, 140, 143, 147, 148, 152, 154, 155, 156, 158, 161, 162, 163, 166, 168, 169, 171, 172, 173, 174, 
177, 178, 180, 181, 182, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 191, 194, 196, 198, 199, 201, 203, 204, 206, 207, 209, 210, 211, 212, 216, 
218, 220, 221, 222, 227, 228, 229, 230, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 239, 240, 241, 242, 245, 246, 246a, 247, 252, 253, 
254, 255, 256, 258, 259, 260, 262, 263, 264, 265, 267, 268, 269
WFB (Count Wiktor Baworowski Foundation Library) – 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8a, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 15a, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 39a, 39b, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 71, 72, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 
86, 87, 88, 89, 92, 93, 95, 96, 98, 99, 101, 102a, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 120, 121, 122, 123, 
124, 125, 128, 130, 131, 132, 133, 135, 137, 138, 139, 141, 142, 144, 145, 146, 147, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 156, 157, 159, 
160, 161, 162, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 181, 183, 184, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 
192, 193, 195, 196, 197, 199, 200, 202, 204, 205, 207, 208, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 223, 224, 
225, 226, 229, 230, 231, 233, 235, 236, 237, 238, 241, 242, 243, 244, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 
254, 257, 258, 261, 262, 263, 266, 267
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Wyżga Stefan (Ioannes Steph[anus] Wydzga Dei Gra[tia] Archiep[isiscopu]s Gnes[nensis] et S. N. R[egni] Poloniae Pri-
mas…) ca. 1610–1685, the Archbishop of Gniezno, a primate in the years 679–1685, a Łuck and Warmia Bishop, 
Great Chancellor, historian – 56
xx Czartoryski Library (from the doubles from xx Czartoryski Library); a foundatin library, established in puławy 
on the initiative of Adam Kaziemierz Czartoryski and izabela Czartoryska from Flemming Family; the collections 
were stored in Kórnik, Sieniawa, paris, and since 1961 in Cracow – 20, 38, 151, 236, 260
ZCz (form Zygmunt Czarniecki Collection) – 2, 7, 8a, 13, 20, 22, 29, 30, 38, 46, 49, 51, 54, 55, 62, 71, 73, 76, 78, 80, 
82, 84, 87, 88, 91, 109, 118, 119, 120, 121, 123, 124, 127, 147, 151, 153, 155, 168, 175, 176, 180, 191, 215, 223, 230, 231, 236, 
250, 255, 260, 266
Supralibros
AK, Odrowąż Coat of Arms – 250
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Wirtkowski Jan (i. V., Junosz Coat of Arms) – 152
ZCz (Zygmutn Czarnecki; from Zygmunt Czarnecki Collection) – 2, 8, 11, 17, 21, 22, 24, 31, 37, 39, 41, 42, 45, 47, 48, 
58, 59, 60, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 72, 83, 84, 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 95, 96, 102, 108, 109, 112, 113, 115, 116, 118, 123, 
125, 126, 128, 129, 132, 134, 135, 136, 145, 146, 151, 156, 158, 159, 161, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 169, 172, 174, 175, 177, 178, 
180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 194, 196, 200, 208, 209, 216, 218, 219, 220, 228, 229, 233, 237, 238, 239, 244, 245, 253, 254, 
255, 262, 263, 264, 265, 267
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Assumptions and research methods
Books are a  product of human thought and skills, 
an important element of the cultural heritage: they 
attest to an intellectual and spiritual development of 
society, they are a  carrier of ideas, and a  source of 
scientific and literary creative power. Stories about 
the past of the nation are committed to their pages, as 
well as about its economy, culture, and politics. At the 
same time books constitute an element of the material 
culture since they have been recorded on a specific me-
dium. The basic “building” material of books is paper; 
its usage is dominant because of easiness of prepara-
tion and low cost of production. Historic paper is 
a product formed on a wire mesh (called a wire) from 
water slurry of plant fibres, whose essential ingredient 
is cellulose1. This compound is a natural polymer and, 
like all compounds of this type, is subject to the proc-
ess of natural aging. The term ‘paper aging’ should be 
understood as the changes to physical, chemical and 
mechanical properties occurring during the period of 
paper storage and use which lead to the shortening of 
paper durability. In the process of aging, two stages 
can be distinguished:
 – paper making (raw materials used in paper produc-
tion)
 – paper use (impact of external factors).
Considering the phenomenon of paper durability 
for its chemical composition, we have to take into ac-
count quantitative and qualitative changes in the cel-
lulose fibres, lignin content in the paper, presence of 
acidic substances and various ancillary products used 
in paper production. The external conditions, which 
have an impact on the natural process of paper aging, 
include: atmospheric, physical and biological factors.
The atmospheric factors are components of the 
atmosphere: oxygen, nitrogen, ozone, carbon dioxide, 
water vapour and air pollutants. Polluting substances 
are divided into two groups. The first group comprises 
 1 J. Dąbrowski; J. Siniarska-Czaplicka: Paper Craft. War-
saw 1991.
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solids, such as: soot and tar particles, volatile ashes, 
and metal oxides particles. The second group consists 
of gases: carbon monoxide, chlorine compounds, alde-
hydes, and – particularly dangerous to the durability 
of paper – nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide and ozone. 
The physical factors include the impact of thermal en-
ergy, magnetic field, and radioactive substances. Dur-
ing the process of natural aging, the aforementioned 
factors contribute to the occurrence of such chemi-
cal reactions as hydrolysis, oxidation, changes in the 
transverse bonds, changes in the level of crystallinity. 
photolysis. photosensitization and photo-oxidation of 
cellulose2.
A  significant number of changes occurring dur-
ing the process of natural aging of paper cause its 
acidification, which adversely affects its structural and 
mechanical properties. Acid hydrolysis of cellulose 
leads to shortening the cellulose chain length, which 
translates to its mechanical strength; moreover, on two 
ends of the broken polymer chain, there are reactive 
groupings present. which easily attach to adjacent cel-
lulose chain causing its degradation. This causes an 
increase in the stiffness of the paper, which becomes 
brittle and falls apart when touched. The presence of 
positively charged ions of hydrogen (H+), responsible 
for the acidification of the environment, catalyses the 
hydrolysis of cellulose3.
Under the influence of acidification, paper changes 
its optical properties: its brightness decreases and 
discoloration occurs. Determination of the degree of 
paper acidification allows for obtaining basic knowl-
edge about the current preservation condition of the 
collection, which helps to make an appropriate deci-
sion regarding the scope of conservation intervention. 
Therefore, the determination of the degree of paper 
 2 B. Zyska: Protection of Library Collection from De-
struction. Vol. 2: Factors Destructive to Library Collection. 
Katowice 1993, pp. 33–38.
 3 Ogierman L: Conservation for Protection of the His-
torical Library Collection of the Order of Saint Paul the First 
Hermit at Jasna Góra in Częstochowa. Katowice 2001, pp. 
51–59.
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acidification is the basic chemical test carried out on 
the paper substance.
The acidification is determined applying the hydro-
gen ion exponent pH that is a  negative logarithm of 
the hydrogen ion concentration expressed in moles per 
litre4. For water and aqueous solutions characterized by 
the same concentration of ions [H+] and [OH–], the 
pH equals 7. With such a  pH the solution is neutral, 
whereas the solution whose pH > 7 is an alkaline solu-
tion, and the one whose pH < 7 is acid.
Measurement of the pH can be carried out in sev-
eral ways5. Nowadays conservators have a non-invasive 
contact method of determining the value of pH6, which 
allows them to take measurements on the book page 
without the need to sample any material from it. This 
type of measurement causes no protests on the part 
of conservators. The measurement of pH is possible 
thanks to the measurement instrument called the 
pH-meter. For the purpose of practical measurements 
of the pH, a complex electrode was used which consists 
of two electrodes placed in one encapsulation.
A basic physical test for historic paper, used in or-
der to assess the extent to which books and documents 
have been damaged, is the double fold number (DFN), 
which determines the folding endurance of paper. The 
double fold number can be determined in two ways: 
manual and mechanical7. The mechanical method was 
applied by a pioneer of research into the durability of 
paper W.J. Barrow, who classified paper into 5 durabil-
ity groups on the basis of the method8. The manual 
method was utilized by Dutch researchers9. The double 
fold number still constitutes an important dynamic en-
durance feature of paper, in particular when the DFN 
is established manually.
The evaluation of the collection preservation condi-
tion solely on the basis of an assessment of the condi-
tion of paper is perforce incomplete. A method, which 
offers a  larger number of parameters taken into con-
sideration when evaluating the collection condition, is 
the Stanford method10. It is employed for the statistical 
 4 Lipiec, Z. S. Szmal: Analytical Chemistry with Elements 
of Instrumental Analysis. Warszawa, 1980, p. 53.
 5 PN-83/P-50109: Stationery Products. Determination of 
pH of Aqueous Extract.
 6 PN-81P-50149: Paper and Cardboard. Determination of 
Surface pH with the Application of Contact Method.
 7 ISO 5626: Paper — Determination of folding endur-
ance, PN-73/P-50134: Paper Industry Products.
 8 B.Zyska, A.Lech: Evaluation of Printing Paper Endur-
ance in the Polish Biographical Dictionary from the Period 
between 1977-1993. Report 5. “Studia bibliologiczne” Vol. 8, 
1994, p.  164.
 9 B.Zyska: Durability of Paper in the Polish Printed Docu-
ments from the years 1800–1994. Katowice, 1999, pp.  13–21.
 10 Buchanan, S., Coleman, S.: Deterioration Survey of 
the Stanford University Libraries Green Library Stack Collec-
evaluation of the preservation condition of books and 
periodicals. In the Stanford method, the assessment 
criteria refer separately to: paper, bulk of book and 
book cover. Qualification of the condition of paper 
constitutes a  decisive factor in evaluation. In regard 
to paper, qualification involves visual inspection of the 
material and a manual test of its corners carried out by 
folding them six times (one folding action consists in 
deflecting a  corner 3600 in both directions) and, after 
having unfolded the corner level with the plane of the 
leaf, subjecting it to pulling. Should the corner break 
off as a  result of the exerted pull, the print automati-
cally qualifies for the third category.
Cumulative assessment of these three criteria allows 
for classifying a given copy into one of three categories. 
Category 1 contains prints in the best condition, cat-
egory 2 includes prints requiring the conservator’s in-
tervention, and category 3 comprises prints in very bad 
condition that should be excluded from dissemination.
In evaluation of the bulk of book, the degree of 
damage to the sewing or gluing is taken into consid-
eration, as well as the leaf attachment resulting from 
it. An object undergoing an analysis may be classified 
into one of 3 following groups:
“Group I:
 • Sewing/gluing – intact.
 • Leaves  – firmly attached.
Group II
 • Sewing/gluing – loose, but compact.
 • Leaves  – may be loosely attached to the bulk,
    but they do not fall out.
Group III
 • Sewing/gluing – damaged.
 • Leaves  – loose, falling out from the bulk.”
When evaluating the book cover, its durability and 
overall preservation condition of its surface are taken 
into consideration. In this respect, copies being exam-
ined are classified into 3 groups:
“Group I
 • Cover  – firmly bound with the bulk.
 • Hinges – undamaged.
 • Corners – undamaged.
 • Spine  – undamaged.
 • Cover lining – undamaged.
 • Repairs – lack.
 •
Group II
 • Cover  – permanently attached to the bulk.
 • Hinges – damaged.
tion. In: Preservation Planning Program: Resource Notebook. 
Washington 1982.
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 • Corners – slightly damaged.
 • Spine  – slightly damaged, cracked.
 • Cover lining – worn.
 • Repairs – none or few.
Group III
 • Cover  – one or both torn off.
 • Hinges – damaged. requiring repair.
 • Corners – worn, damaged or missing.
 • Spine  – broken.
 • Cover lining – damaged, parts missing.
 • Repairs – none or few.”
The interpretation of the print evaluation results 
have been shown in Table 111.
 11 D. Rams, J. Ważyńska, M. Wozniak: Preservation Con-
dition Evaluation of the 19th and 20th Century Library and Ar-
chive Collections. Instruction Manual for the Stanford Method 
Application. “Notes Konserwatorski” 2004, pp.  164–178.
Evaluation of Preservation of Prints 
from the Years 1500–1550
The Count Victor Baworowski library collection 
in the Lviv National Vasyl Stefanyk Scientific Library 
of Ukraine (LNSL) includes 257 prints issued during 
the period under consideration. The examination of 
their preservation condition was carried out with the 
application of the Stanford method; additionally, their 
pH was determined and they were rated in microbio-
logical terms. The evaluation was performed on all the 
volumes registered in the Catalogue. Figure 1 below 
presents the structure of the evaluated sample.
The prints that predominate in the structure come 
from the decade of 1511–1520, which represents 29.18% 
of all copies; the next in turn are prints from the dec-
ade of 1521–1530 and 1531–1540. Almost 80% of the 
volumes were published in Kraków, and afterwards – 
in Vienna (2.72%) (see Table 2).
Table 1. The criteria for print condition evaluation
Classification to group 1
Paper 1 1 1
Structure of the bulk 1 1 2
Cover 1 2 1
Classification to group 2
Paper 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
Structure of the bulk 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 3 3
Cover 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 1 2
Classification to group 3
Paper 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2
Structure of the bulk 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3
Cover 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 3 3
Source: self-developed
Figure 1. The number of copies under examination broken down into decades
Source: self-developed
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Table 2. Place of prints issue




















The preservation condition of prints according 
to the Stanford method
As a  result of the examination carried out us-
ing the Stanford method, the prints were classified 
into particular categories of preservation condition 
(see Figure 2):
 • Category 1 – 34 copies, which represent 13.22% of 
the whole sample
 • Category 2 – 176 copies, which represent 68.48% of 
the whole sample
 • Category 3 – 47 copies, which represent 18.28% of 
the whole sample
The results show that almost 87% of the volumes 
are not in the best preservation condition and require 
the conservator’s intervention, and that about 20% 
among them should already be excluded from dis-
semination.
Performed during the evaluation, the manual fold-
ing test, which consists in six-time folding of a  paper 
corner, is a good means for checking paper endurance. 
Breaking off of the examined corner suggests that the 
paper is weak and needs to be strengthened urgently. 
The paper in only 10 prints, i.e. 3.89 % of the collection 
undergoing the examination, failed to pass the manual 
folding test satisfactorily.
Figure 3 compares the number of books in par-
ticular decades, from which paper failed to pass the 
manual folding test successfully, with books from Cat-
egory 3. It clearly shows that, in terms of mechanical 
strength, the paper is in very good condition and the 
main factors determining its belonging to the third 
category are: severe paper yellowing, numerous rips 
and fragments missing, damaged and worn edges as 
well as corners.
Figure 2. The collection preservation condition
Source: self-developed
Figure 3. Number of copies with the weakened paper (that failed the manual folding test)
Source: self-developed
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The degree of collection acidification 
In order to measure the degree of paper acidifica-
tion in the tested objects the pH has been determined 
using the non-destructive contact method applying 
Elmetron CX-741 pH-meter with a  combination elec-
trode of the OSH10-00 type and the option to auto-
matically determine the end of measurement. Figure 3 
shows the degree of collection acidification.
The pH was tested in each copy taking into consid-
eration 8 points. Five points were set on the title page, 
4 of which were located in the corners of the title leaf, 
and one in the middle. The other three measurements 
were made on randomly selected leaves in the middle 
of the bulk of book, two on the unprinted area and 
one on the printed area. The tested collection is slightly 
acidified (see Figure 4).
Figure 4. The degree of collection acidification
Source: self-developed
Only 13 objects have an average pH below 6 (see 
Figure 5 and Annex – The Degree of Collection 
Acidification). The lowest measured pH was 5.26 (ob-
ject 10) and the highest 7.78 (object 48). No significant 
statistical differences were discovered between the pH 
measured on the title leaf and the middle of the bulk. 
Moreover. the average pH between particular decades 
was compared in order to determine the dynamics of 
change of this ratio over a given period. The variation 
in acidification between sub-periods is small. The 
lowest pH was determined in sub-periods 1500–1510, 
1541–1550, and it amounted to 6.57, and the lowest pH 
was in the sub-period 1511–1520 (pH 6.75).
Microbiological evaluation
Improper storage conditions of library collections 
in the past, and especially excessive level of humidity, 
caused a  significant part of the preserved library col-
lections to have traces of microbiological damage. The 
living organisms, which have a  destructive influence 
on collections, include: insects, rodents, bacteria, and 
– above all – fungi, commonly known as “moulds”. In 
the place, where the mycelium grows, and also far be-
yond it, paper gets destroyed. It becomes brittle, thin, 
porous, and finally – as a  result of polymer degrada-
tion – its cellulose particles fall apart and losses in the 
structure appear12.
In order to assess the risk of microbiological threat 
to a  library collection, what must be determined is 
the viability of spores. In favourable conditions (e.g. 
moisture in the collection), they can develop quickly 
and destroy the basis on which exist13.
The evaluation of microbiological risk has been 
carried out on printed documents, which showed 
 12 A. Strzelczyk: Microbiological Destruction of Library 
Collections. Causes and Signs of Destruction. “Studia bibli-
otogiczne”, Vol. 10, 1997, pp. 90–92.
 13 A.B. Strzelczyk: Characteristics of Microbiological 
Damage in Historic Books. “Notes konserwatorski”, 1998, 
p.  36–50.
Figure 5. Change in the average pH of a  collection in various decades
Source: self-developed
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clear traces of microorganism activity in the form of 
all kinds of dye penetration, stains, seepage, dirt, and 
deformation. 41 books have been chosen as subjects of 
evaluation. Samples have been taken from all the sub-
jects and tested for the presence of filamentous fungi. 
Each volume was described using two microbiological 
samples. The first one was collected from either a front 
fly-leaf or a  title leaf, and the second one – from the 
middle of the bulk. The examination consisted in 
pressing a  wet sterile tissue disc, 4  cm in diameter, 
against the places where the activity of microorganisms 
was clearly visible. Then the sterile tissue was placed 
in a Petri dish, 12 cm in diameter, containing nutrient 
medium in the quantity of 10  cm3, prepared accord-
ing to the Czapek Dox formula14. The dish was then 
incubated at the temperature of 2°C.
In order to assess the microbiological risks, it was 
assumed that the optimal period of time, after which 
the mycelium should overgrow the entire inside of the 
dish, would be 21 days. It was also assumed that should 
mycelium of 3  cm in diameter develop within seven 
days of incubation, it would mean the highest degree 
of risk because of the presence of living mycelium in 
the examined material. The growth of the mycelium 
up to 6  cm in diameter after 14 days of incubation 
was classified as the medium degree of risk, which 
would mean the execution of preventive disinfectant 
treatments. Incomplete and uneven growth of the liv-
ing mycelium over the dish after 21 days of incubation 
would confirm the presence of inactive spore forms15.
It was discovered that microbial infection is not 
uniformly located. Most of the colonies developed in 
dishes, which contained samples taken from fly-leaves 
or title leaves, and much fewer on samples from the 
middle of the bulk of book. In the former type of 
samples 25 growths developed, and in the latter 9 
(see Table 3).
Table 3. The number of infected dishes
Place of sampling
The number of 
dishes with 
developed colonies
The % ratio in 
comparison with 
the entire sample
fly-leaf or title leaf 25 60.9
bulk of book 9 21.9
Source: self-developed
The microbiological control carried out revealed 
that out of the number of 41 subjects, 26 showed signs 
of fungal infection in at least one of two examination 
 14 O. Fasatiowa: Microscopic fungi in Technical Microbio-
logy. Warszawa 1983, p. 32.
 15 L. Ogierman: Restoration of the Historic Collection of 
the Pauline Fathers Library in Skałka, Cracow. Katowice 2005, 
p. 19.
points. There were 18 copies, which developed a fungal 
colony at one examination point, 8 with two points, 
and in 15 copies the growth did not occur at all.
In general. a  good assessment of the preservation 
condition of the collection is affected by the fact that 
out of the number of 41 volumes only 5 cases were 
recorded in which fungal growth zone amounted to 3 
cm in diameter after seven days of incubation, which 
represents 12.1% of all subjects. This provides evidence 
of the presence of living mycelium in the biological 
material. In such a  situation. the whole volume shall 
be classified for immediate conservation intervention. 
The number of objects with advanced forms of fungal 
diseases not exceeding 25% of the entire collection 
proves that the development of mycelium in the con-
ditions the test copies were stored was considerably 
limited (see Table 4).
Table 4. Evaluation of risks of fungal origin
Degree of risk
xxx xx x Lack of growth on the nutrient medium
bulk of book 0 0 9 32
fly-leaf or title leaf 5 4 18 14
Designations: xxx — highest degree of risk, within 7 days of in-
cubation the mycelium is formed with a  diameter of 3  cm; xx – 
medium degree of risk, within 14 days of incubation the mycelium 
is formed with a  diameter of 6  cm; x – low degree of risk, after 
21 days of incubation small size mycelium (of the order of a  few 
millimetres) is formed irregularly and unevenly in the dish.
Microbiological risk assessment was supplemented 
by qualitative analysis of micro-organisms. The tested 
mushrooms included up to eight types: Cladosporium, 
Aspergillus  sp., Penicillium  sp., Alternaria Alternata, 
Mucor  sp., Trichoderma  sp., Scopulariopsis  sp., Bot-
ryotrichum sp.
As a result of the examination of prints issued dur-
ing the years 1500-1550, it was discovered that 18.28% 
of tested books are in poor condition, require book-
binding and conservation intervention, and are not 
suitable for lending. The vast majority of the collection 
undergoing examination (68%) belonged to group 2 
and required bookbinding intervention. Other books 
were classified into Group 1, that is books in very good 
condition. The vast majority of test prints does not 
require deacidification. This procedure should only be 
performed on 13 copies, for which the average pH of 
paper amounted to did not exceed 6. Taking into ac-




The degree of collection acidification




CT II. 21552 1501 6.43 6.43 0.099 0.385
CT II. 21568/2 np 1501 7.03 7.03 0.016 0.155
CT I. 21743 1502 6.17 6.08 0.060 0.301
CT II. 21673 1502 6.49 6.46 0.061 0.301
CT II. 21714 1503 5.65 5.64 0.101 0.390
CT II. 21576/k. 1–2 1504 6.98 6.93 0.070 0.323
CT II. 21693 1504 6.62 6.72 0.051 0.278
CT II. 21143 1505 6.82 6.84 0.025 0.196
CT II. 21584 1505 6.46 6.41 0.055 0.288
CT IV. 21142 1505 6.66 6.67 0.019 0.170
CT II. 21681 1506 6.85 6.85 0.013 0.140
CT IV. 21212 1506 6.39 6.39 0.010 0.120
CT. II 21723 1506 6.61 6.54 0.046 0.262
CT II. 21647 1507 6.89 6.72 0.051 0.278
CT IV. 21100 1507 6.93 6.98 0.031 0.215
CT II. 21225 1508 6.66 6.76 0.038 0.240
CT II. 21644 1508 6.31 6.34 0.030 0.211
CT III. 21265 1508 6.73 6.79 0.027 0.201
CT II. 21501 1509 6.89 6.80 0.029 0.210
CT II. 21646 1510 6.36 6.37 0.019 0.170
CT II. 21649 1510 6.64 6.69 0.028 0.205
CT II. 21708 1510 5.84 5.84 0.010 0.125
CT III. 21260/k. 1–2 1510 6.69 6.64 0.011 0.127
CT II. 21505 1511 6.62 6.63 0.009 0.115
CT II. 21558 1511 6.33 6.38 0.024 0.190
CT II. 21585 1511 7.23 7.21 0.011 0.127
CT II. 21684 1511 7.09 7.01 0.038 0.240
CT II. 21696 1511 7.12 7.08 0.011 0.129
CT II. 21710 1511 7.20 7.20 0.034 0.225
CT II. 21720 1511 6.49 6.53 0.021 0.179
CT II. 21517 1512 6.26 6.29 0.040 0.246
CT II. 21574 1512 7.24 7.20 0.016 0.154
CT II. 21575 1512 6.03 5.91 0.047 0.265
CT II. 21583 1512 6.35 6.19 0.130 0.442
CT II. 21656 1512 6.80 6.87 0.021 0.180
CT II. 21713 1512 5.67 5.69 0.021 0.176
CT II. 21502/k. 1–2 1513 7.09 7.06 0.030 0.211
CT II. 21557 1513 6.66 6.60 0.030 0.212
CT II. 21571 1513 6.33 6.31 0.045 0.261
CT II. 21648 1513 6.90 6.98 0.045 0.259
CT II. 21651 1513 6.45 6.35 0.059 0.297
CT II. 21662 1513 6.69 6.64 0.028 0.204
CT II. 21674 1513 6.54 6.53 0.017 0.160
CT II. 21694 1513 6.85 6.89 0.015 0.148
CT II. 21715 1513 6.56 6.51 0.020 0.175
CT III. 21268 1513 6.81 6.84 0.024 0.191
CT I. 21538 1514 6.77 6.82 0.015 0.151
CT II. 21555 1514 6.18 6.08 0.076 0.337
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CT II. 21560 1514 6.94 6.93 0.017 0.160
CT II. 21570 1514 6.61 6.53 0.078 0.342
CT II. 21640 1514 6.83 6.84 0.011 0.130
CT II. 21650 1514 6.49 6.51 0.039 0.241
CT II. 21676 1514 7.06 7.05 0.020 0.175
CT II. 21709 1514 7.07 7.11 0.015 0.148
CT II 21639 1515 6.54 6.45 0.036 0.232
CT II. 21509 1515 6.70 6.68 0.027 0.201
CT II. 21605 1515 6.55 6.54 0.019 0.170
CT II. 21614 1515 7.14 7.14 0.015 0.150
CT II. 21638 1515 7.57 7.54 0.027 0.201
CT II. 21655 1515 6.85 6.89 0.014 0.144
CT II. 21661 1515 6.51 6.49 0.071 0.326
CT II. 21666 1515 6.90 6.94 0.017 0.159
CT II. 21692 1515 6.71 6.73 0.008 0.107
CT IV. 21140 1515 6.80 6.82 0.026 0.196
CT II. 21506 1516 7.00 6.93 0.019 0.170
CT II. 21542 1516 6.51 6.49 0.021 0.176
CT II. 21551 1516 7.08 7.03 0.025 0.194
CT II. 21559 1516 6.09 6.11 0.030 0.211
CT II. 21636 1516 6.45 6.51 0.038 0.240
CT II. 21663 1516 6.55 6.53 0.052 0.281
CT II. 21665 1516 7.53 7.51 0.011 0.127
CT II 21717 1517 6.63 6.63 0.032 0.22
CT II. 13196 1517 6.56 6.54 0.064 0.310
CT II. 21507 1517 6.80 6.88 0.026 0.197
CT II. 21553 1517 6.08 6.11 0.051 0.276
CT II. 21599 1517 6.80 6.82 0.011 0.127
CT I. 21964 1518 6.83 6.84 0.013 0.140
CT II 21637 1518 6.73 6.78 0.009 0.117
CT II. 21508 1518 7.22 7.17 0.016 0.155
CT II. 21508/2 1518 6.79 6.81 0.011 0.126
CT II. 21534 1518 7.18 7.12 0.022 0.182
CT II. 21540 1518 6.71 6.73 0.007 0.106
CT II. 21554 1518 5.89 5.91 0.022 0.181
CT II. 21556 1518 6.46 6.49 0.036 0.232
CT II. 21561 1518 7.15 7.19 0.017 0.158
CT II. 21670 1518 6.55 6.54 0.038 0.240
CT II. 21504 1519 7.23 7.30 0.058 0.296
CT II. 21535 1519 6.43 6.42 0.013 0.140
CT II. 21539 1519 6.83 6.88 0.009 0.114
CT II. 21600 1519 7.28 7.27 0.015 0.150
CT II. 21609 1519 7.10 7.09 0.014 0.145
CT II. 21619 1519 7.20 7.16 0.021 0.178
CT II. 21675 1519 6.78 6.80 0.018 0.166
CT II. 21697 1519 6.47 6.42 0.025 0.196
CT II. 21716 1519 6.83 6.85 0.010 0.121
CT IV. 21222 1519 6.64 6.62 0.016 0.156
CT II. 21533 1520 7.10 7.11 0.008 0.111
CT II. 21606 1520 6.80 6.80 0.010 0.125
CT II. 21537 1521 6.71 6.77 0.022 0.183
CT II. 21572 1521 6.56 6.59 0.020 0.172
CT II. 21601 1521 7.21 7.22 0.002 0.061
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CT II. 21643 1521 5.67 5.61 0.060 0.299
CT II. 21654 1521 6.24 6.29 0.063 0.308
CT II. 21677 1521 6.71 6.70 0.031 0.215
CT II. 21705 1521 6.55 6.54 0.020 0.175
CT IV. 21044/k. 1–2 1521 6.31 6.31 0.031 0.215
CT II. 21562 1522 7.42 7.41 0.015 0.150
CT II. 21563 1522 6.32 6.31 0.011 0.130
CT II. 21565 1522 7.29 7.29 0.004 0.080
CT II. 21608 1522 7.08 7.01 0.016 0.154
CT II. 21611 1522 6.82 6.91 0.026 0.197
CT II. 21615 1522 6.96 6.99 0.010 0.122
CT II. 21722 1522 6.66 6.67 0.010 0.120
CT IV. 21204 1522 6.84 6.86 0.009 0.116
CT II. 21641 1523 6.59 6.59 0.023 0.185
CT II. 21695 1523 7.10 7.01 0.021 0.177
CT I  21206/k. 1–2 1524 6.77 6.80 0.016 0.157
CT I. 21874/k. 1–2 1524 7.06 7.08 0.017 0.161
CT II 21687 1524 7.04 7.03 0.014 0.145
CT II. 21564 1524 6.21 6.25 0.024 0.189
CT II. 21632 1524 6.93 6.93 0.009 0.115
CT II. 21635 1524 6.82 6.87 0.030 0.214
CT II. 21658 1524 6.41 6.45 0.023 0.188
CT II. 21672 1524 6.43 6.40 0.036 0.231
CT II. 21680 1524 6.76 6.79 0.014 0.143
CT II. 21685 1524 6.52 6.50 0.008 0.107
CT II. 21686 1524 6.78 6.80 0.011 0.131
CT II. 21613 1525 6.65 6.54 0.035 0.229
CT II. 21671 1525 7.21 7.21 0.006 0.095
CT I. 21806 1526 6.02 6.03 0.011 0.130
CT I. 21900 1526 6.10 6.12 0.004 0.078
CT I. 21939 1526 6.83 6.83 0.010 0.125
CT II. 21688/k. 1–2 1526 6.34 6.42 0.061 0.304
CT II. 21612 1527 6.34 6.37 0.033 0.221
CT II. 21669 1527 7.21 7.25 0.013 0.139
CT II. 21719 1527 6.23 6.28 0.017 0.161
CT II. 21947 1527 6.83 6.93 0.027 0.203
CT III. 21266/k. 1–2 1527 6.59 6.63 0.025 0.193
CT I. 21963 1528 6.56 6.53 0.020 0.172
CT II. 21536 1528 6.80 6.87 0.018 0.166
CT II. 21633 1528 6.66 6.74 0.031 0.217
CT II. 21634 1528 6.55 6.55 0.014 0.145
CT I. 21965 1529 7.08 7.08 0.031 0.215
CT I. 21977 1529 6.44 6.38 0.040 0.246
CT II. 21578 1529 6.76 6.81 0.025 0.194
CT II. 21582 1529 6.39 6.33 0.068 0.320
CT II. 75854 1529 6.55 6.49 0.076 0.339
CT I. 21834 1530 6.82 6.89 0.034 0.227
CT I. 21952 1530 5.96 5.96 0.010 0.125
CT I. 21953 1530 6.81 6.85 0.008 0.110
CT II. 21603 1530 6.98 6.94 0.011 0.131
CT II. 21618 1530 6.88 6.89 0.002 0.061
CT II. 21659 1530 6.57 6.55 0.014 0.146
CT II. 21691 1530 6.75 6.79 0.019 0.168
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CT I. 21869/k. 1–4 1531 6.03 5.91 0.077 0.340
CT I. 21905 1531 7.06 7.01 0.013 0.142
CT I. 21741 1532 6.92 6.93 0.014 0.145
CT I. 21942 1532 7.16 7.18 0.011 0.126
CT I. 21958 1532 6.48 6.51 0.022 0.181
CT I. 75075 1532 6.59 6.60 0.015 0.150
CT II. 21141 1532 7.15 7.18 0.016 0.157
CT II. 21679 1532 6.66 6.68 0.014 0.146
CT I. 21738 1534 6.27 6.18 0.036 0.232
CT I. 21742 1534 6.78 6.81 0.027 0.201
CT I. 21835 1534 6.76 6.79 0.016 0.157
CT I. 21914 1534 7.03 7.04 0.038 0.240
CT I. 21936 1534 6.44 6.47 0.012 0.132
CT II. 21503 1534 5.78 5.80 0.039 0.241
CT II. 21541 1534 6.22 6.13 0.040 0.244
CT II. 21744 1534 6.74 6.78 0.025 0.193
CT I. 21902 1535 6.72 6.76 0.071 0.327
CT II. 21616 1535 6.58 6.62 0.015 0.150
CT IV. 21088/k. 1–3 1535 6.57 6.50 0.010 0.124
CT I. 21908 1536 6.71 6.66 0.015 0.151
CT I. 21946 1536 7.04 7.00 0.011 0.129
CT II. 21642 1536 7.14 7.12 0.016 0.156
CT II. 21721 1536 6.70 6.73 0.014 0.147
CT II. 21962 1536 7.02 7.04 0.045 0.261
CT I. 21873 1537 5.88 5.80 0.031 0.215
CT I. 21878 1537 6.08 6.13 0.203 0.552
CT I. 21934 1537 6.56 6.55 0.011 0.130
CT I. 21959/k. 1–2 1537 6.89 6.90 0.012 0.135
CT I. 21973 1537 6.02 5.98 0.089 0.366
CT I. 21974 1537 7.16 7.15 0.013 0.140
CT II. 21653 1537 6.68 6.73 0.036 0.234
CT IV. 21211 1537 7.08 7.04 0.023 0.188
CT IV. 21224 1537 6.98 6.96 0.010 0.121
CT I. 21903 1538 6.60 6.58 0.023 0.186
CT I. 21911 1538 6.72 6.71 0.017 0.160
CT I. 21940 1538 6.43 6.42 0.018 0.165
CT I. 21967 1538 6.74 6.75 0.015 0.150
CT II 21955 1538 6.51 6.41 0.076 0.337
CT II. 21604 1538 6.66 6.71 0.028 0.204
CT II. 21607 1538 6.02 5.98 0.017 0.159
CT I. 21876 1539 6.55 6.59 0.012 0.135
CT I. 21941 1539 6.72 6.73 0.020 0.175
CT I. 21943 1539 6.40 6.41 0.054 0.285
CT I. 21972 1539 6.67 6.69 0.012 0.136
CT II. 21706 1539 6.52 6.58 0.024 0.191
CT IV. 21205 1539 6.76 6.80 0.017 0.158
CT I. 21868 1540 7.26 7.30 0.015 0.150
CT I. 21915 1540 6.79 6.74 0.028 0.204
CT I. 21920 1540 6.84 6.86 0.024 0.191
CT I. 21976 1540 6.75 6.70 0.014 0.146
CT I. 21987 1540 6.94 6.96 0.017 0.161
CT IV. 21196 1540 6.52 6.53 0.017 0.160
CT I. 21913 1541 6.80 6.84 0.020 0.173
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CT II. 21815 1541 6.01 5.93 0.045 0.259
CT III. 21657 1541 6.31 6.32 0.035 0.230
CT IV. 21202 1541 6.34 6.32 0.014 0.146
CT IV. 21203 1541 5.95 5.95 0.015 0.150
CT I  21213 1541–1550 6.41 6.46 0.028 0.205
CT I. 21909 1542 6.70 6.61 0.021 0.177
CT I. 21957 1542 6.82 6.89 0.026 0.199
CT II. 21668 1542 6.70 6.71 0.007 0.100
CT II. 21906 1542 6.53 6.50 0.014 0.147
CT I. 21899 1543 6.52 6.59 0.046 0.262
CT I. 21916/k. 1–4 1543 6.66 6.67 0.015 0.150
CT I. 21944 1543 6.58 6.68 0.033 0.221
CT II. 21617 1543 6.49 6.80 0.028 0.205
CT II. 21652 1543 6.50 6.53 0.022 0.181
CT II. 21683 1543 6.68 6.61 0.035 0.229
CT I. 21948/k. 1–2 1544 6.75 6.77 0.016 0.156
CT I. 21975 1544 6.45 6.42 0.044 0.256
CT II. 21678 1544 6.72 6.73 0.028 0.205
CT II. 21690 1544 6.88 6.93 0.015 0.151
CT II. 21718 1544 6.52 6.58 0.037 0.236
CT I. 21852 1545 6.65 6.64 0.015 0.150
CT I. 21904 1545 7.11 7.11 0.004 0.075
CT I. 21951 1545 6.84 6.81 0.013 0.137
CT I. 21966 1545 6.56 6.48 0.033 0.221
CT II. 21586 1545 6.76 6.79 0.031 0.217
CT II. 21587 1545 6.07 6.00 0.060 0.301
CT II. 21602 1545 7.24 7.18 0.016 0.153
CT I. 21737 1546 6.13 6.10 0.044 0.256
CT I. 21750 1546 6.89 6.90 0.028 0.205
CT I. 21877 1546 6.48 6.52 0.037 0.237
CT I. 21912 1546 6.68 6.65 0.049 0.271
CT I. 21937 1546 6.66 6.61 0.010 0.123
CT I. 21969 1546 5.65 5.60 0.038 0.239
CT I. 21971 1546 6.27 6.20 0.032 0.218
CT II. 21798 1546 7.25 7.30 0.039 0.243
CT I. 21945 1547 6.71 6.81 0.048 0.268
CT I. 21970 1547 6.34 6.39 0.034 0.225
CT I. 21907 1548 5.95 5.91 0.085 0.356
CT I. 21956 1548 6.60 6.60 0.028 0.205
CT II. 21667 1548 5.78 5.80 0.084 0.356
CT II. 21712 1548 6.71 6.71 0.034 0.225
CT II. 21961 1548 6.63 6.63 0.034 0.225
CT I. 21938 1549 6.94 6.96 0.043 0.255
CT IV. 21040 1549 6.49 6.61 0.071 0.327
CT I. 21816 1550 6.72 6.69 0.011 0.128
CT I. 21910 1550 6.62 6.65 0.013 0.137
CT I. 21954 1550 6.23 6.28 0.028 0.205
CT I. 21968 1550 6.51 6.59 0.054 0.284
CT II. 21660 1550 6.78 6.80 0.012 0.137
CT II. 21664 1550 6.81 6.88 0.038 0.239
Source: self-developed by Tadeusz Maciąg



